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PREFACE.

An apology is rather due to my Corres-

pondent for the freedom I have taken, than

to the Public for with-holding a name, the

knowledge of which could add nothing to

the facts which are related, or to the force

of my friend's arguments, or mine.

The appearance of liis letters, if authen-

ticated by his signature, would certainly

endanger his life, or his personal liberty.

Aware of this, it has been my care to

omit some passages, not very relative to the

subjects in discussion ; but which, if ex-

posed, might lead to the discovery of what

I feel myself bound to conceal

.

I have also, from the same motive, taken

some other precautions to prevent his being

traced \ but, in both cases, tlie most scru-

B
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pulous attention has been paid to the fide-

hty of his sentiments.

I shall therefore hope, that in endea-

vouring to discharge, what I conceive to be

a duty to my country, it will not be said

that I have betrayed private confidence, or

violated the respect which is due to the

individual, whose letters, or rather extracts

from them, with my answers, are sub-

joined.

If, after this circumspection, the ):'eason

that induced me to give them publicity

should be demanded ;— I answer, The

TIMES!

A spirit has lately blazed forth, of a new

and extraordinary nature ; the object of

which it is impossible to mistake.

The effrontery with which it has, in a

variety of instances, braved the magistracy

and the laws, prove that the destruction

of both is intended.
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This disposition, so frequently and so in-

decently manifested of late, cannot but be

matter of regret to those who prefer order

to anarchy ; and who, convinced of the

beneficence and excellence of the British

Constitution, are anxious to see it pre-

served, and transmitted to posterity. That

such an anxiety should be felt, or even be

necessary, must be matter of surprise, as

well as of concern: but it must be matter

of still greater surprise, that a Constitution,

which has been for ages the boast of this

country, and the admiration of others,

should be publicly threatened by men not

very respectable in private life, or very for-

midable in point of number ; and who can

only derive hopes of success from foreign

invasion, or the levies they may have been

promised from the indigent, the dissolute,

and disaffected at home. While the nation

is engaged in a war, novel in all its circum-

B2
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stances (for it is a war of existence, not of

ambition, and which I will demonstrate has

been long premeditated on the part of

France), it has to contend with treason

within: it has to contend not only with

doctrines and opinions that menace it with

a subversion of its laws, and all the hitherto

cherished objects of its adoration and affec-

tion ; but with various heterogeneous fac-

tions, who, having called these doctrines

and opinions to their aid, look forward to

the epoch when they can propagate and esr

tablish them with the sword.

It is not the Minister or his measures ;

—

it is not Government ; or the Constitu-

tion;—it is the Nation that is assailed;

and assailed with a degree of rancor which

threatens it with serious and immediate

danger.

Against enemies so formidable and re-

solved without, and against traitors sa



zealaus and industrious within ; it is impos-

sible to be too vigilant, too prompt, or too

active; and it is the duty of every man, at

this moment of well-founded alarm, to come

forward in defence of that Constitution,

under which he has enjoyed a freedom and

Security unkno'wn to the rest of Europe.

Attempts have been made to excite in-

surrections throughout the kingdom, by

misleading the people into a belief that this

country is the aggressor in the present con-

test, and that no appearance of revolt hav-

ing been seen in the nation, the report of

intended commotions was the artful con-

trivance of Ministers, to seize the public

mind by surprise, and to impose on the good

sense of the people.

It is to refute a calumny as atrocious as it

is impudent, and whose object is to bring

Government into contempt, and the Consti-

tution into hazard, that I have published
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the following observations and corresponr^

dence.

It is more from my own knowledge,

than from the reports of others, that I have

written ;— I have not given conjectures, but

facts, and these may possibly elucidate se-

veral points imperfectly understood, and

perhaps lead to the discovery of others not

generally known.

My name is prefixed to the pamphlet,

not from vanity, for the season is past ; and

it is not fame or popularity that I covet,

but the calm of retirement, which in my

opinion constitutes the charm of existence.

My motive, therefore, for avov>'ing in the

present instance what I have written, is

merely to secure the facts which I have re-

lated from that suspicion of falsehood to

which they would be exposed in an anony-

mous publication. I am sensible, however,

that they can derive no importance from a
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name so little known, and of such little con-

sequence ; but as it has never been branded

with apostac}^ or venality ; as I have uni-

formly reprobated the perversion and the

prostitution of talents, and my whole life

has been distinguished by an ardent love of

liberty and of truth ; I trust that I shall

obtain credit at least for veracity and con-

sistency.

As to the circumstances that I have re-

lated, if they meet with a reception propor-

tioned to their fidelity, and to the purity of

the motives which led to their publication,

my end will be completely answered.

I aspire to no more ; and I trust it will

be accorded me, not as a matter of favour.

but of right.

London,
Nov. ut,i793. j„E Author,





1 HE exigencies of the times required that

Parliament should meet earlier last year than

was proposed at its prorogation. And the

pressure of public affairs may perhaps oc-

casion its being assembled as early this year

as the last.

Those who admire that invaluable part

of our Constitution, which renders the

Crown dependent on the Commons for sup-

plies, and the Minister responsible to the

Commons for the measures of the Crown,

will not fail to remark, with equal pride

and loyalty, the readiness with which the

Sovereign submits his conduct to discus-

sion, nor will they augur unfavourably of

the rectitude and capacity of the Minis-

ter, who courts the inquiry that is to

confirm or deprive him of the public confi-

dence.
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There is not a period perhaps on record,

in which the exertion of great talents, uni-

ted with great firmness, and tempered with

great discretion, was more necessary than

at this important crisis; but indispensible aa

these qualities are in the man to v/hom the

administration is confided, something more

is requisite than the display of great talents

;

something more is required than individual

fortitude and integrity : it is not the exer-

tions of an individual that will suffice ; the

Minister must have a support beyond that

which arises from the rectitude of his mo-

tives, or the wisdom of his measures.

He must have the support of Parliament

and the nation, or his efforts will be of no

avail.

The duties he has to discharge, arduous

and complicated at all times, have been

rendered much more so by doctrines at once

novel and dangerous, and which, by bidding

defiance ^to reason and all sober argument,

have given vice and folly a temporary tri-

umph over virtue and common sense.



To add to the evil, and ausiment his erri'-

barrassments, some of these doctrines have

been thought to have a strict conformity

with the most favoured of our popular pre--

judices, and having been hastily adopted by

weak, and artfully inculcated by bad men,

it became difficult to combat, and still more

so to efface them in those minds where the

most danger was to be apprehended from

the impression.

To allow them to pass unnoticed, v/ould

have been considered as a tacit acknow-

ledgment of their justice; it would have

been construed as a recognition of their va-

lidity; and to have opposed them without

great circumspection during tlie efferves-

cence they excited, and in the instant that

a people long oppressed by tyranny, were

at issue with its government, on the grand

and sublime question of civil rights, vvould

have accelerated the mischief it was meant

to avoid.

Such is the aukward and delicate predica-

ment in which the Minister has been con-
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stantly kept since a revolution, the most

wonderful in its nature, and most terrible in

its effects, subverted tlie ancient monarchy

of France, and menaced the different states

of Europe with a change not only in their

political system, but in their laws, manners,

and opinions.

A combination of circumstances and

events at once so extraordinary and unex-

ampled, and against which no human fore-

sight could have guarded, had almost

brouo:ht all that we hold sacred into hazard,

and rendered even the political existence of

this country extremely precarious.

The general alarm that prevailed last

year, (and which inducing parties, hitherto

in the habit of opposing each other, to for-

get their animosities, and unite for their

common defence) is a corroborating proof

that this danger was not chimerical, but

real ; nor can it be denied that the perils

must have been urg-ent that awakened in the

minds of the most temperate, the most in-

dependent, and best informed men in the
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three kingdoms, the most serious apprehen-

sions for the safety of the country and its,

government.

When the most distinguished characters

in both houses of Parliament, men no less

revered for their talents, than for their in-

teo-rity, came voluntarily forward and ac-

knowledged the necessity of supporting the

confidential servants of the crown.

When men of their rank and discernment

coming from different counties, and having

no previous intercourse witli each other,

perhaps for several months, and certainly in-

capable of any collusion, expressed the same

apprehensions, and agreed in the same ac-

count that, " Nothing short ofa total subver-

** sion of our civil and ecclesiastical establish^

" ments was intended by those who preached

" reform ; and that a contempt for Monarchy

" and for Parliaments, ivas publicly avowed

*' in pamphlets, paragraphs, hand-bills, and

<* at public meetings, convened for the express

''purpose of disseminating such principles

« throughout the natignr We can no longer



doubt but the mischief must have made ^

considerable progress, to have been so

universally bfelieved, and of extraordinary

magnitude, to have created so general an

alarm.

Under such circumstances, the calling out

ofthe militia, and assembling the Parliament,

so far from being a device or an artifice of

the Minister, to impose on " the timid

and credulousy" were in fact the only legal

and effectual measures he could have taken

to save the empire.

That individuals may have their fears

worked upon, is a truth within every man's

memory and observation ; but on this occa-

sion the views attributed to the Minister,

could not have been realized, unless the

whole country had been deceived.

Those who allow to Mr. Pitt talents

equal to such an enterprize, and the still

greater talent of preserving the delusion

for such a length of time, little suspect that

they reduce a very considerable majority of

the nation to a state of imbecility, and fur-
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nish the best of all possible reasons why he

should continue in office.

Men are not to be frightened like babies

by gossips tales of raw head and bloody

bones, Jack the giant killer, and such like

idle stories. The existence of such beings

must be demonstrated to the former, before

they can make an impression ; but to chil-

dren, the bare relation is sufficient ; their

ears receive the mischievous nonsense, and

their imaginations complete the triumph of

the mother or the nurse.

If the calling out of the constitutional force

of the kingdom, and afterwards upon the

collected wisdom of the nation to direct

that force, had been only a ministerial trick,

in order to intimidate those who could not

be corrupted ; the deception would have

been instantly detected, and no sooner de-

tected than punished.

The very means employed by the Minis-

ter to preserve himself in office, would have

produced his disgrace, and dismission.

The delusion could only have been
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momentary, and the nation recovered from

its panic, would have resented the insult of-

fered to its understanding, and the wound

given to its repose and prosperity.

Mankind are not apt to venture upon

experiments where the chances are so de-

cidedly against them, as to render success

almost impossible.

That such would have been the odds in

the present instance (if any thing like fraud

had been intended), will not be disputed by

those who have formed a just estimate of the

aggregate sense of this country ; and to

those who have not, it may fairly be doubt-

ed whether their opinion is of any moment.

The truth is, that no deception has been

practised ; and if facts and the concurrent

testimony of the ablest and most honest

men in the kingdom are entitled to credit,

none was intended

.

The rumours of plots and insurrections

were not propagated by Ministers, but by

those who had an interest in their success

:

not indeed for the purpose of putting the
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nation on its guard, but for that of render-

ing the panic universal, for fear on many

occasions is contagious, by inspiring a ge-

neral belief, that resistance on the part of

Government would be fruitless, or, to use

the more emphatic language of Mr. Paine,

that,—" the die was cast!"

Here was trick and artifice ! not on the

side cf Ministers, but on that of men who

were happily the dupes of their own cun-

ning, and who lost the victory without even

the honour of a contest.

That Ministers heard of these rumours,

and might have spoken of them, is most

probable ; for what was the topic of com-

mon conversation throughout the country,

could hardly have escaped them; but al-

lowing them to have been even the first

who had intelligence of the intended insur-

rections, it is fair to conclude, from their

conduct, that they were the last to believe

them.

The precautions they took to prevent

tiie explosion, were certainly not prema-

C
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ture, nor were they adopted until the mine

was almost ready to be sprung.

It is not meant to reproach Ministers with

supineness or neglect on this occasion, but

to vindicate them from the aspersion of

having worked on the fears of the people,

and to prove, by a series of incontrovertible

facts, that if they had meant to impose on

the country, they would have availed them-

selves of the rumours in the first instance,

and of the information they continued to

receive from all parts of the kingdom, un-

til the magnitude and proximity of the

danger compelled them to put the nation

m a state of defence.

They did no such thing ; and this alone,

exclusive of the strong and multiplied proofs

of attempts to excite commotions in the

country, is of itself a sufficient answer to

the calumnies of their enemies.

Why this calumny should still be pre-

served, I know not, unless it is meant to

serve as a nest egg for the remnant of an

opposition no longer respectable, and from
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which all the good and wholesome par-

ticles have separated, and taken directions

as far asunder from each other as the di-

vided flames of Eteocles and Polynices.

I should not have dwelt so long on this

subject, if great industry had not been em-

ployed to persuade the people that repeated

aggressions on the part of the British Ca-

binet, left France no alternative but war;

and that rumours of plots and insurrections

in different parts of the kingdom, were art-

fully raised and exaggerated, with a view

to inflame men's minds against that nation,

and give the appearance of necessity and

self-defence, to what originated in preme-

ditated insult and injustice.

Such are the charges that have been ad-

vanced, with a view to render the war un-

popular in the first instance, and to cramp

the operations of Government, in the se-

cond.

It was easy to foresee, that if the guilt

and odium of the war could be thrown on

Ministers, it would be less difficult to im-

C 2
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pede and frustrate their measures; what-

ever they proposed would of course be re-

ceived, if not in sullen anger or disgust, at

least with suspicion and ill-humour, and

that whenever their measures were marked

by defeat or disappointment, occasion would

be taken to attribute their failure to a want

of wisdom in those who planned them, or

to the pretended iniquity and inexpediency

of the war itself.

Those who are accustomed to observe

the progress of opinion, and the enthusiasm

with which popular prejudices are fre-

quently seized and propagated by the mul-

titude, will readily acknowledge that a Mi-

nister may expose the internal peace of the

country, by pertinaciously adhering to mea-

sures, which, though just in themselves,

and beneficial perhaps in their conse-

quences, would be hazardous to attempt

against the sense of the nation.

It is not always given to the splendour

of talents, or to the authority of virtue, to

resist the current of opinion ; and there are
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Other errors besides those which time has

consecrated, that time only can destroy.

Concession, under such circumstances, is

an argument of prudence, not of guilt or

weakness, and is, in reality, the only effec-

tual way by which the delusion can be re-

moved, and the faction discredited that oc-

casioned it.

That men should have recourse to false-

hood and misrepresentation in order to

carry their points, is a melancholy proof of

the necessity of those laws which are in-

tended to curb and correct the vicious pro-

pensities of human nature; but when we

find such expedients not only tolerated, but

preferred in the most important concerns

of public and private life; w^hen we find

them intervvoven in the very manners of a

people, and sanctioned by the general prac-

tice of the times, little doubt can remain

but that laws have more influence than sen-

timent, and that such a people are more

likely to be governed by motives of per-
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sonal interest, than by the obligations of

morality. If no greater mischiefs resulted

from the calumny and deceit of party, than

the triumph of one faction over another,

and an occasional change in the councils of

his Majesty, the nation, perhaps, would

have no great reason to complain, but the

misfortune is of much greater extent.

The evil resulting from a practice so dan-

gerous and unfair, bids defiance to all cal-

culation ; it materially affects the interests

of the community in a variety of directions;

it tends to derange measures the most sa-

lutary and indispensable for the public

welfare, and finally corrupts and destroys

the morals of the lower orders of society, by

rendering them accom.plices in the first in-

stance, and victims in the second, of the

guilt and duplicity of faction.

The bulk of the people, having neither

j
taste nor leisure for the study of politics,

are compelled to receive their knowledge

upon trust.
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They have, in fact, only two sources of

information ; the one is from Ministers, the

other from those who oppose them.

The responsibility aiiiiexed to the former,

is a security against deception.

The latter, being under no such restraint,

and not always under the influence of prin-

ciple, are at liberty, or at least assume the

right, of playing ad libitum with the pas-

sions, the prejudices, and credulity of man-

kind, as may best answer their particu-

lar views; and whenever this party, avail-

ing itself of the resources in its power,

proves mischievous or corrupt, the danger

to be apprehended will be proportioned to

the degree of confidence which the nation

may have in its capacity and integrity.

If its credit is considerable, or if the pub-

lic mind can be seduced into an approba-

tion of its opinion, the Minister, in such a

dilemma, will be compelled to relinquish

his best com.bined and best concerted

projects.

The interests of the state, in that case,
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are in danger of falling a sacrifice to the

intrigues and cabal of faction, and the in-

jury may be accomplished, before the im-

posture can be detected.

The experiment was tried at the time of

the Russian armament, and succeeded ; not

because it would have been injudicious or

unjust to have prescribed limits to the con-

quests of Russia ; not because Ministers

would have been culpable in hazarding a

contest, rather than relinquish their equi-

table demands ; or that the matter in dis-

pute was not v^'orth a temporary sacrifice

of peace (for all these arguments, and many

others to the same purport, were urged by

Mr. Fox, and those who supported him);

but because the advantages that would have

resulted from a measure no less politic than

just, v;ere too remote and collateral to be

generally known in a country unaccustomed

to consider the Muscovite as an enemy, and

little disposed to regard the aggrandize-

ment of its empire as an object of jealousy

or alarm.
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The nation, little versed in foreign po-

litics, was in fact taken by surprise ; it

was taught to believe that its commerce

with the Baltic would be annihilated for

ever by a rupture with the court of Peters-

burgh ; and what was still more extraor-

dinary, it was told that Russia was its na-

tural friend and ally 1

While efforts were taken to defeat the

measures of Government ;—while a cla-

mour was excited throughout the kingdom,

and the Minister accused of a design to in-

volve the nation in a war, from which no

good could possibly result ; the people were

diverted from an investigation of the ques-

tion, by the alternative held out of splendid

commercial advantages from Russia, if peace

was preserved ; and of the sacrifice of mil-

lions, of an increase of taxes, defeat, and

perhaps national bankruptcy, if hostilities

ensued. It is even said, that assurances

were transmitted to the Empress of Russia

of a formidable and triumphant support in

this country, if she would resist the claims
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of the British Cabinet:

—

they were re-

sisted;—and the Turk, left exposed to the

inroads of a potent and dangerous neigh-

bour, may, at no great distance of time,

find himself attacked in his metropolis, and

his empire subverted by a power, whose

dominions extending from the Baltic to the

Euxine, may be tempted to aspire at other

conquests, and look forward to other vic-

tims.

If the geographical position of Russia

had been that of France, no objections

would have been made to the measures of

Ministers ; but she was too distant to fall

within the scope of ordinary vision.—Her

projects of ambition, her resources, extent

of territory and power, were not even ob-

jects of inquiry ; the politics of that country

had never been even a subject of general

conversation in this, much less of study
;

nor has the rank she has acquired in the

scale of nations excited our attention, or

fallen under consideration. With interests

^s detached in appearance, as our respective
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positions on the globe, she was neither

considered as a rival in commerce nor in

dominion ; and, under the delusive idea of

perfect security from enmity and hostility,

it seemed extraordinary to the nation at

large, that Russia, so far removed, and with

pursuits so apparently difFererit, could be

an object of serious alarm to Great Britain.

It never occurred that Russia, in march-

ing to Constantinople, was in fact march-

ing to London ; and that one great source

of wealth and power to the latter, would

ultimately be diminished, if not totally de-

stroyed, by the conquest of the former.

These considerations were too remote

and too complicated to be attended to ; and,

as mankind are seldom affected by distant

danger, the wise and provident measures of

the Minister to ensure permanency (as far

as the fluctuating state of human affairs will

admit) to our commerce and our empire,

were frustrated by the intrigues of men

who have laid, perhaps, the foundation of
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much future mischief to the commercial in-

terests of their country, in the very moment

that they pretended to support them.

Faction obtained the triumph it desired
;

not, indeed, to the full extent of its wishes

(for its principal object was to supplant the

men whose measures it arraigned), but at

all events sufficient to enable it to discharge

its engagements to an enterprising nation,

to whom it has revealed the most effectual

mode of forcing the British Government to

remain a passive spectator of its encroach-

ments, its injustice, and ambition.

If the propositions of the British Cabinet

were thought to be unjust or inexpedient,

the Constitution has pointed out the mode

and place in which they are to be exposed

and combated; in which they are to be ap-

proved or rejected. It was not in Peters-

burgh, but Westminster ;—it was not in the

Chancellerie of Russia, in concert with the

Minister of the Empress, but in the Parlia-

ment of Britain, that an English opposition
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should have discussed and counteracted the

measures of the British Cabinet, if they ap-

peared improvident or unjust.

—

Any other mode is unmanly.

—

It is unconstitutional, and aims at estab-

lishing an imperium in imperio :

It is a conspiracy against Government;

and dishonours the nation, by impressing

foreign states with an idea (as false as it is

offensive to the honest pride of the country)

that a British Parliament is to be pur-

chased 1

That such an idea was current at Peters-

burgh, will appear evident from the follow-

i no- letter,* which contains the subject matter

* Extract i>f a letter from Germany, dated June lOtbyijSg.

* I have been six years on the Continent, and have nob

'' met with one foreigner who has a tolerable idea of the

" British Constitution, or of the character of my coun-

" trymen.

" The Count de * * * and * • *, who was Minister Pleni-

" potentiary at *, din-d with me last Monday. In a long

" conversation with the latter, in which he endeavoured to

'« prove that it was the interest of the court of London to

- ally itself to that of Petersburgh, he inquired, if I thought
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of repeated conversations I had with three

very able men, in the diplomatic line, from

** it was impossible to engage a member of the House of

** Commons in the interest of the Empress, ' Un homme de

*' talens, pour ecbauffer les esprits, et par ce moyen, ct celui

" de brochures,forcer Mr. Pitt d'entendre raison, et adopter

" les principes de Milord Stormont sur cesujet?* i. e. ' A
*' man of talents, capable of inflaming the minds of the

** people; and which, with the aid of pamphlets, would

*' compel Mr. Pitt to adopt the principles of Lord Stormont

" on this subject.'

*' The speech of his Lordship, I find, has made a great

** sensation in Russia ; and from what * * * informs me,

** THE PROJECT OF PENSIONING A MEMBER INCUR
*"' HOUSE OF COMMONS WILL CERTAINLY BE AT-

*' TEM PTED.

" It was in vain that I assured him of the impracticability

" of such a scheme.

*' He was not to be convinced : he talked of our venality.

*' I declared there was not a member in either House of

*« Parliament, corrupt and abandoned enough to dispose of

" his voice to any foreign court ; and that if an individual

*' so lost to all sense of honour existed among us, the dread

** of being detected and despised, would deter him from so

** base an action, and give to shame the force of virtue.

" That with respect to the venality he had mentioned, he

*« ought to regard it as a calumny, not as a fact; and that

" those who informed him that a member of the British Se-

*' nate would so far degrade himself as to become the pen-
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that court, and who were of the first rank

in Russia. I met with them in Germany,

and passed a month or six weeks with one

of them, at the country residence of an

Electoral prince. My letter is dated the

lothof June, 1789; and was addressed to

a friend in London, who has preserved the

original. It is not my intention to enlarge

on its contents; nor is it necessary: the

" sloner of a foreign court, knew very little of the pride and

" independent spirit of the British nation.

" I then inquired if he really thought it expedient to have

•' recourse to such a measure, and if his court seriously ex-

" pected to derive any advantage from it.

" He answered in the affirmative; and declared that if he

" was in London, he v/ould overwhelm us with pamphlets,

" to prove the folly, absurdity, and danger, of supporting

•« Sweden, from whom we could derive no benefit, and the

" mischievous consequences that may result to England from

«' PROVOKING the resentment of an empire, that will have

«' it in her power, sooner or later, to revenge herself.

•' He was very warm on the subject ; and never fails to re-

" new it whenever we meet, and the opportunity is favour-

•' able. His brother will depart immediately for Petersburgh,

" via Vienna ; for which I am sorry, as I shall then have a re-

" source the less."
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warmth with which the interests of Russia

were afterwards supported in this country,

is a much stronger comment on the mea-

sures alluded to in my letter, than any in

my power to offer ; and future Dairymples

may perhaps discover the cause of so much

zeal on one side, and of such abundant pro-

fessions of esteem on the other. Whether

the gratitude of the lady bore any propor-

tion to the services she derived from the in-

defatigable exertions of the, gentlemen, it is

not my business to inquire : I shall merely

observe, that a man of talents, with every

requisite to ififlame the minds of the people,

precisely such as my Russian friend so ar-

dently wished in 1789, actually espoused

the cause of Russia in 1791 ; and obtained

for that country a triumph, which was due

more properly to his own

.

I should not have dwelt so long, or have

insisted so warmly on this subject, if I did

not know that a clandestine correspon-

dence, still more atrocious, and still more

dangerous in its consequences, was carried
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on last winter between some individuals in

this country, and some of the members of

the Convention and of the tiien Executive

Council in France.

This is not a random conjecture, founded

on the secret interviews and constant in-

tercourse of the former with the agents

from the latter, but on evidence of a much

less equivocal nature, which at that time

fell under my inspection, and which is fully

sufficient for my conviction, though it may

not be equal to that which a court ofjustice

would require. To league with a power

with whom we are on the eve of hostility,

or to concert measures with that power,

in order to force Ministers into an ac-

quiescence with its views, or to render

those precautions abortive which Govern-

ment may deem necessary for the peace and

security of the country, is an offence not

lightly to be forgiven, or easily to be for-

gotten ; and however such a conduct may be

qualified by a pretended attachment to the

'* prosperity of the nation," or however plau-

D
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sible the arguments which ingenuity may

urge in its support-^it is in the strict and

most unlimited sense of the word Perfidy
;

not Patriotism.

It is no diminution of their guilt or mean-

ness, to say that this motley crew, this pie-

bald mixture of English gentlemen, and

French vagabonds, this new coalitioHy as wick-

ed and as formidable in appearance, as the old

one was weak, ricketty, and impotent, could

act long enough together to do the country

any material injury ; I know that they could

not ; I know that they never intended to

support each other, any farther than their

own personal interests were concerned.

I know that neither Le Brun * nor Bris-

fiot, had any confidence in the sincerity of

• I had relieved this man in 1787, who with his wife and

children, were in great distress.—The year following, he again

solicited charity ; and on being refused, endeavoured to ob-

tain It by fraud.—In January, 1790, he made another appli-

cation to me for succour, personally, by letter, and by his wife.

At the first of these periods, the States of Brabant had issued

a'warrant against him for having supported, in a journal that

he published, the despotism and wild projects of Joseph II.

At the second epoch, he sought shelter from the resentment
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those who pretended to serve them, and

that this distrust was mutual ; both parties

were playing the farce of Ruse contre Ruse,

of the Emperor for having supported the States of Brabant;

and at the third epoch, he fell again under the displeasure of

these latter, and his journal was proscribed the Austrian

Netherlands. The arrival of the Austrian troops towards the

close of that year, terminated the contest between them, by

compelling him to fly from Liege.—In 1791, I saw him in

Paris, where he proposed to recommence his journal, and so-

licited, through a third person, my patronage and recom-

mendation of it in England.—The number of journals theix

published in France giving him no prospect of success, he

made an offer of his services to the government at Bruxellesi

and would have returned to Brabant and supported the mea-

sures ofLeopold, if the terms he demanded had been acceded

to, and which were greater than they would have been, on

account of Linguet's having quitted the Low Countries.

Without money and friends, his only resource was to in-

trigue and cabal in the Jacobins, into which he had been ad-

mitted a member.—At this time Dumourier, who both

dreaded and detested them, had occasion for their support,

to aid his views of ambition,—Le Brun extolled his ta«

lents, and having contributed to puft him into notice and

power, was rewarded by a situation in the foreign depart-

ment.— In 1792, he became secretary- of state for foreign

affairs, and threatened to subvert the English Government,

whose measures a few years before he offered to support for

the paltry consideration of fiftv pounds a year.—In Januar\',

Da
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(diamond cut diamond) by tacit consent,

in London and in Paris.—It was no object

to the one what name the Enghsh Minister

wore, whether it was Fox or Pitt, provided

he was embarrassed with intestine commo-

tions, wliile three hundred thousand assas-

sins desolated Europe with fire and sword,*

nor was it a matter of greater import to

those in England, whether the French Re-

public was acknowledged or not : Jor what

is Hecuba to them, or they to Hecuba ?

1793, he signed the order for the execution of his sovereign

:

and as he is at this moment a fugitive for other crimes, it is

not improbable but, in 1794, we shall hear of his having

been hanged in some country where morals are yet respected

and laws enforced.

* Roland, who was at that time a member of the Execu-

tive Council, aware of the danger ofallowing the army to re-

turn to France, and convinced that a military despotism

would be the consequence of such a proceeding, strenuously

insisted on war, until this banditti were expended, and the

general ardour was abated. " II fautfaire marcher nos

troupes aussi loin giieleiirs jambespeuvent les porter:"— (we

must make our troops march as far as their legs will carry

them) , was his constant advice j the necessity of following

it was so obvious, that France did not dare to make peace,

and those who had a share in the government, as well as
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Their object was not that Mr. Chauveliii

should be received as Plenipotentiary, but

that Ministers should be dismissed and their

offices filled by those who opposed them.

These were the two grand points ; all

others were mere secondary considera-

tions.

The gentlemen who are the most likely

to be aflected by this trifling digression, may

perhaps be offended at an allusion to facts

which prove to what extremes mankind V

will descend, to gratify their resentment or

ambition, but prudence will suggest to them

the propriety of concealing their displea-

sure ; and whatever pain the recollection of

these facts may occasion to those who are

interested in their suppression, they have

greater obligations to my temperance than

those whom they sent over, and with whom I conversed, ac-

knowledged, que la paix leur seraii encore pins fioiestc que

la guerre, (that peace would be more fatal to them than

war) . Under these circumstances, I ask, whether it would
j

have been, I will not say prudent, but practicable for this /

country to have preserved a neutrality, even if the seizure of
|

British ships, and the unprovoked declaration of war on the

Part of France, had not forced her into hostilities?



they suspect, and in withholding their names

from the pubhc, they are more indebted to

my clemency, than their country is to their

loyalty

Let the measures of Ministers be canvass-

ed with freedom ; let them even be scruti-

nized with severity ; those who mean well

and act well, have nothing to fear from the

exercise of a right which is meant to check

presumptuous ignorance and profligate am-

bition.

It is their duty to submit to precautions

dictated by wisdom, and justified by expe-

rience, (for power will dazzle the strongest,

and corrupt the best disposed minds) ; but

let the justice that condemns negligence or

abuse, be as ready to applaud desert ; let

those who investigate the conduct of Mi-

nisters prove by their candour and discern-

inent the purity of their motives, ancl the

importance of their functions.

They will then be considered as the ex-

tra guardians of our laws and liberties ; as

honorary members of the governmentwhose

proceedings they superintend, and prevent
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by their example, as well as by their vigi-

lance the mischiefs that might result from

the guilt or imbecility of men whom for-

tune, not merit, may have raised to situa-

tions for which nature never designed them.

An opposition animated by such motives,

and adhering to such principles, is entitled,

by the courtesy of the constitution, not only

to our esteem, but to a portion of our con-

fidence ; and instances have occurred where

it has had claims to our gratitude.

Such are the genuine features of an op-

position worthy of support, and which can

alone correct the blunders of weak, and

counteract the designs of corrupt Ministers.

But when men descend to the miserable

expedient of seeking, through the medium of

clubs, taverns and field-meetings, a popu-

larity as disreputable as it is transitory and

precarious :

When they declaim with as little decency

as truth on their own virtues, and the vices

of Ministers ; when, under the pretence of

commemorating an election triumph, they

assemble a promiscuous multitude to hear
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fulsome and preconcerted panegyrics, re-

hearsed in rotation on the purity of each

others motives, and the sple?idour of each

others talents, we expect no good from

their efforts, and only question the truth

of eulogiums which are pronounced by

those who are the objects of them. But

when, like wary gamesters, they watch

for the moment of inebriety, when the

intellects of their companions are debi-

litated by wine, and their judgments are as

palsied as their hands, to seduce them into

an unqualified applause of every past, and

a solemn promise of support to every future

enterprize; the mischief they intend us

is no longer problematical, and we are in-

sensibly put on our guard, by the very

means they employ to surprise us.—^We

then perceive that it is no longer that dig-

nified opposition which would be at once the

boast and security of the British constitution,

but a faction, whose object is to obtain power

by any means, however abject ; and on any

terms, however atrocious ; and which as-

sumes the mask of public virtue, with a



view to impose on those who consider pro-

fessions as demonstrations, and assertions as

facts.

Men of this description are on no ac-

count to be trusted, nor can they be tole-

rated with safety ; for they consider all go-

vernments as cocks on Shrove-Tuesday, who

receive blowSy but return none, and who are

set up only to be knocked down.

It is by the actions, and not by the de-

clarations of men, that we are to judge of

their conduct and truth ; and if the gentle-

men who have hitherto opposed the pre-

sent Administration, have the interests of

their country really at heart, they will at-

tend to the distinction I have made, and no

longer interrupt the efforts of Government

to bring the war to an honourable conclu-

sion.

Whether an event so desirable is to be

produced by the sword, or by negotiation,

the necessity of unanimity is too obvious to

be insisted upon ; for unanimity so requi-

site at all times to give vigour and insure
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ticularly called for on this occasion, because

the public enemy is impressed with an idea

that we are divided among ourselves.

It is from our divisions, more than from

their force and resources, that they have

promised themselves a victory, first over

Ministers, and finally over the country.

They have however found, that their ef-

forts against the latter have been hitherto

defeated by the vigilance and spirited exer-

tions of the former ; and unless the habit

of constantly depreciating the capacity of

the Minister, has rendered his opponents in

Parliament insensible to conviction, they

may be taught by the debates in the Na-

tional Convention, to entertain an opinion

more conformable to truth of those talents

which appear to have created so general

and so considerable an alarm in the minds of

those against whom they are directed. It is

not, however, meant to discuss whether the

abilities of the Minister have been too

highly estimated by one description of ad'
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versaries, or too much undervalued by ano^

ther ; for the question is, not whether this

or tha^ set of men have the better claim to

public confidence; or this or that party

shall govern the kingdom ? interests of far

greater moment than those that relate to

any ii^idividual, or to any family, are un-

happily at stake, and press for decision.—It

is not whether Mr. Pitt shall preside at the

Treasury, but whether the French Conven-

tion, in concert with the rabble of all na-

tions, shall prescribe laws to Great Britain?

And when a question of such importance is

to be discussed ; when a danger of such mag-

nitude is to be resisted ; it is impertinence in

any description of men to urge their pre-

tensions to public favour, or to clamour for

offices of public trust and emolument.

The great object which claims coiisiderar

tion, and on which our attention ought to

be constantlv fixed, is

THAT FRANCE IS AT WAR WITH ENGLAND.

The cause of her enmity is not a subject

for present inquiry.
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We are called upon to maintain the ho-

nour and dignity of the nation ; and, on this

occasion, the more powerful incentives of

interest and self-defence are added to the

obligations of duty. But if the interests of

France are to be supported, as those of Rus-

sia have been, by a party among ourselves, in

preference to our own ;—if Ministers are to

have their plans thwarted and counteracted

by secret embassies to Paris, as they were

two years since at Petersburg!! ;—if, in

order to frustrate and perplex more effec-

tually their measures for home defence, or

foreign hostility ; tumults, insurrections,

and rebellion, should be excited in diffe-

rent parts of the kingdom ; the battles of

France will certainly be fought with much

more advantage to her interests in this

country than any where else, and she may

derive a victory from our dissensions, which

she could never acquire by her arms. The

nation is engaged in a war which it was

impossible she could have avoided ; and to

cavil as to its cause and object, when both
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are so obvious, belongs to the litigious cha-

racter of a pettifogger, and not to the ex-

panded and dignified mind of an able and

well-informed pohtician. Whatever errors

may have marked the conduct of Ministers

previous to the commencement of hostilities,

or whatever blunders may have been com-

mitted since, let them, at the proper season,

be subject to the most rigid inquiry. It

is what they must expect, not only from

the vigilance of their adversaries, but from

the prudence of the nation; and if they

should be found deserving of impeachment,

in the name of justice let impeachment

follow; not in mockery, but in reality:

not such an impeachment as the nation

was amused with by Mr. Fox, towards

the close of the American war, and which

terminated in his coalescing with the man

whom he had menaced with the block,

(for the season of delusion is over, and the

Treasury is no longer, to be scaled by

step-ladders) : but an impeachment found-

ed on substantial evidence of guilt ;
and



which, leading to conviction and to death,

shall serve as an example to future Minis-

ters v^ho may be disposed to trifle wdth

the trust reposed in them, or to betray

the interests of their country.

Such is the line of conduct to be observed

towards guilty or improvident Ministers ;

such the means by which they ought to be

disgraced, dismissed, and brought to pu-

nishment ; and not by caballing against

them at home ;

—

Not by secret communications with fo-

reign enemies, or by the wild and senseless

uproar of mobs, composed ofmen with weak

minds, and directed by others with bad

hearts.

The one accords with the unaffected dig-

nity of English justice, and partakes of its

frankness and generosity, as well as of its

truth.

—

The other is mean and malignant ; it is

dastardly, and belongs properly to those

nations where the sovereign is an ob-

ject, not of affection or respect, but of ser-
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vile adulation, or inveterate hatred ; and

whose smiles, while he is dreaded, are deem-

ed an equivalent for the sacrifice of every

virtue. But in a free country like this,

where the meanest individual feels his con-

sequence and independence ; where the ave-

nues to power and wealth are open to men

of talents and integrity, of every rank and

condition, the spirit of intrigue should be

banished.

It is subversive of good morals, and tends

to give importance where none should exist,

and to confer distinctions and rewards

where neither have been merited.

If those who oppose the Minister had

been impressed with these sentiments, they

would have pursued means m.ore honour-

able and direct to defeat his measures, than

by secret embassies to Petersburgh, or by

underhand communications with emissaries

from Paris.

—

Neither would they have represented the

war in which we are engaged, as the conse-
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quence of repeated aggressions on the part

ofGreat Britain.

I could demonstrate, by proofs in my
possession, and which are much stronger

perhaps than any that Ministers can pro-

duce, that the war was unavoidable, even if

we had remained indifferent to the violation

of treaties, and the hostile invasion by the

French of every nation in Europe.

If, however, the gentlemen who have

hazarded assertions so contrary to truth, re-

probate the contest from the motives they

have assigned, they will do well to recol-

lect that a prompt and vigorous support of

Government, will tend more effectually to

terminate the calamities they affect to de-

plore, than all their elaborate speeches in

Parliament, and all their cabals out of it.

It is by the display of the spirit and the

strength of the nation, that the war is to be

terminated ; and as the circumstances of the

times are too imperious, and the stake at

hazard too important to admit of any other
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mode, or even to authorize any other hope

of its being honourably and speedily con-

cluded, it would have been more meritorious

if an union of parties had been recommend-

ed until peace Was restored, when an in-

quiry into the origin and conduct of the

war might be instituted with much more

propriety, and to much better effect with

respect to the object and justice of it * But

this would not answer the purpose of those

who cavil, and who by the vehemence with

which they uniformly oppose, without dis-

tinction or reserve, every measure of Minis-

ters, as if every measure could be bad, af-

fords a strong presumption that their op-

position is to men, not to measures, and

that whether the nation is at peace, or whe-

ther she is at war, the confidential servants

of the Crown would still be an object of

clamour and perpetual abuse.

It was superfluous to urge as a reason

• The policy of a war is one thing; the conduct of it is

another. They are two very distinct cbj;cts ; unconnected

with ieach other, and certainly not lo ') -. examined at the

same time; or to be trie4 by the same evidence.

E
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for terminating the war, that the commerce

of the country is interrupted ; neither can

the charms of peace be made more evident

by recounting the perils inseparable from a

state of hostility.

To urge objections so obvious, and which

are in every man's recollection, prove that

those who have advanced them are hard

pushed for matter of complaint, when

they have recourse to common place argu-

ments, to decry what is universally acknow-

ledged to be an evil ; but which we are

bound to encounter whatever may be the

result to the country or to individuals.

No doubt but the war is difficult, ex-

pensive, and perilous ; so are all wars

;

but the question is not to ascertain the ex-

act loss that may ensue, or the precise degree

of danger we are to encounter—But how

to terminate it in a manner that may se-

cure the nation from future injuries and in-

sults, and render future wars, if possible, un-

necessary.

The interests of this country will be in

perpetual hazard, unless its independence is



preserved ; and as this is the sole object of

the present contest, it is rather extraordi-

nary, that those who pretend to be so anxi-

ous for the honour and prcsperity of the

nation, should be so very averse to the

means by which alone they can be secured.

" Let us serve our coufitry into whatever

hands the government of it may fall,
'* was

the heroic, I had almost said sublime an-

swer of the gallant Admiral, whose services

are recorded in our annals, and whose fame

w^ell entitles him to the page which his-

tory has consecrated to his memory.

The sentiment of Blake should be that

of every Englishman ; for he partakes of the

grandeur, the opulence, and dignity of his

country, andwhen these are brought into ha-

zard, or when questions ofgreat political mo-

ment are to be discussed ; all personal con-

siderations should be forgotten; aversions

to names and individuals renounced ; and

even injuries pardoned ; for the recollection

of them is mean, and as incompatible with

our national character, as they would be

injurious to our national interests.

Ea



The greater the perils that we have to

encounter, the greater necessity there is for

that zeal and unanimity, by which alone

they can be surmounted.

The question is not how they happeticd,

but how they are to be vanquished; for the

man can hardly be in his senses, or supposed

to mean well, who refuses to extinguish a fire

until he is fully informed by what means

the conflagration was occasioned.—It was

the firm persuasion in France, that no such

unanimity existed in England, and that no

such zeal would be displayed ; deceived by

assurances to that effect, her aggressions be-

came every day more frequent and less cir-

cumspect, and finally produced those de-

clared hostilities, which she expected would

terminate in her triumph and our de-

feat.

Her prospect of success was evidently

founded in error, while her conduct was

the deliberate result of crime.

Hence the aggressions she offered, and

the declaration of war that ensued.

—

She expected London to be subdued as

I
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easily as the Bastille, and that her friends in

this country, already ripe for revolt, would

have erected the standard of sedition in

every county in England : those whom she

had seduced to adopt her errors, and ap-

plaud her crimes, were stimulated to look

forward, not to better or to happier, but

to troublesome times, when the worst men in

society would be at liberty to plunder and

massacre with impunity the best, and riot

and misrule would triumph over the magis-.

trate and the laws.

What was at first only speculation, be-

came an object of serious pursuit ; nor is it

yet abandoned; a variety of engines are yet

in motion, in order to excite discontents

throughout the whole kingdom, in the cri-

minal hope that they may finally blaze into

rebellion.

To defeat those views, and. to destroy

those hopes, are become objects of serious

and immediate concern ; intimately blended

with the prosperity, the independence, and

fate of the nation, to which all other conside-
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rations at this time should most certainly

yield.

It is from this conviction, that I have

come forward, a volunteer ; not in support

of names (for I am not of any party); but

of the constitution, which I revere, and

which I know to be in danger. In ques-

tions of great political moment, where the

interests of my country, or the civil rights

of mankind are concerned, I disclaim all

respect to persons.

It is not the interests of an individual, but

of society, that I defend : it is truth, not

Ministers that I court ; and if in pursuit of

the former, I should offend the latter, my
conscience (acquitting me of any such in-

tention,) will render me perfectly indiffe-

rent to the consequence.

A residence for some time at Paris, and

an intimacy with many who have had a

considerable share in the various revolutions

which have succeeded each other in that

metropolis, with a rapidity unexampled in
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the annals ofmankind, have given me abun-

dant opportunities of knowing the general

sentiments of the people in France relative

to this country, and of speaking with a de-

gree of accuracy, on a variety of important

and interesting particulars, to which few

English gentlemen can pretend. Nor were

my sources of information confined to those

with whom I was acquainted.

I was a member of all the popular socie-

ties, and regularly attended the Jacobin

club, in which all questions of reform, and

indeed all matters relative to domestic ar-

rangement on foreign powers were gene-

rally discussed before they were proposed

in the National Assembly. * Other chan-

• It is a fact worth relating, as it will furnish abundant

matter for reflection, that innumerable pamphlets were

every day distributed gratis to the members of the National

Assembly, and to those of all the popular societies in Paris.

As a member of the Jacobin club, I received, in the short

space of eight months, four hundred and two of these pub-

lications ; and as they were only presented to those memben
who attended, and always early in the evening, and as it
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nels deserving of confidence and attention

were also open to me ; but these cannot,

without evident risk and indelicacy to the

parties concerned, be disclosed at a period

so little removed from the epoch to Which

I allude.—It is not my intention to notice

was sometimes late before I xyent, the number that I misse4

must also have been considerable.

Those who are the least accustomed to considerations of

economy, will start at the enormous expence which this

mode of communicating information, and of influencing the

public councils of the kingdom must have occasioned j and

the magnitude of the fund equal to such an expenditure will,

perhaps, appear as extraordinary as the wonderful powers of

that lever, by which the long established habits and preju-

dices of an entire nation, the labour of ages, have been

wrenched with a force and velocity which the mind, unable

to conceive, trembles to contemplate.

It even forms a new epoch in the animal history of man,

and excludes all reasoning by analogy.—Such were the

means by which a fermentation was produced and preserved

not only in the metropolis ; but in all the departments and in

every town 'fri' France, nor is it possible to recollect the hor-

rible excesses they have produced, without lamenting that

anarchy and every species of crime should have been produced

in that country, by the very means which sustain liberty
j,

and inspire us with -i love of order and of virtue in this,
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transactions that do not immediately relate"

to this country.

It is not the history of the French revo-

lution that I am writing, nor of the various

factions which, contending for dominion,

have plunged that distracted and ruined na-

tion into a chaos of miseries, difficulties, and

crimes, from the consequences of whicli it

will require the accumulated wisdom of

ages to rescue her; it is not the state of

parties that I mean to give, or a detail of

their views, their cabals, intrigues, alternate

threats and caresses, to intimidate, seduce,

circumvent, discred it, and destroy each other

;

but merely an exposition of facts, by which

it will appear that the French in general

were hostile to this country, and that the

price of the alliance which they pretended

to desire with England, was the sacrifice of

that Constitution, which has raised her to

the rank she holds in the scale of na-

tions, and which is the basis of that power,

and the security of that freedom which have

distinguished her for ages, and which, I



trust, will accompany her to the very end of

time.—^While the British Constitution was

insidiously decried in all public and in all pri-

vate societies, as incompetent and delusive

—while every Englishman was reproached

with being content with the shadow of li-

berty, when he had it in his power to obtain

the substance ; while every argument was

urged to convince him of the superiority

of the French revolution in 1789, and every

art employed to disgust him with that of

England in 1688, the press at Paris, let loose

from all restraint, teemed with abuse of the

British Government, who jealous, it was said,

and dreading the rising power of France,

was resolved upon hostilities, in the hope of

crushing her before the new order of things

could acquire their proper force and con-

sistency ; these publications were accom-

panied by others of various sizes, from

octavo volumes at six livres (a crown), to

half sheets at tw-o liards (a farthing); in

which comparative statements appeared, not

very impartial or accurate, of the strength
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and resources of the two nations.—This con-

duct, the natural result of rancour and dis-

trust, manifested itself immediately after the

destruction ofthe Bastille.—Mr. Peysonnell,

formerly consul-general ofFrance at Smyr-

na, and a member of all her academies, ad-

dressed a memorial in 1789 to the King and

the National Assembly ; in which, after de-

claring that it is impossible France and Eng-

land by their positions and their commerce

could ever be friends, and that any treaty

between them must be ruinous to the for-

mer ;
* he says, that the latter is no longer

what she was, -f but compelled to behold

• Situation Politique de la France et ses Rapports actuals

avec toutes les Puissances de I'Europe—addresse au Roi et a

l*Assemblee Nationale en 1789. vol. i. p. 16.

f Vaineraent I'Angleterre voudroit en imposer a I'Eu-

rope ; vainement elle voudroit persuader que c'est un bon-

heur pour elle d'avoir perdu I'Amerique; que n'ayaut plus

a la combattre; conservant son commerce, qui soumet la

fortune des Etats Unis a la sienne, ses forces scront doublees

contre la France, parcequ'elle n'aura plus desormais a agir

que sur un bien plus petit nombre de points d'attaque, et

qu*elle ne sera plus forcee de proteger le vaste developement

d'un continent tout entier.
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the erection of the stupendous moleat Cher-

bourg in silence, she already naeditates ai'i

•,',;.
, ih:j(mi-

. . .
- .

Ces argumeria captieiix ne sauroient faire illusion au point

de meconnoitre le cnangem6nt enorme de sa situation vis-a-

vis de la France depuis la perte de ses colonies.

Ce n'est plus la superbe Rome imposant des loix maritimes

u Carthage, et detruisant sa marine et son commerce, pour

parvenir plus facilement a I'aneantir, ce n'est plus la fiere

Angleterre comptant sans cesse les vaisseaux de la France, et

la mena9ant d'une declaration de guerre des qu'elle vpuloit

en augmenter le nomhre.

Ce n'est plus I'audacieuse Angleterre envoyant en 1772

des commissaires a Toulon poxu- verifier le desarmeitient de

Fescadreque la France avoit arme pour line diversion en fa-

veur de la Suede; ce n'est plus 1'Angleterre orgueilleuse de

la residence perpetuelle de son commissaire a Dunkerque,

c'est I'Angleterre depouillee de ses possessions dans le Con-

tinent de I'Amerique, c'est rAngleterre qui dait plus que ne

vaut son Sol, qui presente pour hypotheque.des; interets de

cette enorme dette, non une ctendue de terre vaste, fertile, et

abondante comme la France, mais un commerce que des vi-

cissitudes peuvent lui enlever; c'est I'Angleterre qui n'existe

que par la circulation d'un papier monnoie, dont un nume-

raire sufRsant ne represente point la valeur, et par un credii

illusoire pret a etre detruit par le premier evenement qui

dissipera I'illusion ; c'est I'Angleterre gemissante sous le

poids accablant des impots de toute espece ; c'est I'Angle-

terre s'estimant heureuse de la fortune qu'elle a faite par le

traite de commerce qu'elle a eu I'adresse de conclure avec



attack on their, sugar islands, having for

that purpose sent out large bodies of troops

to Jamaica,* and that the only way to

render her projects ineffectual will be to

augment the French marine immediately to

la France; c'est I'Angleterre reduite a soufFrir le redoutabic

etablissement de Cherbourg vis-a-vis I'embouchure de la

Tamrse ; f c'est TAngleterre enfin vivant des fautes de U
France depuis la paix.

Le Ministere Fran9ois en a commis successlvement trois

enormes : la premiere est la redaction mal-adroite du traite

de paix, danslequel il a laisse des articles louches, des sources

inepuisables, de demeles qui finiront par faire perdre en-

tierement a la France le commerce de I'lnde ; la seconde

est I'abandon de la Hollande au moment de la Revolution;

et la troisieme, la conclusion du traite de commerce qui de-

truira nos manufactures, et dont la balance est constam-

jtient, comme elle devoit I'etre, a I'avantage de I'An-

gleterre. Situation Politique, ^c. Vol.1, p. 112.

If any such intention had been formed, Jamaica most

' undoubtedly would never have been the rendezvous for troops

destined to make a descent on iV'Iartinique, Guadaloupe, or

St. Lucia.

f By his placing Cherbourg opposite to the river Thames,

it is evident that the knowledge in geography of this consul-

general and member of all the academies in France, is not

more profound or more accurate, than that which he has ac*

quired in politics.



an equality with that of England, and to

engage Spain to a still closer alliance, and

to adopt the same plan.*

This publication hi 3789, seems to have

been the signal for a general attack on the

good faith and pacific disposition of the

British Cabinet ; and while its friendship and

probity were arraigned, the poverty of its

resources was commented upon with an in-

decency which rather proved the malevo-

lence of the writers, than the accuracy of

their information.

The evident object of this uninterrupted

flow of falsehood and abuse, was to influ-

ence the minds of the people, and animate

them against this country ; nor were the

means employed inadequate to the end pro-

posed ; for in traversing the Palais Royal

and Thuilleries, it was not uncommon to

hear, in the different groups assembled to

discuss questions of state, the most sangui-

• Situation Politique, &c. Vol. I[. page i8a.



nary expressions towards the English, ac-

companied by a wish that the very last of

them could be seen on a spit.*

This ferocity in a loose and disorderly

rabble would be unworthy of notice, if,

from its strict correspondence with other

circumstances, it did not appear to be evi-

dently connected with the system which the

chiefs of the French Revolution had adopted

with respect to the conduct to be observed

towards this country. It was the common

language and affected belief of all ranks

and descriptions of people, that England

was disposed to be hostile: some asserted it,

because they considered such an event as

necessary to the re-establishment of the an-

cient order of things : others, from wishing

to try the difference between the force of

France liberated, and that of France ensla-

ved ; and not without strong hopes of an-

nihilating, by the concussion, the power and

riches of a nation which they at once dread-

ed and envied.

• Je voudrois bien voir le dernier Anglois a la broche.
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Thus the two parties in France the most

virulent against each other concurred, from

different motives, in enforcing the same

opinion; and while the credulous simpli-

city of the people was imposed upon by

these writings and harangues, the English

were laughed at in imagining themselves to

be free, and desired to compare the revolu-

tions of the two nations, and acknowledge

the superiority of that of France, which had

restored the people to their political, while

that of England had only obtained for them

a portion of their civil, rights :—that France,

more enlightened and more just to herself,

had set an example to the rest of the world,

which the English no doubt, from their na-

tural love of liberty, would be the first to

approve and follow : that a conduct so wise

on their part, would inevitably tend to

unite two nations, hitherto rivals and ene-

mies, in the indissoluble bonds of friendship,

and enable them to give the law to all Eu-

rope.

That such an union was most certainly
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what France had sincerely at heart, but that

it was impossible she could enter into any

treaty with a people whom she had always

loved, and against whom she had ever war-

red with reluctance, unless they would first

raise themselves to a level with her, by a-

boUshing their House of Lords, and with-

draw from their King the power of de-

claring war. That whenever an event so

salutary to the repose of both countries took

place, France would be the first to propose

an alliance, which would become durable

and reciprocal, by being an alliance between

the two nations,* in whom alone the right

* If these shallow politicians and legislators had been

better instructed in the principles of the English Constitu-

tion, they would have known that the British Monarch is

the Proxy of the British Nation. They are yet to learn,

it seems, that in order to give force, dignity, and effect, to

the sovereign will of the people of England, the whole power

and majesty of the nation are concentrated in the King;

and that to insult or deny his authority, is, in fact, to insult

n d deny the authority of the nation. The tbmpers and

characters of men are so diversified bv nature, that without
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of making treaties, and deciding on peace

and war, ought to reside. The duplicity of

these harangues, specious only to those who

are moved by sounds, not sentiment or prin-

ciple, was obvious to every man accustomed

to reason and reflect ;
yet these impertinen-

ces, to say nothing worse of them, were

what every English gentleman in Paris

was compelled to hear.

It was impossible but that this language,

this expedient to collect and give them force, unity, and

consistency, it would be impossible to assure peace, comfort,

and security to individuals :—all government would be at a

stand, and as the very word government implies the existence

of crime and folly somewhere i it is necessary to guard

against the effects of both, by the coercion of laws, and the

vigilance of the magistrate. The nwre concentrated the

pov/er of these is, the more prompt and efficacious will be

its execution : hence the wise policy of confiding the whole

executive authority in trust to an individual, which in the

hands of the multitude, acting without concert or responsi-

bility, and in different directions, would produce confusion,

misery, and mischiefs, without end; and in no instance

whatever, obtain any of the objects which men propose by

living in society.
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from its being uniformly held, and inva-

riably addressed to all Englishmen, should

make an impression on some; and when-

ever this happened, they were instantly de-

sired to recommend it to their countrymen.

Hence the origin of the mine intended to

be laid, and which one of the chiefs* of the

* To add to the afRictions of a man destined to pass in

wretched captivity the sad remnant of an existence no longer

desirable, proves a depraved heart, and a mand void of sen-

timent.—Should this volume ever penetrate to the gloomy

dungeon, in which treachery and tyranny have immured M.

de la Fayette, I owe it to the intimacy in which we lived in

happier times, to declare, that it is the farthest from my in-

tention to wound his feelings, or to awaken in his agonized

breast the recollection of past events. In alluding to the

conduct of those about him, and to his own public decla-

rations, I mean nothing more than to shew that the defects,

in the English Constitution were the constant topics of con-

versation on all occasions, and in all comp.mies ; and that id

animate those against it who were most interested m itspre-

servation, was the common business and invariable pursuit

of every body at Paris zvith whom I conversed.

What countenance he gave to the sentiments and princi-

ples which were so liberally debated in his house, or what

share he might have had in encouraging the propaga*"ion of

them in England and in Ireland, whether it pro;eeceu from

F 2
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revolution in 1789, repeatedly assured me
would be first sprung in Ireland, and after-

wards in England.

Infected with the contagion of the times,

and intoxicated with the popularity of the

moment, M. de la Fayette was insensible of

the impropriety of hazarding assertions

which exposed him to the suspicion of se-

cretly wishing to excite those revolutions

which he announced as inevitable ; and this

idea, so injurious to his character, seems con-

firmed by the freedom with which the peo-

ple about him were permitted, every day af-

ter dinner, to harangue on the blemishes and

his mistaken notions of liberty, or from motives of a political

nature, are questions which circumstances have rendered

needless to discuss. If from the former, his errors claim our

indulgence. If from the latter, his punishment has certainly

been equal to his crimes, and forgetting h'u guilt in his suf-

ferings and misfortunes, we cannot but lament the fate of a

man, who with the most amiable manners, and certainly pos-

sessed of many good qualities, renounced the comforts ofdo-

mestic life, to place himself at the head of an insurrection,

which he was unable to direct to an happy issue, or to any

beneficial purpose to himself or others.
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defects of other governments, and particu-

larly on that of Great Britain.

His extreme hospitality brought a vast

concourse of people together, and his draw-

ing-room, till seven o'clock, was every

evening crowded with natives and stran-

gers; the former of whom seemed to be in-

finitely more anxious to provide systems of

governments for other nations, than to set-

tle that of their own. Their pretended

concern, that " a people ubo had been the

jirst to give an example of liberty to others,

should have made so poor a progress in it

themselves" was accompanied by exhorta-

tions to consider France as a model, with

offers oi fraternity y if the advice should be

adopted !

How comes it that every man, woman,

and child, in France, carolled this strain in

all its various parts, with such an attention

to melody, and in such perfect unison, as to

prove from the excellence of the perform-

ance, that the concert must have been fre-

quently rehearsed r Can any thinking mind,
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informed of what has already happened on

the Continent, where French principles

and French armies have penetrated, reflect

without horror on the interpretation, and

practical explanation that has been given to

a word which in its hitherto received sense,

conveys the idea ofevery thing that is endear-

ing, every thing that is consolatory to hu-

manity, either in prosperity or affliction ?

—

Fraternity;—;just Heavens! what has been

tie fraternity which they have shewn to the

people of Liege and of Brabant ? It is well

known that their grievances were intole-

rable; and while the principle is acknow-

ledged (and who dare deny it), that go-

vernments are instituted for the happiness

and security of mankind, they were justified

in throwing off the yoke that oppressed

them. Urged by their wrongs, they had

recourse to the only means by which des-

potism can be crushed : and if they unhap-

pily failed in the attempt ; if they have been

deceived and ruined by the event; it is their

misfortune, not their crime: they had an

I
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excuse for the experiment, and ought not

to be reproached for its faihire ;—but what

excuse can we urge ?

What tyranny have we to resist, or what

change can we possibly hope for the better,

by adopting the principles and accepting

the pretended fraternity of men, whose con-

duct proves they are insensible to the dic-

tates of humanity, and destitute of public

faith, and private virtue ?

The Liegeois, under the disgraceful do-

minion of a vile and pampered priesthood,

whose luxury was an insult to the poverty

of the nation, and whose ignorance was a

satire upon all government, had sufficient

reason to be dissatisfied with their con-

dition, and the strongest of all motives for

endeavouring to emancipate themselves

from the jurisdiction of men, who knew no

other use of power than to abuse it ; who

enjoyed an exemption, as impolitic as it was

impudent and flagitious, from all taxes and

imposts ; and who, contributing only to the

vices, the ignorance, and the profligacy of
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their wretched country, gave the lie direct

to the religion they professed.

Nor will the efforts of the Braban9ons to

throw off the Austrian yoke be deemed an

offence, when the incompetency of a go-

vernment, without dignity, without mild-

ness or equity, is considered. Both these

nations, hap])y in the prospect of being re-

lieved from the insolence and rapacious ex-

tortions of their respective oppressors, ac-

cepted with alacrity the fallacious offer of

fraternity ; and in return they engaged to

succour the troops that sliould be sent to

their deliverance. The troops were sent

;

but not for the purpose that was promised

on one side, or expected on the other.

—

Not as friends or protectors ; but as ene-

mies and free-booters.

They came ; not to liberate, but to en-

slave ; not to establish order, but anarchy;

not to correct abuses, but to commit

crimes.

Instead of conferring happiness, they

liave entailed misery ; and after having de-

I
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solated the whole country ; after having

sequestered pubhc, and confiscated private

property,, they abandoned the deluded in-

habitants to the vengeance of their ancient

despots, leaving them nothing but miseries

to endure, and insults to revenfre. The no-

toriety of these melancholy, these afflicting

proceedings, supersede the necessity of con-

firming them by proofs; but that no doubt

should remain of the atrocious conduct of the

French at Liege, I subjoin a letter from the

most able man in that country, "vho was at

the head of the revolution, and who from

his infancy to his present very advanced age,

has always possessed the unbounded affec-

tions of his fellow citizens.

After describing the deplorable condition

of the principality, this venerable but de-

luded magistrate informs me, that the French

on whom they had fully counted for pro-

tection, came only to " complete that ruin,

" which the Aiistrians had left ujiaccomplished"

His letter, evidently written in grief and

despondency, also announces *' that zvar he-
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*' tzveen France and England, was inevitable/'

—His confidential relation with Dumourier

and with Le Brun (the latter of whom was

under the greatest obhgations to him), afford

a strong presumption that he had good au-

thority for what he communicated ; nor is

it improbable, but from the influence that

he possessed in his own country, his exten-

sive knowledge and situation, that he was

much in the secrets of the French councils,

or at least, that he had the most early in-

formation of what was intended . But even

if he had not been in habits of confidential

intimacy with Le Brun and Dumourier, the

situation he held, and the proximity of

Liege to Maestricht (only fifteen miles

from each other) would have rendered his

having previous information of hostihties a

matter of prudence and policy.

It is therefore most probable that when

he asserts " that this CGuntry was on the eve

*' of a war/' he knew that it was the resolu-

tion of the Executive Council to hold no

longer any measures with Great Britain,
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His letter is dated the sStli of last De-

cember, and well deserves attention ; for it is

a corroborating proof, that France was re-

solved upon hostilities, and that the British

Cabinet would sooner or later be forced into

quarrel, which it was certainly their inte-

rest, and which I trust it has been their study

to avoid—It is verbatim as follows.

Liege, 28 Decembre, 1792.

Je n'ai re9u, mon cher ami, que depuis

quelques jours votre lettre du 4, je ne sais

ou elle a ete promener et si ma reponse

vous trouvera encore a Londres, vous ne le

savez pas peut-etre, mais vous etes a la veille

d'une guerre, et dans ce cas vous ne viendrez

surement pas a Liege. Vous n'avez pas

d'idee, mon ami, des embarras dont je suis as-

sommes; je n'aieuqu'un bon moment depuis

mon retour, c'est celui ou mes concitoyens

m'ont recu avec un attachement qui m'a pe-

netr^—a present rien ne va comme je vou-

droisy et je ne suis pas encore rassure sur

I'avenir.

Les brigands Autrichiens et tous nos
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laches tirans avoicnt ravage ma patrie, et

les Francois I'achevent.

Les Generaux ne penvent arretter rindis-

cipline, etsans aller jusqii'au Rhiiij on prend

ici les quatiers d'hiver.

Dumourier est parti pour Paris; on dit

qu'il ne reviendra pas. Les Despotes coa-

lises vont faire des nouveaux efforts, et le

printems amenera peut-etre notrc destruc-

tion.

Les Francais mettent en sequestre tons nos

hiens ecclesiastiqiies, Domaniaux et ceiix de

nos Emigres ensuite du Decret de la

Convention du 15 decembre ; au reste

pourvu qu'ils ne nous abandonnent pas nous sup-

porterons tout.

En 1790 j'ai bien souhaite de suivre vo-

ire bon conseil, et de secouer le joug de

TEmpire ; mais il n'etoit pas possible alors

d'en manifester Tintention.* J'ai depujs

declare assez la mienne a la face de TEurope

* A contest relative to Spa, which had been maintained

since 1786, between the people and their bishop at the tri-

bunal at Wetzlaer, whose decrees in favour of the latter, pur-
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entiere ;
je ne capitularai jamais avec latir-

rannie : je declare una guerre eternelle a

chased by the money of the former had been resisted, and

the bishop, apprehensive of personal danger, having fied, a

requisition was made for the troops of the Circle to march

and enforce the execution of the decrees.

The court of Berlin, from views of a political nature, and

which related principally to the conduct to be observed with

the court of Vienna, sent more than its proportion, and en-

tering into secret negotiations with Mr. Fabry, pretended to

espouse the interests of the Insurgents in Liege, and ac-

raally retarded the execution of the imperial decree.

A detachment of seven thousand men took possession of

the environs and citadel, while the Prussian agent, Mr. Dohmj

at Aix la Chapelle, received directions to take cognizance ot

the dispute, and transmit the particulars to Berlin, with a

view, as it was pretended, to an amicable arrangement ; and

in order to give the appearance of sincerity to the well con-

certed fraud, a correspondence commenced between the king

of Prussia and the bishop, then a fugitive at Treves, admo-

nishing the latter to a reconciliation with the people. In order

to give force and activity to the zeal of the Prussian agent,

and those about him, the sum of one hundred thousand flo-

rins were given (near five thousand pounds sterling.) Brux-

elles was at this time almost as full of Prussian emissa-

ries as of French, and until the fate of the Austrian Ne-

therlands was decided, the people of Liege were amused, and

kept In a state of suspense by a number of frivolous prc-

rcnces and delays, some of which were occasioned by i
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la Prusse, qui nous a lachement tromp^ ; a

la perfide Autriche et a rinfame Weslaer .
*

Liege a deja nomme ses representans a no-

tre future Convention ; mais le reste du

pays n'est pas encore organist pour cette

election—Bassenge, Lasoinne, Honcart, moi,

mon ills, et quelques autres Patriotes purs

feigned necessity for Fabry and Chestret to proceed to

Berlin, and explain matters personally; and thesejournies,

in order to gain time, were frequent. The system of decep-

tion was so evident, that I told Fabrj', he would be finally

duped, and the bishop return triumphant, if Liege did not

boldly declare itself independent of the empire. As I foretold,

so it happened. The Liegeois, after all their prodigality to

their mercenary and pretended advocates ; after all the pro-

mises with which they had been amused for almost a year,

were compelled to yield, and receive an Austrian garrison,

and their fugitive bishop, whose amnest)', on his return, ra-

ther resembled the proscriptions of Sylla, than a general

pardon.

* The venality and iniquitous decisions (for partiality

h injustice) of the judges at Wetzlaer are too well known to

be insisted upon, but without enlarging on their corruptions,

or descending to notice their profligacy and prostitution, the

folly and absurdity of any country, appealing to a foreign

tribunal, must be obvious, and justify the people of Liege in

disputing its authority, or rather vexations and frauds^

and which would only have been following the example of

Prussia, and of other states in the empire, which have long
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soiit au nombre des 20 representans pour

rarrondissemeut de Lie^e.

Vous demandez des nouvelles de Tinesti-

mable Reynier, helas nous Tavons perdii

!

ainsi que le vertueux Bourgmaitre Donceel

;

ils sont morts, et c'est une perte irrepai^able.

Chestret a rest6 sur le territoire de la Prusse

et de la Hollande tout le terns de notre es-

clavage ; il a reparu cesjours-ci.

Je prevois que nous demanderons d'etre un

Ssieme Departement de la Republique Fran-'

caise. Mais ce sera bien malgre moi. Notre

union aux Beiges ne paroit gueres possible

a present, nous diferons trop de principes

et votre beau projet est detruit.*

J'^spere qu'on suivra mon projet, c'est

d'arrondir notre pais avec le Stavelot, le

Limbourg et tous les territoires qui sont a
la rive aroite de la Meuse depuis \qs fron-

since forbidden all appeals either to the Aullc council at

Vienna , or to Wetzlaer.

* I had resided several years at Liege, and on quitting it,

had preserved a constant correspondence with this venerable

faithful magistrate. I arrived early in January, 1790, and

remained a month in that town on my way to England.



tieres de France, &c. Si on avoit voulu

m'ecouter, si Ton avoit march^ dans le terns

droit sur Liege, j'ose croire qu'on seroit

It was in the moment of its revolution, and my opinion

being occasionally asked as to the line of conduct necessary

to be pursued, I availed myself of myintimacy with Fabry to

recommend an alliance with. the Austrian Netherlands, and

to follow it by an immediate declaration of independance.

To those who love patch-work, and are satisfied if they can

get through the great concerns of a nation from day to day

by trick and contrivance, as some men live from hand to

mouth, and in whose contracted minds the icjeas of magnitude

and futurity never found admittance, this project may appear

bold; but the man entrusted with the interests of an entire

people is ill qualified to conduct them, if he does not provide,

for centuries to come, if possible, for th ir preservation and

improvement.

It is the duty of ministers, and I am sure it would be wis-

dom in them to look constantly fonvard, and never backward,

but by way of reference to experience for good council. In

this project, which I urged in that country, and recommend-

edin this, and which would have been adopted by the former,

if those wretched bigots. Van Eupen and Vandernoot, at

"Bruxelles, had possessed anything Kke a mind between them ;

I reflect with concern on its failure, for I had objects in view far

more important than those which were declared, and which

at the time would not have been difficult to accomplish..

• I was no stranger either to the intrigues of the Prussian

agents or of Mr. Semonville, who had betn sent from Paris to



maitres de Cologne, de et Bonn, de Coblence.

Monsieur de **** avoit eu le bonte de me
cherclier, et ne m'ayant pas trouve, il m'of-

Bruxelles to treat with the chiefs of the insurgents, and this

made me the more anxious to have my project executed ; to

do justice to my friend, no efforts on his part would have

been wanting, and if Brabant had been less blinded by su-

perstition, it would have been carried into execution ; whe-

ther it would have succeeded, must have depended entirely

on the wisdom and spirit with which the measure was after-

wards conducted. If it had happily succeeded, a strong and im-

penetrable barrier extending one hundred and fifty English

miles in a direct line from Ostend to Aix la Chapelle, and in

some places as many in breadth, would have been given to the

Dutch on the side of France^, while Cleves would have se-

cured them from insult on that of the Empire.

It would also have prevented by inoculation, as it were,

three millions of people from receiving the contagion of

their powerful neighbours, or from throwing themselves in-

to the arms of France in despair, as a remedy against Aus-

trian despotism ; and finally, it would have produced com-

mercial advantages to this country well worth attending to.

I had long been apprehensive that the Austrian Nether-

lands would ultimately fall under the dominion of France,

either by conquest, by exchange, or from the disaff^ection of

the people to the Emperor, and as such an event would be of

serious consequence to the maritime power and trade of

Great Britain, by giving to her natural enemies and rivals

the command of both ends of the Channel, I was rejoiced at

G



frit par un billet de se charger d'une lettre

pour vous.

II devoit partir le lendemain, je lui dcri-

vois le soir pour le prier de vous dire mille

an opportunity of preventing a calamity of such political ex-

tent.

What I dreaded in 1785, and predicted in 1787, actually

happened in 1792; the French had rendered themselves

masters of the Low Countries, and even of Liege and Aix la

Chapelle ; and if they had been less intoxicated with their

victories, and more attentive to the obligations of morality,

or even to the suggestions of policy, they would have pre-

served their conquests against all the force of Europe.

Sensible of the importance of the Scheld, whose silent an4

indignant waters had been chained (if I dare hazard the me-

taphor) to the walls of Antwerp for a century, they instantly

declared it should be free, and would have gone to war for

that object alone ;* not from affection to the people of Bra-

bant, but with a view to acquire ultimately the entire sove-

reignty of the narrow seas. It is, perhaps, not generally

known that the free navigation of the Scheld would have

been an injury to a great part, and a benefit only to a very

small portion of the Low Countries.

Antwerp, and the few towns on the route from that city in-

toGermany, either by Luxembourg, or by the Duchy of Ju-

* Vide the Appendix, No. V. and VI.
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choses de ma part, mais on me raporta ma
lettre ne layaiit pu trouver.

Adieu, mon cher ami, je vous embrasse, et

suis pour la vie tout a vous.

Fabry/'

Hers, only would have gained,while those on a line from Brux-

clles to Ostend would have lost; and the whole commerce
of West Flanders have been instantly struck with a dead

palsy.

In a word, if the project I suggested could have been rea-

lized, Holland would have been secured from invasion ; the

French would have had no excuse for over-running the Low
Countries, rescued as they were from the mischief and igno-

miny of a bad government ; the Flemings, in possession ofa

rational freedom, would have resisted the contagion. of

French licentiousness, nor would their fertile and emancipa-

ted provinces have been desolated by rapine and the sword,

or have become the theatre of incessant and remorseless car-

nage, while England (her allies being perfectly secured from

hostility), might have pursued the wise system of economy

laid down by Mr. Pitt, and extended her commerce, unawed

and uninterrupted by a nation resolved, whether in bondao-e

or in freedom, to be her inveterate and perpetual enemy. Such

were my motives for proposing this arrangement, the policy

of which has been demonstrated by subsequent events; nor

could the House of Austria have had a right to complain of

injustice. The Emperor, Joseph 11. had forfeited, by the

violation of his oath, as well as by his vexations and tyranny,

G 3



From the lieart-rending testimony of my

afflicted and disconsolate friend, we have a

melancholy proof of what we should have

experienced, if the system o^ fraternity had

been introduced in this country.

Let us seriously reflect on the sad destiny

of Brabant and of Liege, and ask ourselves

what reason we have to suppose that the

fate of En2:land would not have been the
'iD'

same:

Has it not been the uniform practice of

the allegiance of the Belgic provinces ; and he might liavc

learnt from English history, the consequence of such a con-

duct. The most sensible men at Bruxelles thought as I did;

The Vonckistes, to a man, reprobated the narrow views of

Van Eupen and Vandernoot ; and were well disposed to

unite with the Liegeols, and establish a republic on the ruins

of Austrian despotism. But the intrigues of their oppo-

nents, which I may hereafter, perhaps, state at length, pre-

vented the much-desired union.

If it could have been accomplished, my country would

have been materiaUy benefited ; and Ministers, T trust,

would have excused the unauthorized exertions of a private

gentleman, acting without their knowledge or parcipitation,

in a matter which would certainly have come with much more

propriety and effect from themselves.
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the French since the revolution, to phuider

where they promised protection, and to

plunge the dagger where they offered fra-

ternity ? Instead of repairing, have they

not destroyed, and in their conduct and

professions have they not, like watermen,

looked one way and rowed another ? We
are the only nation in whom they stand

in awe, and jealous of our power, our ruin

was their object ; not in a manly, direct, and

open manner, but by mean under-hand

fraud, by treachery of a new description, and

which eclipses, by its malignancy and mag-

nitude, the minor vices and duplicity of the

court of Versailles.

Can any other motive be assigned for

all this solicitude, all this impatience to

subvert our government, than a settled de-

sign to involve us in confusion and in blood?

and if this had not been the result of a sys-

tematic plan, previously arranged and re-

solved upon, how comes it that in all their

clubs, societies, and private parties, a revo-

lution in England was strenuously recom-^



mended, and the subject introduced the di-

stant that an Englishman appeared ?

: From whence all this zeal and industry to

obtain an entire change in our laws, manners,

religion, and perhaps language ? surely not

from that abundance of love which they pro-

fessed, for their kindness was conditional, and

the heart does not merchandize its affections.

Was it hatred, affirmative of that humiliat-

ing truth in morals, that those who injure

us, never forgive us f or was it from that

spirit of envy, which in common life sickens

at the prosperity of others ? or was it fear

that urged what was imagined would extin-

guish the power and grandeur of Great

Britain, as effectually as if they could have

precipitated her to the bottom of that ocean

on which she rides in triumph and in splen-

dour, the pride, the admiration, and at this

time, the guardian of surrounding nations?

Heiice the origin of all those seditious

clubs, which under the pretence of obtain-

ing a Reform in Parliament, were meant

to effect the ruin of the Constitution ; hence
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the correspondence that ensued between

the self-created legislators in both nations,

and continued with more or less activity,'

and more or less caution, as circumstances

required.

Hence the explicit and avowed determi-

nation of the seditious in this country, to

act in concert with the incendiaries in that

;

and hence, that deputation to Paris, from

Manchester, which was authorized to com-

municate with " the Jacobin clubs in France,

''for the purpose of establishing a corres-

*^pondence upon any occasion in which the

" rights, interests, and happiness of man-

" kind are concerned ;
" in consequence of

which, the society deputed Mr. Car-

ra * to confer with the deputies from

* This man was reproached publicly, one night when I

was present at the club, by another of the name of Bacon j

with having been a spy of the police, under Mr. de Bre-

teuil.

The attack afforded me much entertainment, for the ac-

cusation was reciprocal, and each gentleman impeached each

other's patriotisjn and honour.

These men gained a dishonest livelihood by betraying
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Manchester " on the means the most likely to

" anszver the great objects they had in view.
"

their unoffending fellow citizens to the despotism that op-

pressed and beggared them. When the ancient govern-

ment was destroyed, they ranged themselves under the ban-

ners of licentiousness, and set up one of those vile incendiary

papers, which mislead the million into error and atrocity,

and which are a disgrace to letters, as well as a mischief to

mankind. The lives of these two men had hitherto been

passed in filling the prisons of the metropolis with victims

to arbitrary power ; their occupation of late has been a more

extended villainy, for it aimed at the destruction of all that

is venerable, useful, and amiable in society. Such were

the men from whom this country was to receive a nen)

ConsiUntion, and a ?icw code of laws, and who had under-

taken to legislate for the whole world !

It was Carra, who in 1790 accused in the Jacobin club

the hapless Queen with having an Austrian Committee in the

Thuilleries. I was present when she was first denounced,

and believing it to be slander invented for the horrible pur-

pose of keeping the populace in constant ferment, I expres-

sed my indignation at such base and unmanly arts. Carra,

on descending from the tribune, approached me, and seat-

ing himself by me, declared that he had positive informa-

tion that Marshal Bender had directions from the Emperor

to march into France immediately from Bruxelles, with

50,000 m,en (the whole effective force, at that time, in the

Austrian Netherlands!). The next night a letter, pretended

to have been written by the Field-marshal, and addressed to

I
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Every thing appearing mature for revolt

in England, and the sanguine temper of the

half-witted French emissaries confirming:

such hopes in the daily reports which they

transmitted to Paris, the National Conven-

tion soon after their meeting; declared itself

" to be a grand comtnittee of the general in-

" surrection of the people in the world; whose

'' duty it is to dissolve existing governments

,

" and to force that dissolution on those who

" are refractory and refuse the proffered
\

" bounty of the French nation. " *

Encouraged by this declaration, the cor-r

the president of the club (M. Reubel, or Victor de Broglio),

was read; containing this menace, but in language so coarse

and extravagant, that its forgery was evident. The next

mon.ing I read, in several parts of the Thuilleries, written

and prhited bills as follows, addressed to theQueen

—

"Ondit

que toiifrere vicndraavcc 50,000 hommes, qu il vicnne j nous

frons au devant de liii avec 100,000, portant la tete sur wie

piqiie.^' From that time the clamours against the Austrian

committee, universally propagated and believed, never ceas-

ed; and gathering strength daily, finally accomplished the

destruction of the monarchy, and the monarch.

f Vide the journals of the Convention, in October, 1792.
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respondence was carried on without inter-

mission.

Appearances were no longer preserved ;

measures were no longer kept ; all circum-

spection, all decency were at an end.

The relation between the Convention in

France, and the disaffected in England, be-

came more intimate and more frequent—It

was no longer clandestine, but avowed ; and

the decrees of the former and the bold pre-

tensions of the latter, running parallel to

each other, announced that we had only to

choose between civil war, or foreign hosti-

lity.

A2;ainst a defiance as audacious as their

conduct at first was insidious and iniqui-

tous, an active and decided part became a

duty.— It would have been too late to de-

fend the town, after the enemy had scaled

the ramparts and stormed the citadel ; and

in times of ill founded popular discontent,

the magistrate should acty not deliberate.

Ministers should not be timid, or go-

vernment paralytic.



The laws should be enforced, or they

will be trampled on ; relaxation in such a

moment is breach of trust, or cowardice.

After what has been said, no doubt can re-

main, but a deliberate plan had been adopted

and regularly pursued to produce tumults,

and finally the ruin of the country.

Here was an avowal in form, that the

government was to be subverted, and a

revolution accomplished. What could not

be effected by perfidy, was to be finally ob-

tained by violence—terms were no longer

to be held with a people too thoughtful to

decide in haste, and the rude axe of licen-

tiousness was to cut up by the roots, and to

sever from us for ever all that we hold

dear in this world, and all that can ad-

minister to our wants, our comfort, or se-

curity.

After having practised on the credulity

of the people, and perfectly secured them,

as it was imagined, in their interest, their

next object was to amuse the Minister, and

keep him, if possible, in a state of suspense

;
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in a kind of ruinous inactivity, if it should

be found that his vigilance could not be

eluded, until the insurrection blazed forth,

v^'hen by virtue of the two decrees on

the 19th November, and \5th December,

the insurgents were to be assisted by a

French army in their efforts to obtain li-

berty and equality.

On the death of Mr. de la Luzerne, it

was proposed to nominate a Jacobin to the

British embassy ; but the late bishop of

Autun,^ from motives that will appear

at some future period, pretending that

the court of London holding itself very

high, and still attached to ancient forms,

would be offended at having a person of

that description sent over, and that ra-

ther than shock its prejudices, it w^ould

be advisable to send some one who was

strongly attached to the revolution, and

yet eligible to be presented at St. James's.

• As this gentleman is perhaps in town, he will have tlvc

goodness to correal me, if my statement should be inac-

turafe.
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—Hence the origin of Mr. Chauvelin's

appointment. It is not meant to en-

ter into the detail of his conduct and in-

trigues in this country, or to comment on

his frequent interviews with the factious

and seditious, or with his constant inter-

course with the editors of the daily prints

in the interest of opposition, neither shall I

notice his squabbles with the variety of

agents, with which France deluged us on

the dissolution of the monarchy in August,

1792, to the declaration of war in February,

iH.^3 _I shall only observe, that the cir-

cumstance of his birth, and a total ignorance

of his character, rendered-him an object of

suspicion at Paris, and under the idea that

he was a friend to monarchy, they resolved

to supersede him.—To a man void of prin-

ciple, conformity costs nothing; yet his

conforming did not destroy a suspicion

which a knowledge of the man would cer-

tainly have prevented. The Abbe Noel,

invested with the humble character of agent

from the French republic, arrived in Sep-
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tember, 1792, with a letter of recall address-

ed to Mr. Chauvelin.

Why these letters were generously with-

held, and why that gentleman was suffered

to remain here, I may possibly explain at a

future period ; for the present I shall only

observe, that if ever his official correspon-

dence with the Executive Council should be

made public, it will then appear how inde-

cently he libelled this country, and how

egregiously he imposed upon his own.

That some few in office, and a few others

who were connected with them, were sin-

cerely disposed to peace, and anxious to

avert the calamities of war, will appear

from the following extracts of letters, which

I received at different times ; and if I con-

ceal the names of m}^ correspondents, it is

for the reasons already assigned in the com-

mencement of these Observations.

These will follow in the exact order of

time in which they w^ere received, without

any comment ; those who peruse them with

attention, and with candour, will be con-
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vinced that the war was inevitable; and

that whatever were the intentions of Minis-

ters,—whether they were hostile or pacific,

it was not in their power to have avoided

the contest.

If it should appear matter of surprise tq

some, and of offence to others, that an in-

dividual so obscure and insignificant sliould

have entered, unauthorized by Ministers,

into a correspondence on a subject not

immediately within his sphere, I answer,

that having resided several years on dif-

ferent parts of the Continent, and hav-

ing a very extensive acquaintance with

people of all ranks, I have, from a desire

of obtaining a perfect knowledge of the

transactions of the times, as well as from

motives of private friendship, preserved that

intimacy with some 'of them by letters,

which has ceased, by our separation, to be

personal : I was also tempted to believe, by

repeated messages from Le Brun and others,

who had much influence in the public coun-

cils at Paris, that France was disposed to.
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keep terms with England, and that nothing

but an act of hostility on the part of the latter,

could possibly produce a rupture.

It certainly was the interest of France to

be at peace.

It was necessary to the re-establishment

of order within, and of security without

;

and when I reflected that the fame, fortune,

and even existence of many of the indivi-

duals with whom I was in correspondence^

depended on the accomplishment of this sa-

lutary and important object, I found in

these considerations a security for their truth

and discretion, which their characters cer-

tainly did not guaranty.

If these people had been sincere, and the

nation would have ratified their decisions

;

if the assurances which they never failed to

transmit to me of their pacific disposition,

had been accompanied with verifications of

their sincerity, I will venture to assert, that

a minister with a disposition the most hos-

tile, would not have hazarded a contest.

But their system was delusion, and their
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object mischief. Satisfied of the purity of

my motives for entering into this corres-*

pondence, I have no account to render to

any one, and if I could have been instru-

mental in the remotest degree, in preserve

ing the nation from the dreadful alterna-

tive of war^ I certainly should not have been
deterred by personal considerations, or a

frivolous attention to forms, from pursuing

what I felt, and still feel, a duty paramount
to all other obligations.

In entering into a correspondence of this

nature from such motives, and for pur-

poses of such magnitude, I trust that I shall

not be deemed presumptuous or officious,

either by my Country or by Government

:

the line of conduct prescribed by the Con-
stitution on these occasions is explicit ; it

cannot be mistaken ; and as my loyalty is

real, not assumed; as it is rational, not

servile; nor the base expedient of the mo-
ment to advance my fortune ; but the pure
and unaffected result of deliberate reflection,

iounded on the firm persuasion that the

H
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1

British Constitution is fully adequate to all

I

the wholesome purposes of Civil Govern-

I
ment, it is not likely that it will vary vv'ith

times or circumstances, or fear to avow itself

in the moment of danger.—Whatever may

be the event of this aweful, this momentous

struggle ; whether we are to enjoy in security

and peace, that liberty which our ancestors

wrested from the most worthless of the

Stuarts, or whether we are once more to take

the field, and contend with a rabble of a diffe-

rent description, my veneration will be

continued, and my full support shall be given

to those laws, and to that government un-

der which every freedom and every comfort,

consistent with the interests of a well-re-

gulated society, are assured without distinc-

tion, or reserved to all its members.

The times demand that every man should

declare his sentiments ; that he should come

boldly forward, and rally round the Consti-

tution ; it is necessary that the country

should be enabled to distinguish its friends

from its enemies. To temporize with the
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latter, would be meanness,—not policy.

Those who are slaves to circumstances, and

who never think of guarding against a blow
until they receive it, may prefer half mea-
sures

; but all compromise with vice is

infamous, and it would be as dishonour-

able to capitulate with Sedition, as with

Tyranny
: let us be resolved and faithful

to each other ;--let us add unanimity to

courage and fidelity, and the phalanx will

be impenetrable.

The unreserved freedom with which I

have delivered my sentiments, is a proof
that I am influenced solely by an attach-

ment to truth, and to the interests of my
country.—These alone claim my affection

and regard
; and to these, whether I partake

of the luxuries and refinements of the me-
tropolis, or whether I brouze on the moun-
tains of Wales or Switzerland, all other

considerations shall yield.

..
That my language in some places will

be thought energetic, perhaps strong, I am
H 2



ready to acknowledge, for there is much en-

thusiasm in my character, and dispositions

cannot be clianged, though they may be cor-

' rected.—But, I trust, there is nothing iUibe-

ral or unworthy of a gentleman in any part

ofmy statement.—Whoever takes an interest

in the cause he espouses, and feels what he

writes, will wTite with a warmth propor-

tioned to his sensibility; for the passions

neither dissemble nor temporize.—If, how-

ever, in the course of these animadversions,

I have transgressed against the rules of de-

corum, orif I have been guilty of misrepre-

sentation, it must have been inadvertently,

not intentionally.

The cause in which I am embarked (not

as a mercenary, but as a volunteer) disdains

the aid of falsehood or scurrihty; and if I

have been hurried by the natural impulse of

my temper into the commission of either, I

shall not hesitate to acknowledge my error ;

my judgment shall ever yield to conviction,

but the independance of my mind 1 will re-

\



linquish only with my existence. It will

appear sufficiently evident to those who will

trace in their recollection the various cir-

cumstanceswhich have been related, that the

very reverse of an amicable disposition on

the part of France towards this country,

has invariably been manifested in the con-

duct and transactions of the different people

whom the tempest of the times has ad-

vanced to the helm of affairs, and from

these it may be collected, that it was her

object, preparatory to avowed hostility,

to plunge us into civil war : to this object

she still looks forward, confident of suc-

cess, and with a view to accomplish her

designs, we are threatened with a descent;

of one hundred thousand men on our

coast—the promised succour, perhaps, to

theirfriends in this country. From hence

we may discover the opinion entertained of

our valour, and ofour patriotism. But though

we are reproached with advancing to the

refinements of Athens, the virtue of Sparta



is not yet extinguished among us; and to

a menace so impudent, we will give the an-

swer of Leonidas to the Ephori :—" Our

DUTY IS TO DEFEND THE PASS ; OUR RESOLU-

TION, TO PERISH IN it/'
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POSTSCRIPT

It was not my intention to have published

any letters or extracts, but those of the

person who has occasionally written to me

since the commencement of hostilities ; and

to whom the letters in the Appendix No.

XIV. and XV. are addressed; but in exa-

mining the various papers in my possession

relative to the transactions of the present

times, I met with such abundant evidence of

a predetermined hostility on the part of

France, that I thought the selection of

some of them would be of much public

utility, and totally remove every idea of the

war having been provoked by the wanton

aggressions of the British Cabinet. How

far Ministers will be pleased or displeajsed
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with my having come forward on this occa-

sion, I know not,—my motive is to serve,

—not offend them—It is meant by this-

statement of facts to refute aspersions, which

if generally believed, would have an alarm-

ing influence on the public mind, and at

this moment, give it a direction extremely

dangerous to the interests of the nation

;

It is beneath the dignity of Government to

notice anonymous slander, or to descend to

justify its conduct to every captious declaim-

er in politics, who may think proper to ar-

raign its proceedings ; the factious and dis-

affected may cavil, exaggerate, and misre-

present with impunity, while Ministers, si-

lent and defenceless, must submit to the as-

sault, and trust to the event for proving the

rectitude of their motives, and the policy

of their arrangements. In my code of mo-

rals, falsehood is injustice—To detect and

expose it, a duty ; for truth should not be

left to chance for protection. Such are the

motives that decided me to publish a detail

of transactions, most of which I have been
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a spectator, and in some of which I have

been induced to take an active part, from

that ardent but well regulated love of liber-

ty inseparable from a love of letters, and

which I lament is not as universal, as I feel

assured it would be ultimately beneficial.

However anxious Mr. Pitt might have

been for peace, however circumspect in his

conduct, and to whatever extent he might

have suffered theFrench to have carried con-

quest and outrage on the Continent, be could

7iot have avoided the -uar. He might have

postponed it by temporizing, but he could

not have prevented it ; he would have been

forced into it, not by some people at

home, who were well disposed to go all

lengths, and to run all hazards, as if their

interests or resentments were to supersede

all other considerations; but by the French,

who blending abstract metaphysical notions

with their ideas of practical government, in-

sisted on the free navigation of the Scheld
;

and they would have done as much by the

Dardanelles, if circumstances had not inter-



vened to prevent the adoption of Mr.

Trouget's project.* Another condition

that theJ would have insisted on, was a

full indemnification from the court of Vi-

enna for all the expences incurred by a

war (declared by themselves), and the sum

they would have demanded, would have

been sufficiently enormous to have pre-

vented the discussion of the claim, even sup-

posing it to have been unexceptionable in

itself. If Great Britain would have allowed

the French to carry fire and sword into the

middle of Germany, and with their condi-

tions of fraternity in one hand, and a dag-

ger in the other, to have presented them to

the different nations of Europe for choice

and acceptance, it is probable that hostili-

ties might have been deferred, until the ma-

noeuvres of their emissaries among us had

succeeded, and the contagion had spread it-

self throughout this country . It will appear

* Mr. Trouget proposed to the Executive Council, in

October, 1792, to proceed to the Black Sea and restore the

Crimea to the Turks, with or without their consent, {bcngre,

^algre eux) for that was his expression.
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from the subsequent extracts, that four of

those with whom I corresponded were sui-

cerely disposed to peace, and two of them,

I know, lamented that the Executive Coun-

cil should have come to any decision re-

lative to the Scheld, and still more so,

that the Convention should have had the

imprudence to annex Savoy to the do-

minion of France ; for this being a de-

cree of the legislature, it would be more

difficult to retract it, than a resolution of

the Executive Council, which was not bind-

ing. This was also the opinion of Mr. Maret,

of whom it is but a tribute to truth, to de-

clare, that he exerted all his efforts to avert

hostilities, and for which on his return to

Paris in February, he found himself not only

superseded in his office, and dispossessed of

his apartments,* but in a private list of

proscriptions, which exposed him to the ut-

most peril.

. The conduct of the Executive Council

• Theministers of state, and under secretaries in France arc

provided with elegant apartments in their respective offices.
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towards him, is another proof of that sys-

tem of deception which had been adopted

with respect to this country, and that their

object in sending him over was not to p?'c-

serve peace, but togain time.

He left Paris before it was known that

Mr. Chauvelin had received an order of

Council to quit the country ; they depart-

ed precisely on the same day, and at al-

most the same hour—the one from Paris

—the other from London,

The powers of Mr. Maret were extremely

limited : the principal object of his mission

was to give a general outline of the conces-

sions intended to have been made, and to

obtain a passport for Mr. Dumourier, who

was to have come over as Minister Plenipo-

tentiary, and finish the negotiation, as soon

as the preliminary arrangements had taken

place. It was on the road that Mr. Maret

had the first information of Mr. Chauvelin's

departure, and apprehensive that this event

might derange what had been agreed upon,

he dispatched a messenger with a letter to
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Le Brun, stating that, " under the present

" circumstamesy he should not think himself

" authorized to communicate zvith the British

" Minister, without fresh instructions.,.

The express must have reached Paris

much about the time that he arrived in

London; and thus situated, he contented

himself with informing Lord Grenville of

his arrival in town to take charge of the

official papers and records at the Hotel de

France.

He was here eight days, and during that

interval neither letters nor directions were

transmitted to him from Paris.

At the instant he expected instructions,

and that an arrangement would take place,

an embargowas laid, and the aggression fol-

lowed by a declaration of war. His letters, to

which I haveannexed his name(for no mischief

can happen to him from their publication),

will prove how very little he was apprized

of what was going on, and that he was a

dupe to the superior craft of Le Brun, and



that so far from having the least idea of

liostilities, the first information he had of

their commencement was a shot from a pri-

vateer on his passage from Dover to Calais,

(vide the Appendix, No XL) It will also

appear from other extracts of letters from

different people, that he v/as not the only man
who was anxious that the two nations should

avoid a rupture—nor was it he alone who

had given offence by endeavouring to un-

deceive the Convention and Executive Coun-

cil, respecting the disposition of the people

in this country, (vide the Appendix, No. IV.

VII. IX. and XIII.) Those only were ca-

ressed, and in appearances credited, who as-

sured them, that we were ready to declare for

liberty and equality, and that the disaffec-

tion was so general and avowed, that " the

«' Mifiister was afraid to trust the 7nilitia, and
"*' certainly would not venture to call them out"

If the Executive Council had been dispo-

sed to peace, or if they had known how to

add method and dignity to their proceed-
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ings, they would have waited the result of

Mr. Maret's mission, or at least, until they

were iiiformed what reception he had met

with. But so far from doing this, they kept

him in such profound ignorance of their pro-

ceedings, that when the embargo was laid,

he assured me " it zcas impossible it could be

" meant as an act of hostility , and that it could

" only be a ?neasure of pi'ecaution." At the

same time he acknowledcred, that *' some

" oj the metribei's of the Executive Coun-^

" cil zi'ere disposed to violent 77ieasures, and

*' that as thepublic mind had been much inflam-

" ed by the falsehoods and misrepresentations

" of Mr. Cbauvelin, it was probable that ad-

" va?itage would be taken of his sudden re-

" turn, to carry their favourite project ijito

" execution, and immediately declare ivar''

It was this consideration that prevent-

ed Mr. Maret from soliciting an audi-

ence of Lord Grenville ; and, apprized as

Ministers were of his arrival, it is not

likely they would have suffered him to

continue in England so many days, unless



they felt disposed to hear what he had to

offer. Nor is it probable that the Execu-

tive Council, if it had meant peace, would

have suffered him to remain the whole time

in London, without transmitting him any in-

structions. Their object in sending him over

was evidently to gain time ; and I am the

more confirmed in this opinion, from the

propositions they had authorized him to

offer, and which would have been offered if

Mr. Chauvelin, for whom he had letters

of recall, had not left London. What

those propositions were, I am not at liberty

to reveal ; but they were so very different

to the imperious language which Mr. Le

Brun had lately assumed, and the conces-

sions were so much greater than it was rea-

sonable to have supposed would have been

made after what had passed, that I doubt-

ed their sincerity at the time. It is fair to

presume, from the circumstance of Mr. Ma-

ret's remaining in town until the declara-

tion of war rendered his departure a matter

of necessary policy, that the Minister was
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disposed to receive any propositions he had

to offer, had he thought proper to commu-

nicate them. How far they were adequate

to the professed object of the intended ne-

gotiation, and what degree of faith could,

consistently with national honour and na-

tional security, have been reposed in the sin-

cerity or declarations of men who had

manifested such strong and habitual pro-

pensities to chicanery, were matters that re-

quired much serious and profound consider-

ation. Supposing that the instructions of

Mr. Maret had extended to a full renuncia-

tion on the part ofFrance of all her late con-

quests, and to the withdrawing of all her

troops within her own frontiers; yet who was

to ratify and confirm them? This alone, per-

haps, would have proved a bar to all nego-

tiation ; for until there was a certainty that

the proceedings of the Executive Council

could have been ratified, and by an authority

competent to such a purpose, and that could

be depended upon, it would have been idle

and unworthy of Ministers to have entered

I
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into any serious relation with them on ob-

jects so grave and important. There is

nothing to serve as a guide as heretofore

:

the revolution in France has been so com-

pletely universal, that all public transac-

tions, names, modes, manners, and address;

every thing, in short, have undergone an

entire change, except the morals of the

country, which would certainly not have es-

caped, iftliey could by any force or contri-

vance have been rendered worse than they

are.*

Public business is no longer conducted in

France as before, or as it is every where

else. If a change in administration was to

take place in England, those who come

* It is a melancholy truth, that In proportion as a nation

becomes refined in its manners, it becomes corrupt in its

morals.

The French in giving that high finished varnish, that

gaudy exterior to tl^e t'ormer, with a view to fascinate and

impose on the rest of" the world, undermined and totally

destroyed all but the name of the latter.

Hence the distrust that universally prevails in France,

hence the horrors and crimes which have ensued ; the capa-

city and disposition for which were antecedent to the revolu-
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mto office might indeed change the system

;

but they would most assuredly adhere to

the engagements which their predecessors

had entered into, and to which they would

consider the nation as pledged.

In this there would be both principle and

method, the pivots on which all the

transactions of mankind, whether of a pub-

lic or of a private nature, ought to turn ; but

France was under no such influence ; she

had declared an intention to abolish all ex-

tion, which has done nothing more than to render them more

prominent, and their effects more terrible.

Educated in the school of duplicity, and taught from

their infancy to suspect the sincerity of all, they are afraid

to confide in the professions of any.

Habituated to deceit, they are in constant apprehension of

being the dupes of those arts which they practise on others,

and with sentiment perpetually in their mouths, they have

crime aluiost constantly in their hearts, meditating inces-

santly mischief or destruction to those to whom they offer,

or from whom they receive favours.

It is not in a note that a question of such import can be

fully discussed, but an inquiry into tlie state of morals in

France, and the cause of its corruption, would be a valuable

and interesting work to society, and fully justify the severity

pf this remark.

I 2



isting treaties that it did not suit her to ful-

fil, and she even became wanton as well as

unjust. All the men, except Garat, who

then composed the Executive Council are

fled—they are proscribed ; some of them

have escaped from prison, and all of them

are in a state of accusation ;—can it be

doubted, after what has occurred, that the

Convention would have felt any difficulty in

retracting the consent they might have

given to the whole or part of the measures

of these men ? And if they had declared that

what they had approved and ratified was

no longer binding (for they are capable of

every baseness, and of every absurdity),

what a situation this country would have

been in, and how humiliated she must have

felt, after such a sacrifice of dignity, to find

herself plunged into war, with the laugh,

perhaps scorn, of all Europe against her !

But could any dependance be had even on

the Convention ; was it certain (for that is

the question) that their ratification would

have been binding on their successors ?
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Was it certain (or would it have been

safe to try the experiment if it had not)

that a nation consisting of twenty-five

millions of men, acting no longer in

concert, or under any control, but con-

verted into an immense and savage mob,

without any rule of conduct, or any laud-

able object of pursuit, would have confirmed

what one part of it had agreed to ; or that

they would not have revoked to-morrow

the very engagements which they had

themselves entered into the day defore ? It

is not the good faith of the Executwe Coun-

cil, or of that of the Convention, which this

country is to look forward to for security.

—It is to The good faith of the nation

AT LARGE ; and until it acquires a perma-

nent government (whether monarchical or

republican) it would be madness or folly, or

something worse, to enter into negotiations

that might be interrupted by fresh revolu-

tions, before they were even brought to a

conclusion.

We have already seen most of the decrees
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of the National Assembly either reversed

or altered.

The second legislature was even dismissed

by the nation that created it, with marks of

anger ; and who can assure to the present

batch of legislators an existence of twenty-

four hours, when the Sovereign IVill, as it

is called, of the people, that ignis fatuus

^vhich folly, seduced by vice, looks for in

mobs and tumults, is moving about in full

activity and at random (except when crime

directs its motion) and which crushes with-

out distinction or reserve what ever it finds

in its way ?

Surely, with all these facts before them,

and with all this experience to guide them.

Ministers would have been highly culpable

if they had entered into a treaty with a set

of men, legislators on sufferance, not by

compact, and who might have been dismiss-

ed or sent to the scaffold before they had

concluded what they had began.

A treaty with a people so unsettled and

so void of principle, without any means



of binding them to their engagements,

would have deserved impeachment. Ano-

ther proof that the Minister did not pro-

voke hostilities, may be collected from the

attempts of Le Brun, immediately after the

declaration of war, to open a negotiation

with Lord Grenville for peace.

Here was a want of dignity, as well as

of consistency, and surely it would have

been dangerous as well as ridiculous to en-

ter into relation with men capable of acting

with such puerility.

Is not this circumstance alone, a sufficient

proof, or at least a very strong argument

in favour of the British Cabinet ? Is it

likel}^ that if the British Minister had

been the aggressor, or that the quarrel

was of a personal nature, as LeBrun in his

report to the Convention in December last

had the audacity to assert, that he would

have acted with such little firmness, assured,

as he pretended to be, of a powerful sup-

port in the House of Commons ? Is it not

extraordinary, that they who had declared
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the war, should be the first to solicit peace,

and even before our troops were engaged, or

any act of hostility, by which the strength of

the countries had been tried, had been com-

mitted ? Whence all this alarm, all this im-

patience to obtain peace before even a shot

had been fired, if Le Brun had not felt the

cause a bad one, and his situation desperate?

However humble, however weak and de-

fenceless an individual, or a nation engaged

in a quarrel may be, the justice of the cause

will always inspire courage, and fortify the

mind of each against contingencies, while

guilt shrinks from the contest it provokes,

and trembles for the consequence.

If the English Minister had provoked

the w-ar, this concession would certainly

not have been made; the fact is, that the Exe-

cutive Council felt conscious, not so much

of tlieir folly and iniquity, as of the punish-

ment that awaited them, for having added to

the calamities of their ruined country, and

they wished to retract, but it was too late.

When Le Brun found that his solicitations
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were in vain, he began to concert measures

for his flight and safety; his intrigues with

Dumourier had rendered him suspected, and

he had learned from experience, that convic-

tion and death were the immediate conse-

quences of suspicion.

The defection of his friend brought him

into immediate hazard ; he was soon after-

wards ordered into confinement, aiid if the

half of what has been transmitted to me

from Paris relative to his conduct while in

office is true, the sentence that would have

consigned him to the scaffold, if he had not

escaped from prison, would have had a de-

gree of justice in it not very common in

France of late, while the discovery of so

much guilt and duplicity would have ex-

cluded him from that compassion which is

sometimes felt, even for the most atrocious

criminals.
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APPENDIX.

No. I.

P:\ris, 12 Mail, 1791.

Je ne vous ai pas ecrit Vendredii dernier,

mon cher Miles, parceque mon derange-

ment a absorbe tout mon tems. Je viens

de re9evoir une lettre d'une dame Alle-

mande, dont je vous envoye un extrait.

Cette lettre est d'autant plus remarquable

que la dame est noble, et dans un pays ou

les distinctions des rangs font la charme de

la noblesse. Voici ce qu'elle me mande.

—

" Vousfaites sagement de qualifier de men-

" smge tout ce que Von debite de Mr. Cjnde:

^' je veiix croire quit habille quelques bommes

" en 7ioire et jaune ; mais que v:^us jait ce

^' costume lugubre ! ce deuil quit fait porter

'•' a sa petite armee est celui de ses titres

;

^* que regrette it f S'il avait I'ambition de

" Cesar, il preferait d'etre a Cbantilly,

*' cfde d'etre prince du sang, Cesar auroit
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** meme aimi etre le premier dans un ha-

** mean, que le second a Rome. Croyez mot,

" man cher Baron, que la sensation id est

** si grande que da?is pen de tems I'empire

** d'Allemagne tombera. Je vous le pre^

« disr

Je doute, mon cher Miles, que cette pre-

diction se realise de sitot. La seconde le-

gislature qu'on assure devoir remplacer la

premiere au 13 Juillet prochain, pourrait

bien deranger une grande partie de ce que

les comites ont concertes jusqu'a present.

Je crois plutot dans wt guerre generale, que

dans une insurrection generale, ou pour la

monarchie ou pour la democratic, et que la

guerre commencera ou avec vous autres, ou

avec VAutriche.

Plus de dix officiers generaux employes

ont refuses. Cela me *' donnerait, jour a

penetrer, mais Tintrigue qui domine tou-

jours comme sous I'ancien regime, fera

avorter dans sa source, ce que j'ai prepare

• The writer of this letter was a general officer in the ser-

vice of France, of distinguished talents,
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pour placer mes droits dans toutes leur

evidence. Ne pouvant faire de besogne,

faute de protection, je feral toujours du

bruit, et il serait possible que les malveil-

lans fussent enseveles avec moi dans les

memes ruines. Je m'occuperai a confondre

Timposteur et Timposture, et de venger la

justice, que Ton ne cesse d'outrager a men
egard. Votre ami Wittgenstein* fait

mieux ici que moi H y a beaucoup

de personnes qui desirent de vous revoir,

et aux quelles votre absence cause tant de

peine. Vous voudrez bien m'arranger de

ce nombre, et etre certain que rien peut

egaler mon empressement de vous assurer

que je suis tout a vous.

Madame de Stael travaille a force pour

son bon ami Narbonne—qui compte aussi

beaucoup sur Tamitie de la Fayette, Luck-

ner, et Rochambeau.

* The Count de Wittgenstein, a general officer, appointed

to a command in the south of France ; afterwards recalled;

and one of the hapless victims that perished on the ad pf Sep-

tember followine.
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No. I.

—

Translation.

Paris, May 12th, 1791.

I did not write to you last Friday, my
dear Miles, because my moving took up all

my time.

I have just received a letter from a Ger-

man lady, of which I send you an extract

;

and this letter is the more remarkable, from

the lady being noble, and in a country

where the distinction of rank constitutes

the charm of nobility.

The following is what she writes me :

—

" Tou are perfectly right in supposing

" every thing false that has been said of Mr.

" Conde : / believe that he has clothed afew
" men in black and yellow ; but why should

" this melancholy garb distress you I— The

" 7nourning which he has given to his little

(( Qfj^y -j^ill also dofor titles.

" What does he regret? If he possessed the

" ambition of Ccesar, he woidd prefer being

" at Chantilly to being prince of the blood.—
*' Cccsar would have preferred being thefirst
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" in a cottage, to the second at Rome.—Be-

" lieve me, my dear Baron, that the sensation.

*•' here is very great, and that in a short pe-

" riod the empire of Germany will fall. Re-

" member that Iforetell it/'

I very much doubt whether this pro-

phecy will be speedily realized.

The second legislature, which it is as-

sured will succeed the first the 13th of

next July, may possibly derange a great

part of what the Committees have hitherto

concerted.

I rather believe in a general war than in

a general insurrection, either in favour of

monarchy or of democracy ; and that the

war will either begin with you, or with

Austria.

More than ten general officers employed

have refused to serve : this will enable me
to penetrate a little into futurity ; but the

spirit of intrigue, which is as great as un-

der the ancient government, will counter-

act the means that I have taken to place

my pretensions in a proper point of view ;

and as I have nothing to expect from fa-
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vour or protection, I must make a noise,

and it is possible that my enemies may be

buried under the same ruins with myself.

It shall be my care to expose impostors,

and impostures ; and to revenge the cause

of justice, which has been violated in my
person.

Your friend Wittgenstein fares better

here than I have done. There are many

here to whom your absence is very painful,

and who wish for your return. Have the

kindness to reckon me among this num-

ber; and be assured nothing equals my
desire to convince you that I am sincerely

yours.

Madame de Stael, the daughter of Mr.

Neckar, and wife of the Swedish Envoy at

Paris, is hard at work for her friend Nar-

bonne,* who reckons much upon the

friendship of La Fayette, Luckner, and

Rochambeau.

• This gentleman was, in consequence of this intrigue,

and of a letter addrtssed to the King, and signed by I^

Fayette, Luckner, and Rochambeau, declaring that the

army was satisfied with him, appointed Secretary at War i

the res.: of his history will be better concealed.
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No. II.

A Vendredii, 20 Mail, 1791.

Mon cher Miles, je vais vous tracer ra-

pidement les sentimens qui me pressent, et

que je ne S9aurai contenir plus long-terns'.

Je suis indigne des retards que j'eprouve de

la part du regime actuel. Mon exemple

prouve avec evidence que le regne de Tin-

trigue et de Timposture n'est pas passe.

Je donnerai encore huit jours au Ministre

pour rentrer en lui meme. Apres celaje

donnerai matiere a une denonciation et a

un scandale, tel qu'il n'en a pas encore

existe de semblable depuis la Revolution.

Le parti aristocratique semble se forti-

fier, dejour en jour, mais je ne crois pas a

Une contre revolution. On desire beau-

coup la^ guerre avec TAutriche, et avec

^I'Angleterre, mais on la craint trop que pour

la lui declarer a present.

Votre ami TEveque de Liege refuse ab-

solumment de recevoir Mr.de Bonnecarere,

K
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a rinstance (a ce qu'on dit) de celui qui

Ta nomm^.

No. II.

—

Translation.

Paris, Friday, May 20th, 1791.

My dear Miles, I hastily communicate

my sentiments to you, which I can no

longer conceal. I am incensed at the de-

lays I experience from the present govern-

ment.

My case affords sufficient evidence that

the reign of intrigue and imposture is not

passed.

I will give the Minister eight days more

for reflection ; I shall then give matter for

denunciation and scandal, such as has not

appeared since the Revolution.

The aristocratical party gains strength

every day ; but I see little prospect of a

counter-revolution.

War is very much desired with Eng-

land, and with Austria, but they are in

too great fear of both to declare it at pre-

sent.
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Your friend the Bishop of Liege abso-

lutely refuses to receive Mr. de Bonne-

carere, and (it is whispered) at the instance

of him * who named him Minister.

No. III.

Le 24 Novembre, 1792,

Tan ler de la R. F.

Votre souvenir m'a bien touche, et je

vous ecris un mot a tout hazard pour vous

dire que je crois que la guerre est inevitable

,

€t qu'il y aura un embrasement general.

* Monsieur Montmorin, late Minister for foreign affairs,

who, it is said, employed this man to harangue most vehe-

mently in the Jacobins, against the court and the ancient go-

vernment, and in a manner very indecent and extravagant,

in order to render the club at once odious and ridiculous.

In return for this service, he desired to be nominated envoy

to Liege: whether Mr. M. who appointed him, advised the

Bishop not to receive him, I know not ; but as the Bishop

was indebted for his election to the principality, to the in-

trigues of the former French Minister, the Marquis de St.

Croix (now Mr. Descorches, and the Minister of the Re-

public at Constantinople), ar.d to the good offices of the court

of Versailles, it is not likely that his Episcopal Highness

would have refused to receive a French Minister, if he had

not been authorized from people at Paris.

K 2
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Oui, sans doute, la paix vaut encore mieux

que la democratie ; c'est a dire, il ne faut

pas contrister son voisin pour des argu-

ments, mais il ne faut non plus se contenter

de repriiTier les enterprises du despotisme.

II faut couper la tete a Thydre, et pas se

borner a lui mordre la queue. On m'a dit

que vous avez ecris des choses tres fortes

contre la Revolution Fran9aise. On dit

meme que vous n'etes plus Tami de la li-

berty, cependant vous ne pouvez Taban-

donner sans renoncer a la raison. Je vous

estime trop pour le croire ; mais si cela est,

j'en serai desole, non seulement d'avoir per-

du un ami, mais de ce que la liberty ait

perdu un de ses meilleurs defenseurs.

PS. Je vous le repete, qu'on ne respire;

que la guerre.

No. III.

—

Translation.

Nov. 24th, 1792,

I St year of the F.R.

Your remembrance was extremely flat-,

tering to me, and I write to you at all hazards

to tell you, that Ibelieve that war is inevitable,
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and that there will he a general conflagration.

Peace is certainly preferable to democracy :

—

that is, that we must not molest our neigh-

bours for opinions. We should not, however,

content ourselves with curbing the inten-

tions of despotism.—We should cut off the

head of the hydra, and not be satisfied with

biting its tail.

I am told that you have written very vio-

lently against the French Revolution.

I am also informed that you are no lon-

ger the friend of liberty ; but you cannot

abandon its cause, without a sacrifice of

your reason. I esteem you too sincerely to

credit this report ; but if it is so, I shall be

much concerned, not only at having lost a

friend, but that liberty should have lost one

of its most able defenders.

P. S. I repeat it to you again, that they

breathe nothing but war.

ANSWER.
London, January, 1793.

You do me wrong,—unless the distinc-

tion I have made between liberty and licen-
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tiousness can be called a desertion of prin-

ciples. I am still the advocate of the Revo-

lution in 1789, but not of its consequences.

The abuses in your government certainly re-

quired reform, and I am willing to admit that

no efficacious and substantial reform could

have been of service, short of a revolution,

because there were too many men interested

in the preservation of those abuses, whicli

beggared and oppressed you.

The misfortune is, that you were afraid

to trust yourselves with the important task,

and called the people from their labour,

their livelihood, and finally, from their ha-

bits of industry, and of thinking, to run

about with you like so many holiday fools,

when you did not want them (for you had

then wrested from Ministers the power they

had abused) ; but what will long be felt, and

the most lamented is, that you converted all

your mechanics and handicraft-men into le-

gislators ; forgetting that it is not every man

who handles a spade that is qualified to use

tUe pruning-knife. You will remember

I
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what I have repeatedly told to you, to the

hapless La Fayette, and to all with whom I

conversed at Paris, " That a revolution in

^' your governmenti without a revolution in

** your morals f zvould be of no avail ;

—

that

" the popularity which our friend enjoyed (for

" it was enjoyment to hifn) was delusive, and

" would terminate either in his assassination

« or exile." I am sure that if ever my name

has occurred to him in his confinement, he

will have recollected my prediction, and par-

ticularly what passed between us on the three

days that all the national guards, and all

the municipal officers filed before his door,

in proof of his momentary triumph over

the intrigues of Mr. D'Orleans.—You dined

with us each day.

Think of the professions, even of loyalty

as well as of affection, w^hich Mr. De la

Fayette received from the whole military

and corporate bodies at Paris; and then

recollect that at the distance of a year, he

was obliged to save himself by mean flight

from the fury of those very people who
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pretended to idolize him. At the time that

perfect hberty and equality are professed

by every body, and promised to all, the

most inexorable tyranny is exercised ;

—

the freedom of speech, and almost of

thought, is proscribed by the terror that

reigns, and an entire submission to vague

and contradictory opinions, is exacted with

savage barbarity. Believe me, my dear

sir, that it is not in the nature of things,

that a government, vicious in the extreme,

should produce good citizens:—its corrup-

tions extending to private life, must de-

stroy all reverence for virtue ;—all private,

all public faith ; and though the duration

of such a government will continue no

longer than the terror it inspires, yet its

subversion, without a revolution in the

morals of the people, will only substitute

an anarchy in its place, still more frightful

and deplorable than the despotism it has

banished.

This is my confession of faith, and equally

an enemy to tyranny and to anarchy, I will
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neither flatter the one, nor countenance

the other.

With respect to the paper* to which

you alhide, as written by me against your

• Sir, London, Jan. 1792. f

The French Revolution, like the shock of a tremendous

earthquake, has been felt from one extremity of the globe

to the other.

It has opened to the intellectual world a new train of ideas,

not less bold and hazardous, than novel and extraordinary,,

and which must eventually produ e an entire change i 1 the

manners, opinions, and customs of men, throughout the

vast continent of Europe. As a friend to civil and religious

liberty, I am not displeased to behold questions which re-

late to the freedom and happiness of mankind brought for-

v/ard and discussed in those nations where the human mind

has been kept in bondage : where it has been shackled with

an infinity of useless and disgraceful prejudices, and by the

despotism of illiterate and profligate governments forbidden

to rise to the dignity of thought.

It is full time. Sir, that the mist of error should be dis-

pelled, and the reign ef injustice cease.

Those who have exercised a brutal tyranny over their

degraded and uninformed subjects, may well tremble

at an investigation that tends to dissolve the charm by

t This letter appeared last winter in one of the morning

papers.
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revolution, it is inclosed, and was most cer-*

tainly sent to one of the papers for publi-

which their ill acquired power was maintained ; which goes

to the extinction of their usurped authority, perhaps to the

punishment of their foul and multifarious iniquities ! Be it

so ; there will be justice in their fall—not misfortune ; and

as they have reigned undeservedly, let them perish unla-

mented. If such consequences only were to result from the

French Revolution, no good man could repine at an event so

salutary and beneficial ; on the contrary, he would rejoice at

what tends to rescue the wretched exile from the bleak and

gloomy deserts of Siberia, and to restore him to the sweets of

friendship,—to freedom, and to a portion of that light and

of that heat which cheers and animates the mind and heart

of every Englishman. Let the sacred sun of liberty blaze

forth in meridian glory ; let its splendour illumine and en-

liven the various nations of the earth that are unhappily

plunged in darkness and in ignorance, but do not let

its scattered rays be collected into a focus, to destroy

what they ought to vivify and preserve;—do not let the

greatest blessing we can possess be polluted and degra-

ded to answer the foul and unnatural purposes of the most

depraved licentiousness, nor suffer the popular and se-

ductive cry of liberty to debauch us from the rational en-

joyment of our civil and political rights. It is here. Sir,

that the line is to be drawn ; or an anarchy still more deplo-

rable, if possible, than the severest despotism will ensue, and

expose us to all the mischiefs, and to all the excesses, of which

a sanguinary, profligate, and ungovernable rabble is capable^
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cation ; and (whatyou inyour enthusiasm may

consider as a proof of incivism) it was sent to

what is called in this country, a ministerial

paper, with some others on the same

subject. My letter, I hope, will unde-

ceive and convince you that I have not

renounced a cause which I have supported

through life, and which I never will aban-

don. But my love of liberty is not to en-

gage me to go all the lengths which mad-

men or bad men would wish, in order to

gratify their whims or their interest ; quit

both these descriptions of people, I beseech

you : examine, and judge for yourself; and

remember, that it is only in the silence

of the passions that the voice of reason can

be heard. On this subject I have my own

creed ; a creed that I have cherished from

my infancy ; and trust me, that I will not

in the decline of life descend an apostate to

the grave. The war that you announce

I have long foreseen Heaven send us a

good deliverance. Adieu.
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No. IV.

Paris, le 4 Xbre 1792,

I'an lerdelaR. F.

II n'y a rien de plus vrai que nous

avons ^t^ tres mal servi par nos agens a

Londres.

J'ai si peu cru que vous noserics pas

rassemhler vos Milices, que vous craignies

des insurrections assez violentes pour vous

alarmer, et vous faire soliciter la paix, que

depuis que je suis ici, je n'ai cess6 de sou-

tenir une opinion contraire envers et con-

tre tous, avec un courage imprudent peut-

etre. Je commence a me deseperer de la

paix. Adieu.

No. IV.

—

Translation.

Paris, the ist Dec. 1792,

istyear of the F. R.

There is nothing more certain but that

we have been ill served by our agents in

London.

I so little believed that you did not dare
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to assemble your Militia, or that you were

in dread of insurrections so alarming, as

to cause you to solicit for peace, that since

I have been here, I have never ceased to

support a contrary opinion to every body,

and against every body, and perhaps, with a

courage which many will say, is imprudent,

I begin to despair of peace. Adieu.

No. V.

Paris, le 9 Dec. 1792.

Mon cher Ami,

Je crains bien que mes efforts pour la

paix ne soient vains, si votre gouverne-

ment ne renonce a TEscant
; j'en suis

desole. Tou nor /, my dear friend^ had no

idea of the situation of this country, and I

shall have a great deal to say on this subject

;

but I am determined 7iot to write a zvord of it

forfear of consequences.

Excusez mon laconisme, mais en verite

j'ai rudement a faire et a dire pour notre

besogne.
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Vous savez quel est le tendre et inviola-

ble attachment que je vous ai voue. Adieu

.

a Monsieur Miles, Londres.

No. V.

—

Translation.

Paris, Dec. pth, 1792.

My dear Friend,

I much fear that my efforts for peace

will be fruitless, if your government will

not give up the Scheld. I am truly sorry

for it.

Tou nor /, my dearfriend, had no idea oj

the situation of this country, and I shall have

a great deal to say on this subject ; but I am

determined not to write a word of it, forfear

of consequences.

Excuse my laconism ; but I really have

much to say and much to do for our busi-

ness.

You know my tender and inviolable at-

tachment for you. Adieu,

To Mr. Miles, London.
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No. VI.

Paris, le 15 Dec. 1792,

I'an lerde la R. F.

Le Conseil Executif est bon etpur, mais

on n'a pas ici une juste idee de votre pays,

ni de sa situation interieure. Chauvelin

nous a cruellement trompe.

J'ai bien a faire pour detruire les pre-

juges.

Je vous le repete, 071 tientfort a L'Escant,

Si votre gouvernement vouloit se con-

tenter de Tassurance de paix envers la Hoi-

lande seule, nous serions bientot freres, je

vous assure.

Vous avez vu mes dispositions, je suis

toujours le meme, et la paix de TEurope

est toujours mon but ; mais, mon cher ami,

que de passions, que d'interets particuliers

et generaux se trouvent en mon chemin.

Les hommes sont toujours de memes.

Le destin de TEurope tient a un fil d'a-

raignee et le hazard seul peut empecher

qu'il ne rompe.
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S'il romp nous tombons tous dans le

cahos, nous nous mangerons, nous nous

dechirerons, et dans cent ans, tout cela

finira par un despotisme aflBreux.

Philosophic ! Philosophic ! Voila ton

ouvragc ! quand j'y pensc, j'cn dcvicns

misanthrope

!

Nous sommes des animaux vils, qui

avons et aurons longtcms besoin du frcin

dc la superstition ; car la Religion est la

sculc chose qui peut retcnir le pcuplc dans

des bornes ou Thomme pensant est retenu

par la sagessc.

a Monsieur Miles, a Loiidres.

No. VI.

—

Translation.

Paris, Dec. 15th, 1792,

I St year of the F. R.

The Executive Council is good and

PURE, but they have not a proper idea of

your country, nor of its interior situation.

Chauvelin has cruelly deceived us.

1 have much to do to destroy prejudices.

I again repeat, that they are resolved not

to give up the Scheld.
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If your government would content itself

with the assurance of peace towards Hol-

land ONLY, we should soon be brothers, I

assure you.

You saw my disposition ; I am still the

same : and the peace of Europe is still my
favourite object ; but, my dear friend, what

passions, what different interests, personal

and general, are in my way ! men are al-

ways the same.

The fate of Europe holds by a cobweb,

and chance alone can prevent its breaking

—if it breaks, we shall fall into chaos, we

shall devour and destroy each other ; and in

a century, the contest will be finished by

an horrible despotism.

O Philosophy! Philosophy ! this is your

work ! when I reflect upon it I become a

misanthrope !*

• The writer of this letter has much to say in the present

Committee of Safety at Paris. He is a man of talents, and

was certainly very strenuous in his efforts to preserve peace.

In a word, he is one of the very few gentlemen whom

democratic fury has not cons gned to the scaffold : and

L
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We are vile animals, that require the

curb of superstition ;—for religion is the

only thing that can keep the multitude

within those bounds, in which the man of

reflection is retained by wisdom.

To Mr. Miles, London.

No. VII.

Paris, le 21 Dec. 1792,

Pan ler de la R. F.

J'esperois comme vous etre depuis long-

tems a Londres, et y retourner avec une

branche d'olivier, mais des circonstances

imprevues, peut-etre des opinions poli-

tiques, me retiennent encore a Paris. J'en

suis afflige, c'est a mon ami que je le dis, et

la peine morale que j'en eprouve n'est as-

surement pas moindre que la votre.

Le sentiment douleureux, que vous avez

eprouv6 par cette depeche du 14, je Tai

who, by his judgment and address, may probably survive the

storm, and acknowledge the justice which I have done him in

this trifling tribute to truth and friendship;
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partage. Je ne sens rien froidement, je

n'entreprens rien sans zele.

J'aime votre pays, je cheris le mien ;

j'eusse souhaite les rapprocher par dessus

tout au monde, et suis encore a comprendre

ce qui les eloign e, car toutes les raisons poli-

tiques et morales semblent concourir a la

reussite de mon projet cheri. Vingt fois je

voudrois ^tre encore au i4ieme siecle pour

croire que c'est quelque enchantement, car

il repugne mon ame de croire au iSiemeque

ce soit Tinteret particulier ou Tinsouciance.

Je suis toujours a vous.
a Monsieur Miles.

No. VII.

—

Translation.

Paris, 21 Dec. 1792.

I really expected, as well as yourself, to

have returned to London with the olive

branch ; but unforeseen circumstances, or

perhaps political motives, detain me yet

here. It afflicts me much, and it is to you,

my dear friend, that I confess the grief it

occasions me, and which you certainly

must feel as well as myself Be assured

L 2
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that I felt as much hurt as yourselfat the dis-

patch of the 14th instant. Indifference does

not mark my character, and I never engage

but with zeal in any enterprize. I love your

country ; I am attached to my own :—and

above all things, I wished the union of the

two nations. I am yet to learn what pre-

vents a union, which every reason, moral

and political, appears to recommend and

to insure success to my favourite object. I

would persuade myself that it is the i4,th

century, and not the 18th, in which I live,

in order to believe that all this interruption

is the effect of enchantment, for it offends

me to attribute it to particular interests, or

to indifference.

I am ever yours.
Mr. Miles, London.

No. VIII.

From an English Lady near Paris,

January, 1795,

I trembled, my dear Sir, when I read your

last letter.
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Let me entreat of you not to express

yourself so freely again.—Believe me, you

risk not only my safety, but that of * * *

***** and some other people, whom you

would respect if you knew them. I again

beg of you, for a few posts, until I say it is

not necessary, to be cautious ; for I have

channels of information out of the common

track, and can tell 3'ou much. There is no

doubtbut war will be declaredagainstEngland',

yet dangerous as my residence in this country

will perhaps become, or at all events unplea-

sant, I am too anxious to see the conclusion

of all this tumultuotis business, to think of

returning. I admire the enthusiasm by

which you are animated in the cause ofyour

country, and the virtuous indignation you

have expressed at the combined wickedness

and folly, which direct the public concerns

in this country.—This total want of princi-

ple must, as you observe, prolong the mise-

ries of the people. It is impossible, my
good friend, to describe to you the wretch-

edness I behold.

All the necessaries of life are at a price
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which hurries the people into madness, but

their progress in vice is still more rapid than

their advances to poverty. The plan of a

Constitution presented by Condorcet, is vo-

ted detestable. He has fallen under suspi-

cion, and his ruin not being very distant,

will in some degree atone for his having

had his friend and benefactor murdered, the

mildand well-meaning, but misguided, Duke

de laRochefaucault. You will perceive by

the new organization of the army, that they

are afraid of the regulars, nor are their

fears ill founded. The Orleans party are

operating silently, nothing appears in the

public prints ; but I know they are endea-

vouring to sound Paris, and the depart-

ments—confusion is to be added to confu-

sion—evil upon evil—until accumulated

distress compels the people to have re-

course to a protector,—Dumourier, I as-

sure you, is a villain, and playing the des-

perate game of aut Casar aid nullus, not

manfully or openly, but secretly, underhand

—and in hopes to supplant Egalite.

I
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No. IX.

Ce 19 Janvier 1793,

I'an 2d de la Rep. Fran9aise.

Je n'ai point oublie. Monsieur, Tengage-

ment que j'ai contract^ avant de quitter

Londres—il me fourni une occasion trop

precieuse de vous temoigner ma reconnais-

sance pour que je ne m'empresse d'y satis-

faire; en rentrant en France, j'ai vu mes

compatriotes tous prets a la guerre, quon

annoncait comme inevitable ; une ardeur in-

croyable dans nos ports ; les matelots se

pressant en foule, les enfans memes brulant

d'entrer a bord, et les hommes de mer ja-

loux de la gloire done les troupes de terre'

se sont convertes.

En traversant la Flandre et le Brabant

j'ai retrouve par tout dans nos troupes le

meme enthusiasme ; mais toute cette ardeur

me console peu pour les maux que nousal-

lons eprouver; Chauvelin est coupable sans

doute, mais il n'est pas Tunique cause du

funeste contre temps par lequel tous mes
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efforts pour conserver la paix ont et^ de-

truits, je me fusse estim^ trop heureux de

concoLirir a ce grand oiivrage, etje nouhlierai

jamais quil na pas tenu a vous, Monsieur,

que je neusse cette gloire a jamais regret-

table. Je me plais a rendre a votre philan-

thropic et aux soins genereux qu'elle voiis

a fait prendre, la temoignage qu'ils meri-

tent.

Votre ami Dampiere vous prie de ne pas

etre si paresseux— il y a un siecle qu'il n'a

pas re^u des vos nouvelles. Noel a ^t^

nomme charge des affaires a la Haye ; mon

voiage de Brabant ici etait assez penible.

Je suis encore dans un tourbillon affreux

;

ce n'est plus le meme Paris que vous avez

vu en 1791. Je me rappelle bien votre re-

ponse au Due d'Aumont * J y ai pense

* This unfortunate nobleman, who had equally to com-

plain of the cruelty of a worthless father, and the despotism

of the old Government, was boasting, one day at Mr. De la

Fayette's, that in six months the new constitution would be

finished, and public order restored.—I sat next to him, and

asking him in what time ? he repeated, in six months—Say
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mille fois, et les evenemens ont prouves

combien vous eussiez raison. Je suis bien

degris^ sur Taffaire de dix d'Aout, maisje

suis devenu sage trop tard.

No. IX.

—

Translation.

January 19th, 1793,

2d year of the French Republic.

I have not forgotten, Sir, the engagement

that I contracted before I left London.— It

was too favourable an opportunity to ac-

knowledge my gratitude, not to avail my-

self of it.

On my entrance into France, I found my
countrymen prepared for war, which they

declared to be inevitable. An incredible ardour

prevails in our ports ; sailors enlisting in

crowds, even children eager to enter on

board, and seamen envious of the glory

with which soldiers were crowned.

In travelling through Flanders and Bra-

bant, I found the same enthusiasm in our

rather. Sir, {Ianswered,) in six years,—and you will be nearer

the truth.—This was in January, I79i«
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troops. Yet their ardour affords me but

little consolation for the evils we are about

to endure. Chauvelin is without a doubt

guilty ; but he is not the only cause that my
efforts for preserving peace have failed.

I should have esteemed myself extremely

happy in having contributed to that great

point, and I shall never forget that it was

not your fault, if I did not acquire a glory

so much to be regretted.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge what is

due to your philanthropy and generous ex-

ertions.

Your friend Dampiere, * desires you will

not be so lazy—it is an age since he heard

from you.

* This gallant and good young man, warm even to en-

thusiasm in the cause of liberty, was the son of a captain in

the French navy, and was in the action of the 12th of April,

1782. A stranger to intrigue, he detested parties and fac-

tions.—He saw nothing but his country, and be the cause

of quarrel in itself just or unjust, he fell according to his

judgment in her d e f e n c e, at the head of an army, the com-

mand of which devolved to him on the base desertion, for it

cannot be called repentance, of Dumourier.
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Noel is appointed charg6 des affaires to

the Hague.

My journey from Brabant here was very

fatiguing, and I am yet very much perplex-

ed. It is no longer the same Paris as you

saw in 1791 ; and I often reflect on your

answer to the Duke d'Aumont ; I have

thought of it a thousand times, and subse-

quent events have convinced me of the jus-

tice of your remark.

I am thoroughly undeceived about the

10th of August ; but I have acquired wisdom

too late.

No. X.

Douvres, le 7 Fev. 1793.

Je suis encore ici, mon cher Miles, la

Douane n'as pas voulu permettre le depart

d'un paquebot que j'avois fait fr^ter. Le

paquebot de la Malle difllere son depart

autant qu'il le pent. Les matelots ont

une grande repugnance a passer a Calais,

ou par une etrange violation des droits
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etablis, et des ^gards que se doivent les na-

tions, on retient six paquebots entre au-

tres ceux qui ont porte Reinhard et les gens

de Chauvelin. Je ne connois aucun motif

qui puisse legitimer un semblable pro-

cede, et je me propose quelque chose qui

puisse m'en arriver, de reclamer contre cette

incroyable conduite que Topinion publique

n'approuvera pas sans doute. Depuis

Vendredi aucune lettre de France n'est ar-

riv^e ici, Aucune lettre d'Angleterre n'est

pass^e de France, de la vient mon cher, le

manque absolu oiije me trouvais d'ordre

du gouvernement. II faut nous affliger de

cette circonstame qui a plus quon ne peut

croire infiue sur le sort reserve aux deux

nations.

Adieu, mon cher Miles, recevez les assu-

rances cordiales d'un attachement inviola-

ble.

H. B. Maret.
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No. X.

—

Translation.

Dover, 7 Feb. 1793.

I am still here, * my dear Miles. The

custom-house would not allow the pacquet

boat to depart w ith which I had engaged.

• It is a justice due to the author of this letter, to de-

clare that he was extremely anxious to prevent the war, and

that he was the principal cause that Dumourier did not

march directly into Holland after the battle of Jemappe.

The matter was several times proposed, and warmly in-

sisted upon.

His objections (which I have had in my possession) proved a

vigorous and reflecting mind, less under tlie influence of en-

thusiasm than of reason, and combining, as far as the false

and crooked politics of nations will admit, integrity, interest,

and convenience.

Mr. Maret is perhaps destined to share the fate of Mr. De

la Fayette, and perish in a dungeon; but violence is not al-

ways justice, and in this instance, as well as in that ofLa Fay-

ette, justice and the law of nations have been shamefully

violated. How far either of them have been accessary to the

mischiefs that have befallen France, is not the question to

be examined, nor has any power a right to take cognizance

of the fact with a view to a criminal prosecution of the par-

ties. If by the interposition of providence (for nothing less
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The packet boat with the mail, defers

its departure as long as it can. The sailors

have a great aversion to crossing over to

than a miracle can effect it), the ancient government in

France should be restored, they might in that case be

brought to trial in their own country ; but one nation can-

not have a right to punish offences committed in another.

It is in France, and not in Prussia, that Mr. De la Fayette

should be punished if he is guilty ; it is at Paris, and not

at Mantua that Mr. Maret should suffer.

It is not altogether from compassion for these victims of

tyranny that I have said so much, as from my abhorrence of

an abuse ofpower, from whatever quarter it proceeds.

It is the principle that I object to, not to the particular in-

stance, for the injustice which art contrived, and/orcer exe-

cuted, may be directed against acknowledged worth and in-

nocence, as well as against supposed guilt.

The fate of Mr. Maret may be that of Sir Gilbert Elliot,

and if this latitude, this scandalous violation of right is to

be legalized, every gentleman who travels on the Continent

runs the gantlet among a legion of despots. He travels at

the hazard of his liberty, perhaps of his life.

The seizure of these men was a flagitious attack on the

rights of «//; and the case of Mr. De la Fayette is accom-

panied by circumstances, which added to the atrocity of the

transaction, compels the mind to reflect on the inequality

of rewards and punishments in this life, and to make a

comparison between his character, and that of the sove-

reign who holds him in bondage.
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Calais, where, by a strange violation of es-

tablished rights, and respect due from one

nation to another, they have retained six

packet boats; among others, those which

took over Reinhard and Chauvelin s ser-

vants.

I know no motive that can authorize

such conduct, and let what will be the con-

sequence, it is my intention to declare

against such unaccountable conduct, and

which is, doubtless, disapproved of by the

public.

Since Friday, no French letters have ar-

I know that there are men in this country, whose understand-

ings are below the middle size, and whose hearts are as obdu-

rate as their minds are little, that think different; but opi-

nions cannot weigh against facts, and I do not feel disposed

to surrender my judgment, or to sacrifice my love of truth to

names or persons.

The principle on which this seizure has been made, is at

once iniquitous and impolitic. It can plead no other right

but that of the strongest, and should be at once resisted and

reprobated ; for it tends to the destruction of all personal li-

berty, and is as little to be defended as the violence of less

atrocious criminals, who bar the passage of the traveller,

while they rob him of his purse.
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rived here, nor have any English letters

passed to France ; this accounts for my be-

ing without orders from government.

This circumstance is afflicting, as thefate

of the two nations depended more upon it than

is thought.

Adieu, my dear Miles ; accept of the cor-

dial assurances of an inviolable attach-

ment.

H.B. Maret.

No. XI.

Calais, 8th Fev. 1793.

A la vue du port, le paquebot qui me-

portait, a 6t^ attaqu^ par deux Corsaires.

—J'^tais malade ; les coups de fusils m'ont

guerri, et mont appris que la guerre etait

declaree. Adieu done, mon cher Miles, vob

philantropiques esperances! une id^e me

console; cette guerre ne peut durer:—le

courage des deux nations assurera une es-

time reciproque, qui compensera peut-etre
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par les resultats heureux, les maux qui se

preparent. Alors, mon ami, nous nous re-

verrons, et nous jouirons en paix d'un at-

tachement mutuel.—Adieu! ecrivez moi.

(Signed) H. B. Maret *

J'ai trouve ici des lettres de nomination

a la place d'Agent General de la Republique

Francaise dans la Belgique. Je ne sais si

j'accepterai: j'ai besoin de me reposer, et

de vivre un peu avec moi-meme.

No. XI.

—

Translation.

Calais, 8th Feb. 1792.
'

It was within sight of the port, that the

pacquet which took me over was attacked

by two Corsairs. I was sick, but the firing

recovered me, and apprized me that war was

declared.

Farewell then, my dear Miles, to your

philanthropic hopes! One reflection con-

* A private letter that I received from Paris at this time,

^ys, that " Maret will now return only to experience in-

gratitude and disgrace. The ijitrigues of Cbaiivelin bare

M
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soles me ; which is, that the war cannot be

for any length of time:—the courage of

the two nations will ensure a reciprocal es-

teem ; which will perhaps compensate, by

an happy conclusion, for the evils which

are preparing.

Then, my friend, we shall again see each

other, and enjoy our mutual attachment in

peace.—Adieu! pray write to me.

I found letters of nomination to the place

of Agent-general from the French Repub-

lic to Belgia. I know not whether I shall

accept ;—I wish to rest, and live a little by

myself.

No.XIL

Aout i6, 1793,

Pan 2d Republique Franjaise.

J 'ignore si le sort me permettra jamais

d'aller vous revoir ; les evenemens qui se

triumphed i all hopes ofpeace are vanished i the Convention

was unanimous in its votefor war against England, while

horror, silence, and despair mark each countenance of those

who wishedfar peace."
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pressent, et la situation de mon malheureux

pays, dont j'ai reve la liberie et le honheur,

lie me permettent ni projets ni calculs.

Vous avez vu les efforts que j'ai faits pour

eviter cette horrible guerre.

La fureur et I'imprudence I'ont emport^

;

il ne reste plus a rhomme de bien, qui dans

ce dechainement de toutes les passions n a

ete ni avide, ni ambitieux, qu'a attendre le

coup; s'enveloppant la tete de quelque

main qu'il vienne, sur au moins de perir

sans remords.—Vous avez su le sort de Tin-

fortune, Maret, et de son compagnon Se-

monville.

Quel que soit le mien, je n'oublierai ja-

mais, Monsieur, tous vos obligeans precedes,

et je vous prie d'agr^er Texpression de ma
sincere reconnoissance ; si vous m'honoriez

d'une reponse, ce que je vous prie de ne

faire qu'en cas que ce sera sans vous com-

promettre ; je vous prie de la mettre * *

* ^ ?(J ^ '5!^

M 3
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No. XII.—Translation.

Aug. i6th, 1795,

2d year R. F.

I know not that fate will ever permit

me to go and see you :—the pressure of

events, and the deplorable situation of my
unfortunate countr}^ whose liberty and hap-

piness I have hitherto dreaynt, will not allow

me to form any projects or calculations.

Tou have witnessed my efforts to prevent

this horrible zvar.

Wild passion and imprudence alone have

governed ; and it only remains for the ho-

nest man, in this general tumult of the pas-

sions, and who has neither been ambitious

nor avaricious, to wait the direful issue, cer-

tain, at least, to perish without remorse.

—

You have heard the destiny of Maret and

Semonville; whatever that of mine may

be, I will never forget your obliging atten-

tions to me : accept, I beseech you, of my
sincere and grateful acknowledgments, and

if you sliould lionour me with an answer,
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which do not attempt if it should expose

you to any inconvenience, I beg the favour

of its being addressed to ******** *.

No. XIII.

London, 10th Sept. 1793.

Your letter, my dear Sir, dated the i6th

of last month, was an acceptable token of

remembrance, which claims my immediate

acknowledgment.

Your talents, and your probity, interest-

ed me in your favour at a very early period

of our acquaintance, and I beheld your de-

parture from this country with regret, not

only on account of the war, which j'ow/or^-

sdw, and declared was inevitable, but be^

cause of all the people whom the Executive

Council had sent here on mission, you were

almost the only one whose conduct appear-

ed perfectly irreproachable, and in whom,

alone, I found an unaffected frankness, and a

proper conception of the relative interests

of the two nations.
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Acquainted as I am, with the proceedings

of several of your countrymen, and the ex-

pectation of those who sent them over ;
•

and recollecting the representations you

frequently made to Le Brun, and which

drew from him nothing but reproaches and

ill humour ; I do not hesitate to declare,

that if the emissaries he employed had ad-

hered to the truth, in the different reports

which they transmitted relative to the tem-

per and disposition of the people in this

country, and that if they had attended to

your wholesome admonitions, the war in

which all Europe is at present engaged,

would probably have been avoided.

But it was the misfortune of your coun-

try, and of mine, Sir, to have a man at the

head of the foreign department in Paris,

who was too corrupt to be influenced by

considerations of justice, and who (dazzled

by the splendour of his situation), had be-

come too vain and too insolent to listen to

the suggestions of prudence.

The present deplorable condition of
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France is, however, not to be entirely attri-

buted to the avarice, the ambition, and ig-

norance of those, whom a revolution the

most wonderful in its nature, and the most

terrible in its effects, had called from penury

and obscurity. I am sufficiently read in

French history, to know that the tremen-

dous change that has happened, is to be

placed in a great measure to the scandalous

rapacity and profligate manners of that pes-

tilential and contemptible banditti of le-

galized plunderers, your nobility and cler-

gy of the highest class.*

• I have been told, that several emigrants, accompanied by

one of the French bishops, whose name I forbear to mention,

made a complaint in form last summer to Government of

some paragraphs which appeared in a daily paper, lamenting

the dangerous increase, and condemning in general terms,

without any mention of names, the conduct of the nume-

rous Frenchmen who infest this country.

I will not comment on the indecency of these gentlemen

addressing themselves to Ministers on a subject so frivolous,

and of which the latter could not take cognizance.

I will not comment on the impertinence of the former ex»

pecting that Government would descend to take part in their

idle resentments, neither will I expatiate on the felly which
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They are, in fact, the original cause of

the Revolution : had the one been less ra-

imagined that Ministers, who are dally exposed to the most

severe and most virulent animadversions in thepublic prints,

could prevent the appearance of similar strictures on the

conduct of others.

I will merely suggest to these tenacious gentlemen, whose

prejudices seem to gather strength from disgrace and mis-

fortune, and who are neither to be taught wisdom by experi-

ence, nor philosophy by example. Whether their having ap-

plied these general allusions to themselves, is not a strong

presumption that they felt the justice of the reproach,

and that it was their conscience that spoke through their

vanity ?

It is a maxim in equity, that those who vindicate them-

selves before they are accused, are guilty. Will these people

beg the question, and answer, that they felt themselves in-

cluded in the general censure ? If so, will they vouch that

there are no Jacobins in disguise among them, or men ready

to become such, on z.favourable occasion ? Will they de-

clare that they have noself-cre.ited Counts among them ; no

political adventurers, who were indigent in their own coun-

try, and who pretending to have rescued a part of theirfor-

iiine from the general wreck, affect to have brought over a

competency to this ?

Will they venture to affirm, that none of their country-

men, calling themselves emigrants, and who have been fed

by our bounty, and protected by our laws, do not at this

moment, and have not, from their veiy arrival in England,
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pacious, and the other exemplary, as eccle-

siastics ought to be ; the abuses which

been tampering with the lower class, and carrying on a

clandestine correspoadence with people in Paris ?

Will they take upon them to answer, if in case of in-

ternal commotions among us, that all their countr^-mea

would remain quiet ?

Will they dare assert, that not one mendicant or fugitive

would join the insurgents, or undertake to marshal them to

mischief?

If they can demonstrate that there are neither Jacobins

nor emissaries, incendiaries or impostors, from France in this

country ; if they can prove that we have no danger to appre-

hend in case of insurrections from any description of French-

men at present in England, the author of the offensive pa-

ragraphs, no doubt, will ha\'e the candour to acknowledge

the injustice he has committed (for he is not of a tam-

per to do wrong, or to disavow what he writes) : bur until

these are established, or that the innocent can b;- aiscrimi-

nated to a certainty from the guilty, the former must ex-

pect to partake of the general odium. But whether in-

nocent or guilty, their application was impertinent, and

proves they are not to be corrected even by the severest les-

sons of adversity.

Surely these gentlemen have been long enough in England

to know, that the Ministers have neither the power nor the

right to interdict any animadversions. That the laws alone

can take cognizance of them, and even these are v.-ithout
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brought bad men forward, and enabled

them to obtain credit, by their clamour for

activity, however severe the animadversions may be, whei*-

they are founded in truth and justice.

Let the officious prelate be told (for it is never too late to

learn), that if he reads his breviary more, and meddles less

with the affairs of this world, it will better suit his age and

functions ; while his companions in this expedition to White-

hall (would to God I could call it the funeral procession of

their vanity and arrogance !) may learn from its failure, that

truth is not to be silenced in this country by the rude hand of

power, or that any class of men, however exalted in rank or

fortune, are exempt from censure when their conduct de-

serves it.

Should ever the pretensions of the emigrants to the hospi-

tality which all of them have received, and many of them

have abused, be ever fully and rigorously investigated, it will

be found that many of them are as little deserving of the

countenance they have received in this country, as they were

entitled to respect in their own,

I aver it as a fact, founded on the authority of French his-

tory, and confirmed by the knowledge of every candid and

well informed man who has been in France, that it is to the

French nobility (laity and clergy), and to the unexampled

profligacy in which several of them lived, that the

French Revolution is to be attributed. It is to those who

rendered this dreadful expedient, this terrible remedy, a mea-

sure of necessity by their prodigality and vexations, that all

the mischiefs and all the horrors that have ensued are to be
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reform, would have been diminished, not

augmented ; and the old system meliorated,

attributed . Tbey are in fact the authors of the Revolution

;

and not the blind misguided rabble, or even the factious and

unprincipled few who headed that rabble in 1789. The

direful change in France has been produced by the highest

orders in society ; men who, with their f::milies and depend-

ants, lived in splendour and in pomp on the plunder of their

country, whose dissolute manners were a scandal to religion

and morals, and who basked in the sunshine of the court

of Versailles, and sharing its profusion, partook of its

crimes.

The history of France is another woeful proof, that revo.

lutions do not originate with the people, but in vicious and

corrupt governments ; but for these vices, and these cor-

ruptions, the huge and terrihc mass, which cannot be con-

templated without horror, would have remained passive and

inert. It is now in motion with a force that appears irre-

sistible, and an irregularity that defies prescience to ascer-

tain its direction. Hence my great cause of quarrel;

Hence the contempt and abhorrence in which I hold this

remnant of a worthless, and perfidious court, whose bank-

ruptcy has produced calamities of an extent and duration

unexampled in history, and which, after having deluged

France with blood, has plunged my country in a war, the is-

sue of which it is impossible to foresee. But for the wan-

ton abuse of power in the court of Versailles, but for its

scandalous profusion, rapacity, and profligacy, the monarchy

of France would have been in existence ; while Europe,
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would have rendered a Revolution, not only

unnecessary, but impracticable.

Your Marats, your Dantons, and your

Roberspierres, are the foul offspring of

the accumulated filth and corruption of

your bishops, your peers, and an upstart

i^oblesse, who had obtained wealth by ra-

pine, and titles by purchase or intrigue.

It were the vices, the profusion, and ar-

rogance of these men, that engendered and

vivified the vermin that have desolated and

rendered uninhabitable your once flourish-

ing and happy country : and however

much we may execrate the present men in

power, it would be unfair to saddle them

with the entire infamy of tlie mischiefs

produced by the Revolution : I know they

are only entitled to a share of it, but that

share is more than sufficient to render them

the scorn and detestation of all good men.

preserved from the dreadful convulsions which agitate it

from one extremity to the other, would most probably

have continued in the full enjoyment of peace, order^

and security.
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Voltaire says, " Que les Fran^ais sont ou

singes ou tigres;" (monkeys or tigers) and

if he says true, I may venture to assert,

from the samples we have of them, that the

tigers have kept possession of the country,

and made us a present of the monkeys.

I condole with you most sincerely on

the melancholy and deplorable state in

which you describe your country to be.

Those who have had the direction of pub-

lic affairs since 1789, seem to have pro-

ceeded rapidly from bad to worse ;
they

have done little else than vibrate between

blunders and crimes; and the lust of do-

minion and of wealth, as you very justly ob-

serve, have rendered them insensible to

their real interests and their duty.

I v/ill forbear to recapitulate the crimi-

nal efforts of your countrymen to introduce

anarchy, and all its attendant horrors, into

this kingdom.

Neither will I recall to your memory

the impudent menace of Le Brun, to ap-

peal from the British cabinet to the British
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nation, with a view to separate them, if pos-

sible, and induce the latter to unite with

your Executive Council against the former.

Vain and preposterous idea ! yet vain

and preposterous as it was, your Conven-

tion adopted it with one accord.

From such ministers, and from such le-

gislators, what good can possibly result

!

it was a menace as atrocious as it was in-

decent and impolitic.

It meant insult to the Minister, and fraud

to the people ; and what rendered it more

remarkable, was that it came from a man

who, in 1787, supported, in a journal that

scarcely maintained him , the despotism ofJo-

seph the lid. and who was actually in treaty

with the court of Bruxelles in March 1791,

to return and establish a paper in Brabant, in

favour of the late Emperor ! If it had, how-

ever, been merely the threat of an indivi-

dual, it would have deserved no notice,

but it received the sanction of your legis-

lature.

The two decrees which the Convention
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passed in November and December, offering

fraternity to the people of all nations who

would revolt from their respective govern-

ments, and declaring that the French would

never make peace with those who adhered

to monarchy, were written in the same spi-

rit, and for the same purport.

It then became evident what this country

had to expect from the justice of those who

had usurped the sovereign authority in

France ; and that the mistaken idea of Mr,

Payne, that " all Europe in insurrection

" could alone preserve your infant liberties"

was to be supported at all hazards ; at the

expence of every thing that is dignified in

politics and equitable in morals ; at the ex-

pence of public faith, and private virtue.

It was this proceeding, so unmanly in

itself, that disgusted the British nation, and

decided the people to come instantly for-

ward in support of the crown.—It was not

merely the Minister and those who are in

the habit of supporting his measures, but

those that opposed him, who perceived
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and acknowledged that mischief was in-

tended. They added their strength to that

of Government, and making a common
cause of it with administration, secured to

a certainty the internal peace of the coun-

try, and baffled the designs of the Execu-

tive Council.

Surely, my dear Sir, the emissaries from

France, and particularly Mr. Chauvelin,

(of whose guilt and incapacity you and I

have but one opinion) have much to answer

for should a day of reckoning ever arrive,

the responsibility with which they stand

charged will alarm even the stoutest of

them ! if they had not represented to their

employers that the people of England were

ripe for a revolt, I do not believe that Le

Brun would have acted as he did, or that

the Convention would have been so preci-

pitate with their declaration of war.

Not that I mean to palliate their con-

duct, but to state the gross and impudent

manner, in which this country was calum-

niated and belied, and yours imposed upon?^
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by men in whom truth was at that moment
more a duty, if possible, than at any other.

We have so often canvassed this subject

together, and you have so often lamented

the little credit given to your more faith-

ful representations of the temper of the

people in England, that I risk nothing

of your friendship by the asperity with

which I treat your Convention, and Exe-

cutive Council, and especially when I re-

mind you, that they both firmly believed

that the declaration of hostilities at Paris,

was to have been- the signal of a general

insurrection in Great Britain :—shallow,

ill-informed politicians !—the event has

proved, to the destruction of some, and to

the shame of all of them, how very egregi-

ously they were deceived !

There is another man, who has had a

considerable share in bringrinr on the

present contest with this country, but

who has by keeping most artfully be-

hind the curtain escaped the animadver-

N
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sions he merits.— I allude to the Abb6

Sieyes, whom I knew at Paris ; and who,

even in the year 17.90, insisted on the ne-

cessity, and undertook to demonstrate the

advantages that would result to France from

a rupture with England : it was not mere

common place declamation, but serious ar-

guments that he urged ; and urged them

with as m.uch vehemence as a man of his

dark, undermining, and phlegmatic charac-

ter is capable.

I well remember with what cool and

deliberate malice his opinions on almost

every subject were given ; and I pro-

phesied at the time, that sentiments of

humanity would never be a bar to the

projects he suggested. The diversified

classes of the nobility among you were so

numerous, and their privileges and exemp-

tions were so incompatible with the general

interests of society, that the humiliation

of the one, and the abolition of the other,

were sacrifices due to justice, as well as to

I
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the people, who had felt the insolence and

oppression of both :* but the Abb^ did not

think that humiliation and deprivation

were sufficient ; his resentment extended

to life as well as fortune, and vanity was to

be punished with death ! When it was

first proposed to make a general sweep of all

the titles throughout the kingdom, and

destroy all distinctions, he added, '' Ce n'est

pas la noblesse mais les nobles qu'il faut

detruire^'' (/. e. you must not only abolish

titles, but exterminate the nobility). The

hint has not been thrown away ; and thou-

sands have perished ; not for their follies, or

• The abolition of titles was not a measure suddenly

taken up in consequence of the Revolution, nor was Mr. de

Montmorency, v/ho proposed it in the National Assembly,

the first v/lio suggested the idea. Several consultations were

held at the house of the late Duke de Rochefaucault, ia

1788, on the subject, at which Mr. Semonville and several

others attended, in order to devise the means of accomplish-

ing this object; nor was there, perhaps, much injustice in

abolishing titles v/hich had been long degraded by those v/ho

wore fhcm.

N2
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even for their crimes, but for the vices of

the government ; the accident of birth

;

and the errors of their education.

Really, Sir, in retracing these enormities

my heart weeps tears of blood 1

I have recurred to those events because

they strike most forcibly on those minds,

which, candid and benevolent like yours,

cannot descend to tlie baseness of justi-

fying the guilt by which they are after-

wards to be benefited. The four last years

of French history would be a valuable

lesson to posterity, if it was in the na-

ture of man to profit by the experience of

others ; but unhappily every individual

must purchase the knowledge that is to im-

prove and conduct him through life ; and

the purchase is frequently made at a period

so late, and on terms so very disadvanta-

geous, that it is more fit to serve as an ex-

ample to his children, than as an acquisi-

tion of importance to himself.

Be assured, it will give me great plea-
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sure at all times to hear from you, and be-

lieve me to be very truly

Yours.

No. XIV.

27 Septembre 1793,

I'an zdde la R. F.

Je viens de recevoir, Monsieur, la lettre

que vous m'avez fait Thonneur de m'ecrire

en date du lo ybre, et j'y ai retrouve avec

plaisir la confirmation des sentimens d'ami-

tie, que vous avez bien voulu m'accorder.

Je desirerois bien etre a port^e d'en recevoir

Tassurance de votre bouche, mais inalheu-

reusement il y a toute apparence que notre se-

paration sera longue encore, car les evenemens

ne paroissent pas de fiature a permettre un

prompt rapprochement. Vous 7ne rappellez

tous les efforts quefaifaits pour maintenir la

paix. La suite vous a prouve quits ont ete

infructueusest et ma prudence a ete taxe de

iimidite, et de decouragement.

C'est a Tattachement que j'ai pour ma
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patrie, et a la connoissance bien certain des

faits, que je vous prie d'attribuer lachaleur

avec laquelle je vous ai ecris pour mon pays.

Ouant a vous, Monsieur, je me ferai toujours

un devoir de vous temoigner ma reconnais^

sance, et je m'estimerai heureux de conser-

ver votre amiti(^, celle d'un philosophe ver-

tueux et sensible, qui plaint I'egarement des

hommes, et les malheurs cje Thumanit^.

Je vais faire part de votre reponse a Mar

dame de * * * * ^ Monsieur * * * a quitte

Paris, et Monsieur de M *** vient de mourir

dans la prison de Mantoue. * * * * * par-

tage la prison de mes pauvres amis. Helas

!

les miens sont presque tous morts ou dans

les fers

!

Brissot est en prison a TAbbaye, et Ton

presse son jugement. Condorcet est en

fuite, et se tient cache—Petion est arrete,

Biron est a TAbbaye. J ignore ce qui est de-

venu de Dumourier, un des commissaires

qu'il a livr^ etoit un de mes meilleurs amis ;

je suis cruellement eprouv6.

Le Brun est traduit au Tribunal Revolu-
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tionnaire, et je crains qu'il ne soit en peril.

Noel est a Venise. II me semble que c'est

aux assaillans a faire les propositions de

paix ; Mais comptez que jamais nous ne re-

cevrons la loi de Tetranger, et que les Fran-

9ais periront jusqu'au dernier avant d'en

venir a cette humiliation.—C'est la ma pro-

fession de foi, et c'est celle de tous mes

compatriotes, qui vous ont bien cede les

singes, comme vous dites.

Le Brun est echappe de sa prison.

II y a trop long temps que j'ai perdu

Sieyes de vue pour pouvoir le justilier de

VO6 imputations. Tout ce que je puis vous

assurer; c'est, qu'il y a fort long temps qu'il

a bien peu de part aux affaires, et qu'il vit

presqu'en la retraite. Je crois que vous le

jugez tres severement.

Salut.

No. XIV.

—

TranslatiOxV,

Sept. 27, 1793,

2d year of the F. R.

I have this instant received tlie letter,

which you did me the honour to write.
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dated the 10th, and it was with sincere

pleasure that I read the confirmation of

that friendship with which you favoured

me. I wish I was able to hear a verbal assu-

rance of it ; but unfortunately there is every

appearance, that our separation will be very

long, for events do not encourage the hope

of meeting speedily. >• ..-ic j^

Tou recall all the efforts I made to pre^

serve peace ; time has revealed to you that

they were vain, and my prudence, you know,

has been taxed with timidity, and with dis-

couraging the ministers.

It is to my attachment for my country,

and to my thorough knov/ledge of events,

that I entreat you to attribute the warmth

with which I have written on the affairs of

France, With respect to yourself, I shall

ever consider it as a duty. Sir, to acknow-

ledge my obligations to you, and shall es-

teem myself happy in possessing your

friendship; it is that of a virtuous phi-

losopher, who pities the errors of mankind,

and the misfortunes of humanity.
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I shall deliver your answer to Madame

de***** Monsieur*** has left Paris. Mr,

de M*** has lately died in prison at Man-

tua. ***** shares the prison of my unfor-

tunate friends. Alas ! all mine are either

dead or in fetters. Brissot is in prison at

the Abbaye, and his trial is insisted upon.

Condorcet is fled, and conceals himself.

Petion is arrested ; and Biron is at the

Abbaye. I know nothing of Dumourier.

One of the commissaries, that he delivered,

was one of my best friends : I am put to

cruel trials.

Le Brun is summoned to the Revolu-

tionary Tribunal, and I fear he is in dan-

ger. Noel f is at Venice. It appears to

me, that the combined powers must be the

f It would be uncandid not to acknowledge, that the

warmth with which this person insisted on the necessity of

avoiding a war with England, produced a quarrel between

him and Le Brun, to which the former had nearly fallen a

victim. Every method was taken by the latter to eifect the

destruction of Mr. Noel, whose dispatches from this coun-

try always recommended peace, and contradicted these which

asserted, that we were on the eve of a general insurreclion.
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first to make proposals of peace. But be

that as it may, we will never receive laws

from strangers ; on the contrary, you may

be assured, that the last Frenchman will

perish before he submits to that humilia-

tion.

This is my profession of faith, and also

that of all my countrymen ; who, as you

have justly observed, have made you a pre-

sent of the monkeys.

,i.v-Le Brun is escaped from prison.

I have lost all recollection of Sieyes, to

enable me to justify him from your impu-

tations. But I can assure you, that a long

period has elapsed since he meddled in

public affairs, and that he lives almost to^

tally retired. I think you judge him rather

severely.

No. XV.

London, Oct. 26th, 1793.

Dear Sir,

I was contemplating the possible destiny

of the letter I addressed to you on the loth
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ult. when your answer, dated the 27th of

last month, arrived, and assured me that our

correspondence is not likely to be inter-

rupted by the calamities of the times.

I am much flattered by your reiterated

professions of friendship, because I believe

them to be sincere, and if we differ on some

of those popular topics which engross the

public attention in these aweful moments

of universal warfare and distrust, we shall

not anathematize each other for a difference

of opinion, which is the result perhaps of

education, rather than of reflection, and

the exercise of which cannot be denied us,

without a viola^tion of those rights, which

are the inherent and indisputable property

of all : it is the uncontrolled exercise of

this invaluable, this sacred right that in-

vigorates the mind of man, and inspires him

with a just sense of the dignified rank that

he holds in the order of created beings.

Wherever it is restricted in its growth,

it is not men, but slaves and hypocrites that

we shall find ; for conformity is often only
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another word for falsehood, and sometimes

results from a bad heart, as well as from a

crippled understanding.

Reason is a plant of slow, but steady

growth; rather to be cherished than re-

strained.

Left to itself, it acquires vigour by its

own exertions ; but when compelled to

march in trammels, au gre des autresy with

prejudice on one side, and fear or fashion on

the other, it acts in opposition to its natu-

ral impulse ; and losing, with its indepen-

dance, its force, dignity, and splendour, it

becomes a vice to society, and is more fre-

quently the accomplice of crime than the

guard and support of virtue.

Your National Convention, I mean that

portion of it which has usurped the sove-

reign power, and whose iron sway is at

once the scourge and opprobrium of your

wretched country, acknowledge this truth

in their formulary to your new constitu-

tion, but deny it in practice, and that in a

manner so barefaced and indecent, as to
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render it dangerous for one of their own

body to display the energy of thought, or

to deliver in his legislative capacity the ge-

nuine dictates of his conscience ; even on

those occasions where God and himself only

can decide on the purity of his motives.

Is it not strange, Sir, that a tyranny so

odious and so terrible should be exercised

with impunity by men, who have been se-

lected by the nation to establish liberty , and to

eradicate despotism, even to its very name.

And does it not prove the extreme of fraud

and impudence, when at the very instant

that they offered freedom and equality to

the rest of mankind, they should have de-

nied it to their colleagues and constituents?

Your representatives appear to have

adopted as a maxim, or rather as a rule of

conduct (in which they have alone pre-

served a consistency of character), to do no

right, and take no wrong, and while they

augment the calamities of their country

without regret, and butcher each other

without remorse, they have the unexam-
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pled effrontery to boast of their patriotism,

and their virtues!—Yet you attempt to

apologize for these people, by asserting,

" that in allowing your Cofwention had blun-

" dered in some instances, it would not be

*' difficult to justify their conduct in others."*

This mode of defence is unworthy of

your understanding, nor does it accord with

the ideas I have formed of your rectitude

and precision.

It is defective in every particular, and as

false in argument, as it is repugnant to our

long established notions of right and equity.

— I will not, however, press this matter

any farther at present.

Your perilous situation among men from

whose sanguinary fury you have once es-

caped; to whose fortunes you are unhap-

pily attached ; and in whose justice or cle-

mency it is impossible you can confide, is

almost an excuse for the extenuation you

" En avouant quelques fautes de notre gouvernement,

*' il ne me serait pas difficile de justifier quelques unes de

** ses mesures.—

"
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have offered.—In future, the wiser part

will be, silence.

It is my intention to answer your letters

in proportion as I recover my strength;

for an illness of six weeks has much reduced

me. It is however necessary to premise to

you, that it will be written at intervals, and

as those intervals perhaps will not be en-

tirely free from pain, you must not expect

much order in the arrangement of facts, or

much attachment to the dress in which I

shall clothe them. Whenever style be-

comes the principal object of solicitude, it

implies an intention to deceive, rather than

an inclination to convince ; it is by the force

and not by the finery of its decorations, that

an argument is to be estimated ; nor is it

from the splendour of language alone that

it can hope to carry conviction : besides,

there is in the simplicity of truth, a degree

of elegance and vigour to which art can

never attain. If I am accurate, and intel-

ligible, your candour will excuse the rest.

Under this persuasion, I shall reply without
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reserve, to those passages in your letters,

which do not seem to have been writ-

ten with that rigorous attention to facts

which always distinguished our conversa-

tions in Paris and in London.—But to pro-

ceed—Whether the different powers on the

Continent have been mistaken, or not, in

their calculations respecting their strength

and resources, is a question that cannot be

examined at present, because there is not

that evidence which is necessary to direct

the judgment.* Perhaps you were not

aware at the time, that assertions are con-

clusions, and as this is a truth not to be

refuted, how can you possibly conclude that

• " Non Monsieur, on ne calcule pas assez ce que peuvent

" des millions d'hommes armes dont le courage est echaufFc

*' par un enthusiasme qui double la force, et centuple les

" bras.

—

*' On peut vaincre la France, mais on ne pent la sub-

*' juguer."

No, Sir, you do not know what millions of men are ca-

pable of, whose courage is animated by an enthusiasm,

which adds to their strength, and their numbers. France

may be conquered, but cannot be subjugated.
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the calculations of the different sovereigns

are erroneous, until the event of the war

has proved them to be so ? As far as appear-

ances enable me to form a conjecture, the

opinion I should entertain would be the

very reverse of yours ; and when I consider

the immense military strength, and the

steady courage of the well disciplined ar-

mies of the German Princes, with the for-

midable dissensions that exist in the very

heart of your country, I should suspect

that passion and prejudice have had a much

greater share in your decision, than is com-

patible with the equity you profess, or the

knowledge you have acquired.

Let those circumstances be duly consi-

dered, and you must allow, that the proba-

bility of success is more in favour of the

Combined Powers, than in that of the Con-

vention. The events however which have

occurred within the last four years, have

been so very extraordinary, and so contrary

to all experience, that it is impossible to

conjecture of the future from the past ; and

O
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really, Sir, I prefer observing in silence the

prosjress of the war, to reasoning or draw-

ing any conclusion from the victories and

defeats that will necessarily occur in the

prosecution of it. You acknowledge,* ra-

ther reluctantly, that some of your coun-

trymen erected themselves into apostles to

propagate the doctrines of equality and fra-

ternity in England ; but you deny that ever

such a plan was adopted, avowed, or regu-

larly followed by your government. I will

convince you, that what you will only allow

to be true in part, is so in toto. To do

this, it will be necessary to recapitulate a

series of well authenticated facts, which ap-

'(' On nous a reproche beaucoup la propagandisme sans

" qu'il y ait jamais eu de plan suivi, ou d'objet fixe en France

" a, cet egard.

" Cc ne flit que quelques mauvaises tetes, sans aveu et sans

•' mission, qui se soient eriges en apotres de nos principes."

i. e. We are accused of having propagated Jacobin princi-

ples, without thefe having existed any settled plan or object

in France %r that purpose ;—there were only a few hot-

headed men, without authority or mission, who erected them-

selves into apostles of liberty.
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pear to have escaped your memory ; for

it is evident they were known to you at

the time, by some unguarded expressions

which you dropt in the infancy of our ac-

quaintance, and which you would gladly

have recalled, but it was too late : I per-

ceived your embarrassment at the time, and

smiled.

It is however to your credit, Sir, that

the prejudices under which you arrived in

this country, were soon removed by your

sense and discernment, and that your sub-

sequent conduct was marked by the cir-

cumspection of a prudent man, and the

good faith of an honest one ; you, however,

mistake me very much, if you imagine I

allude to the herd of vagabond Frenchmen

who, unauthorized by your Executive

Council, infested the dinner ordinaries, the

coffee-houses, and night-cellars in this me-

tropolis, and gave lectures on liberty and

equality. That several of them were

avowed, is evident from Le Brun's report to

your National Convention on the i8th Dec.

O 2
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where he speaks of the agents who

were maintained by the republic in Lon-

don. As no apparent necessity existed for

this multitude of agents, and as they had

no communication with our Government,

or any mission to our Ministers, it is fair

to ask, what their employ, what their ob-

ject was in this country ? One of them, I

know, carried on a regular correspondence

with * * * in the foreign department, and

with Mr. Dumourier in Brabant, the latter

of whom was assured " that every thing was

" ripefur revolt in this country, and that the

" Minister was so conscious of the general de-

''fectiony that he would not dare to call out the

" militia/' Another of these agents assured

me, that in case of hostilities, the rapid

progress of French opinions would operate

among us with the virulence and fatality

of a pestilence. You were acquainted with

both these people, and can vouch for the

truth of what I have asserted.

I agree with 30U, that manywho preached

sedition were not avowed; but their con-
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duct was nevertheless approved, and most

of them rendezvoused every day in Port-

man-square, which was become, in fact, a

duplicate of the Palais Royal, or rather of

the Caffe de Foi *

But it is not to those, who in order to

gratify their hunger, or their love of mis-

chief, volunteered in infamy, that I allude; it

is to men who traversed England, Scotland,

and Ireland, as merchants, or who pretended

to have come over with large orders. -f

It is to those who were in the suite of Mr.

Chauvelin, some of whom were called Se-

cretaries, others. Secretaries of Legation,

and all of them most zealous incendiaries.

It is even to Mr. Chauvelin himself. Sir,

that I allude, when I speak of the criminal

• It was in the Palais Royal at Paris that the Revolution

was planned, and in the CafFe de Foi that all the intrigues

and cabals were carried on.

- f The number of secret agents, who constantly passing

and repassing between Paris and London, was a constant

source of alarm to Mr. Chauvelin : one half he knew to be

spies on his own conduct ; and in the other he was under the

constant apprehension of finding a rival or a successor.
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efforts of your countrymen to introduce

anarchy and its attendant horrors into these

happy kingdoms.

- The conduct of this man is no secret to

you ; you have frequently condemned the

indecency of his receiving and visiting the

editors of those prints which were the most

virulent against the Government to which

he was accredited ; and you have owned,

that if he felt no repugnance to the mean-r

ness of such an association, yet there was

a dignity annexed to his diplomatic charac-

ter, to which he should have sacrificed his

zeal and propensities.

That though some of these people were

in the pay, and one of them in confidential

relation with yourExecutive Council, it were

indecent and impolitic in Mr. Chauvelin,

or even in his secretaries, to appear in a

business that ought to have been trans-

acted by inferior agents, and of which he

ought to be supposed to have no knowledge.

After these declarations on your part, it

is no improper question to ask you, what
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there could possibly be in common between

this minister plenipotentiary from France,

and these people ? I would ask you, Sir, for

what purpose they received pecuniary re-

compencefrom your Government, and whe-

ther this circumstance alone does not prove,

that to propagate and establish your prin-

ciples in this country was a matter that

you had much at heart ; and that knowing,

by terrible experience, that no power in

mechanics has a force equal to that of the

press on the mind, the same engine that

destroyed you was to ruin us ?

The public character with which Mr.

Chauvelin was invested, affords a strong

presumption that the countenance he gave

to the seditious and disaffected among us,

was in consequence of instructions from

Paris. I have even your own authority for

believing that he acted on that occasion in

obedience to orders from the Executive

Council; and if so, it proves, notwithstand-

ing the credit due to your assertion, that

there was a regular plaji adopted andjol-
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lowed by you government Jor the subversion

of this.

If not ; do you suppose that Mr. Chau-

velin would have urged it as a matter in

his favour, when the Abbe Noel arrived in

the autumn of 1792, with letters of recall,

that " though he was not well with the Bri-

" tish Minister, he was with the Opposition,

" who had it in their power to render him im~

" portant services, and that his recall in other

" respects WJtdd be impolitic f
''

Do you believe that he would have dared

to have used such an argument, if he had

not known on what ground he stood ^ and

above all, Sir, do you believe that such an

argument would have availed, if yOur Exe-

cutive Council had been sincerely dis-

posed to preserve measures with this coun-

try ; or had not imagined they could have

bullied the Minister through Opposition,

and have made the latter the instruments

of their mischief?

You know that it was in consequence of

these assurances, that Mr. Chauvelin was per-
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mitted to j'emain here. I had these facts

from yourself, and it is to you that I am

indebted for the history of the intrigue

carried on at Paris by that sorry coxcomb,

*********, at that time a fugitive from

Bruxelles, in order to f rtify the interest of

Chauvelin at Paris. You wiR'also recol-

lect the apprehensions of both uncle and

nepheWy when Maret suggested the '' expe-

" diency ofI rypising a communication with the

" British Cabinet, through the means of apri-

" vate confidential agent :" all that intrigue

and calumny could suggest were employed,

not only to prevent such a measure, but to

discredit the man who proposed it: while

*********, and those who acted with

him, represented that it was beneath the dig-

nity of a great nation like Fraiire, to treat

through any other channel, than that of her

Minister, and that the Executive Council

should insist on the recognition of the Re-

public, by Mr. Chauvelin being received in

that character, the latter assured his em~

ployers, thatfirmness on theirpart wouldforce
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the British Cabinet to relax, and that he could

assure them, he stood well with Mr. Pitt and

Lord Grenville.

How far this last assertion is connected

with truth I do not know, for I have no in-

tercourse with any of our Ministers ; but I

know that through the cabals of Mr. *****

**** Maret was not only interdicted, but

ordered to repair immediately to Paris ; that

the Abb6 Noel, little versed in political fi-

nesse, and less interested for himself than his

country, was, in return for his generosity

in seconding the representations of Chauve^

lin, and not delivering the letters of recall,

the object of this man's constant abuse, and

in some degree a victim to his malice.

I am thankful for the justice you have

done me, in acquitting me of all knowledge

of the plots and intrigues of the emissaries

among you from the foreign powers :* I

* Extract of a letter, dated Sept. 1793.

*' Ce sont de perfides etrangers qui sont venus chez

" nous, prendre le manteau de la philanthropic, et le masque

** du patriotisnie pour porter a I'exaggeration le caract^re
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had passed the summer of 1789 v/ith o^^e of

the Electoral Princes m Germany, and an-

xious to see the etiect of a revolutjon in a

country which I had seen in a siate oi de-

plorable servitude, I came to Paris in

" ardent du Fran9aise, et abuser de ?a conf.ance et de sa fran-

*' chlse.

«' Ce sont ces vils emissaires qui fideles ministres d'un ou

" deux hommes enEurope, beaucoup plus ennemis de la France

*' que de sa Revolution, ont allmente nos troubles, et sous

*' I'habit Fran9ais, commis de leurs maiiis les cnmes les

*' plus efFroy:ibles.

" Honnette et purcomme vous Tetes, vous n'avez aucupe

« connoissance de ces mysteres d'inlquices ; muis moi qui

« ai acquis de funestes lumieres, il ne peut plus me rester de

.*' doutes a cet eg.rd, et siTonouvre enfin les yeuxen France

" surrimprudencequ'on a eu d'admettre ces etrangers dans

" toutes nos places clviles et militaires, ce sera peut-eire aux

<' remonstrances eternelles de 1'Abbe Noel qu'on en sera re-

*< devable, quoique jusqu'a present il a eu a peu pres Ic

.<" sort de la prophetessc Cassandre."

a Mr. Miles, jLondres.

TRANSLATION.

Perfidious strangers have come to us, under the cloak of

phUanthropy and the mask of patriotism, in order to inilame

the too ardent character of the nation, and abuse its confi-
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1790, where I continued till some time in

April, 1791. Though I was acquainted with

Mirabeau, and intimate with Mr. De la

Fayette, and some other leading men in the

National Assembly ; though I mixed much

with the world, and was a member of the

Saloon, and of all the popular clubs, except

the one which the hapless Clermont Ton-

nerre attempted to establish as a counter-

poise to the republican party ; yet I never

gave an opinion on any question relative

to your internal government without its

being asked ; and even then, with the ti-

dence and slncerlry. Tliese vile emissaries, faithful minis-

ters of one or two men in Europe, more hostile to France

than to her Revolution, have nourished cur troubles, and in

a French dress have committed the most horrible crimes.

Frank and incorrupt as you are, you have no suspicion of

these mysteries of iniquity, but 1 who have acquired the

direful knowledge, can no longer entertain any doubts upon

this subject ; and if at last they should open their eyes in

France on the imprudence of admitting strangers into our

civil and military departments, they will be indebted to the

unremitting remonstrances of the Abbe Noel, whose pro-

phecies have hitherto shared nearly the same fate as those of

Cassandra.

To Mr. Miles, London.
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midity of a man who is afraid of exposing

his ignorance.

I recollect but two instances in which I

was positive ; the one related to the assig-

nats, on which Mirabeau and his friend

Frochot * had often pressed me to give my

sentiments. The other was on Barnave's

decree respecting St. Domingo, which I af-

firmed to have been written in blood, and

which the event has proved. The idea of

exoneratino: the nation from an enormous

debt that cramped its operations, limited its

powers, and kept it in a constant state of de-

bility, was certainly magnificent, and proved

a mind formed for enterprize, and capable

of great atchievements.

Those who are acquainted with the ar-

bitrary and oppressive manner in which the

imposts in France were formerly levied, and

the shameful exemptions enjoyed by the no-

bility and clergy, will readily acknowledge

the expediency, if not the justice of appro-

• A member of the National Assembly, and the insepa=-

rable companion of Mirabeau.
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priating the immense, and in many instan-

ces, ill acquired possessions of ihe latter to

so wise and so salutary an object. The

measure of the assignats was a stroke of

policy worthy of the man who devised it.

Its pretended object was to consolidate

and establish your Revolution, by giving

the public creditors of the state, as well as

others who might become purchasers of

church lands, an interest in the preservation

of the new order of things.—The misfortune

was, that the integrity of Mirabeau bore no

proportion to his genius, and while j^our

deluded countrymen were anticipating their

promised exemption from taxes, his intention

was to open amine of wealth to ]iimself,which

he expected would have yielded abundantly,

before the fallacy of the splendid project he

held out to the vulgar could be detected.

I told him at the time that he did ?iot ujider-

stand what he was about , or that he zvas not

sincere: that the mode he proposed carried

fraud on the face of it, and that after having

converted all the rags in Europe into paper
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money, the national debt would remain a dis^

grace to his memory, and a burthen to his

country : that the discharge of this load,

though difficult, was not impracticable; and

that with the immense property zvhich the

nation would acquire, a better security might

be given to the public creditor, and a shorter

mode devised for the liquidation of his

claims.

These, my dear Sir, are the only in-

stances in which my opinions were main-

tained with any obstinacy; and so circum-

spect was my conduct on every occasion,

that though I frequented the Jacobins every

night, the Circus, and the Club of 1789, I

seldom entered into conversation, but with

those to whom I was known ; indeed,

every thing at Paris appeared so marvel-

lous, so extravagant, and my time was so

fully occupied as a spectator, that I really

had not leisure to interfere in your intrigues

and cabals, even if I had been so disposed.

A conduct so prudent and reserved, how-

ever, could not preserve me from suspicion
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in a city where cunning and distrust, the

offsprings of your sanguinary and inexo-

rable pohce, had degraded every descrip-

tion of the inhabitants into spies and infor-

mers ; where the most insignificant actions

were attributed to motives very different to

what were avowed ; and where the honest

pride, and all that constitutes the moral

worth of man, had been long effaced by an

excessive and overstrained refinement of

manners, which substituting falsehood in

the place of truth, had ultimately banished

confidence from among yourselves, and sin-

cerity from your country.

Can you then be surprised that the

" ene7nies of your country, and of your Re-

" volution," should have availed them-

selves of your vices to augment your cala-

mities, or that they should practise thosa

arts, and combat you with those wea-

pons which you have invariably employed,

both in peace and in war, against others?

I do not know to whom you allude, when

you speak of " those foreigners who hold
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" civil and military offices in France" but I

was always astonished that a nation so en-

lightened and so populous; should have sent

to Geneva for a Comptroller-general of

Finance ; nor was it less a matter of surprise

that your armies should be confided to Mr.

Luckner, who, exclusive of his being a

stranger, and addicted to drinking, was

stupid and sordid.

Is it not also astonishing that Prince

Charles of Hesse should still be suffered to

continue among you, or has the security

which he appears to possess in the midst

of a country converted into an immense

slaughter-house, been obtained by the sa-

crifice of his own character, and the blood

of Custine .^

I was seated next to him one evening at

the Jacobins, very soon after my arrival at

Paris, and perceiving me to be an English-

man, he exclaimed, " Pardieu, c'est assez

" singulier de voir un Anglais ici!"*—*'N'est

• It is very extraordinary that an Englishman should be

seen here.

P
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" /*/ pas encore plus singulier. Monsieur, (lui

'* ai'je demande) d'y voir un Allemandf"*

The force of my answer was understood

by tliose who were near us, for they in-

stantly remarked,—'* Oui, Monsieur, vous

" avez raison, car les Anglais sont litres, et

" aiment les pays libres/'-f

Mr. Hesse, however (as he is called), did

not appear at that period a very zealous

defender of those doctrines of equality and

fraternity, which have since convulsed and

distracted all Europe.

It is with infinite regret I perceive that

you have imbibed one of those popular pre-

judices, which like the nonsense, or rather

blasphemy of transubstantiation, holds in-

vestigation at defiance, and claims implicit

credit.

I wish your faith. Sir, to have a better

direction, and to be influenced by reason,

• Is it not much more singular to behold a German

here i

t You are in the right. Sir, for the English are free,

and love a free country
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or by facts, in morals and in politics, as

well as in religion.

If you had been read in the British Con-

stitution, or if you had availed yourself of

the opportunities which you had during

your residence among us, to inform yourself

fully of the nature and extent of those

powers with which our government is in-

trusted, you would have rejected, as an in-

sult offered to your understanding, the ab-

surd and malevolent tales that the British

Cabinet had employed the wealth of the

nation to corrupt your countrymen, and

excite them to civil carnage. I know that

such an opinion, unjust as it is, has long es-

tablished itself in France ; but you have no

evidence of its truth, and none even of its

probability, but in the history of your own

practice and manoeuvres, not only under

the old despotism that you have abolished,

but under the new tyranny that you have

established.

I know that it is the general belief (and

that this belief is encouraged more than

P3
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ever, in order to inflame the public mind

ill both nations) that " millions baue

" been remittedfrom England, to sow and to

" ^ggfi^'vate your dissensions :
" as if a revo-

lution so wonderfully extensive could have

been effected, without sowing at the same

time the seeds of eternal hatred and dis-

cord among you ; or, if the unprovoked bar-

barities by which it has been accompanied

and followed, were not more than suffi-

cient to aggravate and inflame you against

each other even to madness! Really, Sir,

the charge that has been brought against

the British Minister is so extravagant,

tliat I am at a loss to treat it seriously,

and I am vexed that you, with all your

attainments, and after having been im-

mersed of late in the vortex of public

affairs, should have fallen into so gross

a delusion.— I know that I have your

confidence; allow me to claim your at-

tention, while I refute a calumny so

likely to perpetuate the animosity that

exists between the two countries, and which

I
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is also a wrong done to individuals; for

falsehood, Sir, is injustice.

Believe me when I assure you, that this

assertion, so confidently advaiiced, so cur-

rently received, and so peremptorily in-

sisted upon, is totally unfounded.

I will go further, and assert tliat it is

absolutely impossible th.- public treasures

of this country could have had such an ap-

plication.—In the first place, the funds at

the disposal of the Minister are not ade-

quate to such an enterprize ; and if they

were, there are so many checks and forma-

lities of office required, that neither the sum,

nor the uses to which it would have been

applied, could have remained a secret:—to

these impediments, you may add another

not less formidable, which is the obliga-

tion of the Minister to account for the ex-

penditure of every shilHng of the public

money : and finally, I beg you to compare

the public receipt with the acknowledged

public expenditure, and ask yourself whe-

ther the finances of the country could spare
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sufficient for an object so great, and where

the parties to be bribed were numerous, and

the sum to be given considerable ?—Under

such difficulties and restraints, not to call

them impossibilities, you must confess that

whatever the disposition of the Minister

may be, he has not the means of corrupting

you.

No one will pretend that the late Lord

Guildford was a provident Minister, or

suppose that he would not have retained

America by a bribe, rather than have had

recourse to a w ar, as unjust as it was ill con-

ducted, and which neither suited his temper

nor capacity. I do not vouch it for a fact,

but I have heard it asserted at the time, that

two hundred thousand pounds, judiciously

disposed of in the commencement of our

transatlantic troubles, Vvould have saved the

millions that were afterwards squandered in

a contest as weak as it was wicked, and which

produced nothing but loss and dishonour to

England
;
yet if half that sum could have se-

cured the allegiance of the colonies, it was
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not in the power of the Minister to have

given it without the authority of Parlia-

ment.

No, my dear Sir, the prodigality of this

country is of a different nature, and though

our enormous public debt may incline you

to give an easy credit to the slander you

have heard, yet it has not been swelled to

its present gigantic size by the clandestine

exportation of our guineas to the Continent

for wicked and corrupt purposes ;
but by

unnecessary wars, wantonly undertaken, and

ill conducted ; by extravagant subsidies, and

by loose and improvident contracts, in which

individuals have been enriched at the ex-

pence of the state.

It is in this way tliat the wealth of this

nation has been formerly dissipated, and

whoever informed you that the British Ca-

binet had sent gold to France for the pur-

pose you mention, knows little of the laws

and Constitution of this country, and gives

a British Minister credit for more power

than he is ever likely, or indeed ever ought
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to possess. Mr. De la Fayette, who, having

mixed much with my countrymen, and

having inquired into the nature of our Con-

stitution and Government, should have

known better, firmly believed that three hwi-

dred thousand pounds sterling had been re-

mitted from England, to excite the mutiny

among the seamen at Brest in 1790. I

had frequent interviews with him at this

time, and that they might not be inter*

rupted, they were very early in the morn-

ing. I found him at every conversation firm

in the belief of these idle stories, and even

convinced, that the armament occasioned

by the dispute with Spain, as well as that

in the year following, were destined against

France. I stated to him that policy, reason,

justice, and even appearances, tended to

contradict an opinion so absurd ; and that

as to the sum of three hundred thousand

pounds sterling having been remitted by

the English Minister to Brest, for the pur^

pose mentioned, or for any other, I could

assure him that as many millions could
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have been sent with equal facility ; yet he

maintained that both these stories, were

founded in truth, and supported his asser-

tion with so much pertinacity, that I gave

up all serious argument on the subject, and

endeavoured to laugh him out of his errors

and absui'd^ties. Yet these errors and absur-

dities were not peculiar to him alone.

They were general.—And Mr. Dupont,

in a variety of publications, insisted on the

fact, and detailed it as circumstantially as if

he had been intrusted with the expendirure

of the whole sum. This man was one of

the deputies from Nemour, and in a pam-

phlet which he published at the time ofour

dispute with Spain, he affirmed that France

was the object of our armament, and Nootka

only the pretext. *

* I heard it suggested, and plausibly supported at Paris

that the court of Versailles, anxious to get rid of the com-

nnercial treaty, by way of doing a popular act, and desirous

of diverting the minds of the peopk from the contemplation

of their miseries, had engaged Spain to offer the insult at

Nootka to the British flag, with a view of engaging the two

nations in war, and coming into it a< an ally—that
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" That England would be an easy con-

quest, and that an immediate attack on our

bank, would not only put you in possession

of the whole specie and wealth in the king-

dom, but infallibly produce a national bank-

ruptcy/'

He had even the indecency to declare

(Avhich considering the effervescence that

prevailed, and the inaction of the laws,

might have proved fatal to many of my
countrymen), '' that all the Englishmen in

France were instruments of corruption, dis'

patched by the British Cabinet to seduceyou

"with British gold ; that they had already se-

cured the Chatelet * in their favour, and

having no just cause of quarrel with England, a breach could

be effected no other way so well as to appearances ; and that

such a measure would perhaps allay that spirit of liberty

which was beginning to display itself so forcibly and univer-

sally in the kingdom, and calm, or at least suspend the popu-

lar discontents. A reference was then made to d^tes, and

some people were disposed to admit that Spain was merely

the tool of the court of Versailles ; while others refused all

credit to the ancient government for such ingenious re-

finement in politics.

.? A court of justice which Mirabeau and the Orleans
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established an interest in the municipalicies

and National Assembly."

If this had been true, your Committees of

Recherches, for you had only three of them,

were extremely criminal, in not discovering

and prosecuting the incendiaries to convic-

tion ; and if it was not true, Mr. Dupont

was still more atrocious, not only for pro-

pagating a calumny against the respective

Governments of the two countries, but for

publishing a falsehood, that could answer

no other purpose than to excite jealousies,

and preserve that animosity between the

two nations, which philosophy had long at-

tempted to destroy, and which it was ex-

pected the Revolution would have extin-

guished.

Cliarges of such a magnitude assume an

air of authenticity, when ushered to public

notice under the authority of a name to

faction had afterwards abolished, for having presumed to take

cognizance and institute a prosecution against them, for

their expedition to Versailles en the 5th and 6th October,

1789.
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which the circumstances of the times had

given a certain degree of credit which it

never could intrinsically hav€ possessed,

and which of course was much greater than

it deserved to be in the opinion of those

who had never heard of it before.

The venality of Mr. Dupont was, indeed,

no secret to the different comptrollers of

finance, and to many others ; but those

who were ignorant that this man had ob-

tained pensions to the annual amount of

20,000 livres, for his flattery of some mi-

nisters, and his servility to others, con-

sidered his slanders as facts, and his viru-

lence as patriotism.

The labour of arraigning the pacific

disposition of this country, and depreciat-

ing its strength and resources, did not

however rest solely with this prostitute

scribbler : Paris was inundated with libels,

and the public mind was stimulated to

jealousy and ill humour against this country

by writers of all denominations, and orators

of all descriptions.
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It were not the shirtless vagabonds only,

that collected and harangued mobs in the Pa-

lais Royal and theThuilleries,orthe Marats,

Barreres,or Heberts, the only obscure wri-

ters* of those inflammatory journals with

* Marat's paper was called ['Ami du Peuple (friend of

the people) : that of Barrere's, Point du Jour (break of

day) ; and Herbert's, Pcre Duschene (Father Duschene.)

The first and last of these papers of two liards (a farthing)

were considered to be so inflammatory and dangerous,that both

Mr. De Bailli, and De la Fayette assured me they had taken

every measure in their power to discover the author of the

first of them, and h ad succeeded no farther than in driving him

out of Paris. In this they were deceived, for protected by

Mr. D'Orleans, he kept his ground ; and so well was the

secret preserved, that on my mentioning the subject again to

Mr. Pe la Fayette, he answered, that it was an assumed

name. These papers, however, were continued, notwithstand-

ing the vigilance and exertions of the mayor and command-

ant, and finally accomplished the Revolution, for which they

so incessantly and so impudently clamoured. The fact is,

that the police had totally lost its vigour and activity, and

neither Mr. De Bailli nor Mr. De la Fayette, possessed that

commanding courage and presence of mind, which at once

imposes on the multitude and secures its confidence. The

former of these was totally without credit or respect : for

mobs know nothing of academicians, nor is it indeed usual

for acr.d;mcians to be at the head of revolutions. Mr. De
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which Paris was hourly deluged, that re-

commended a war against England : it was

the language of your senators ; it was the

doctrine of the Abb^ Sieyes, of Peysonnel,

of Fauchet, Condorcet, Gorsas, Brissot, and

many others.

The aristocratical party to a man wished

hostilities, from a conviction that they

Baillie was besides naturally mild and timid. I was at the

Chatteau in the Thuilleries, in Feb. 1791, where one part

of the rabble, on a report that Monsieur was going to leave

Paris, proceeded to the Hotel de Luxembourg, while ano-

ther, conducted by Madem. Theroigne, assailed the Thuil-

leries. It was the most violent commotion that had occur-

red since the month of October; and the people had nearly

forced their way into the royal apartments. It was some

time before Mr. De Bailli arrived ; he came in pale and

trembling; the King, with a firmness and tone ofvoice he had

never used before, inquired the cause of his being exposed

to these perpetual insults, and the city to these false alarms,

and insisted on these tumults being suppressed :
*« ilfaut la

" douceur, Sire'' (we must act with mildness), answered the

mayor : " Tes, Sir," replied the King, " but not withweak-

*• ntss!'*—With such chiefs, no wonder that the people felt

and abused their force ; no wonder that a Revolution, which

might have contributed to the general happiness of man-

kind has had a contrary efF(?ct, and plunged all Europe in

blood.
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would accelerate a Counter-revolution, and

from an inveterate hatred to this country,

which it considered as the real cause of the

Revolution, by having inspired you with a

love of liberty ; several of those with whom

I conversed, made no scruple to acknow-

ledge as much.

The extracts of letters, pretended to have

been received fi'om London, which occa-

sionally appeared in tlie Moniteur in the

years 1790 and 91, were written, some of

them, by Mirabeau, and others, by a man

who had been his secretary ; the object of

which was to inspire a distrust of the Eng-

lish Government : the former of these had

the vanity to declare to me, that he would

convince Mr. Pitt that he was his mt^ster

in politics, and would soon give him plenty

of occupation.

While this conduct was observed by

men, who from their rank and education

should have k?iown and have acted better,

the British Constitution was the constant

theme of derision, and every Englishman
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who came to Paris had to combat the in-

solent mockery ofa nation recently escaped

fromthe despotism ofages, and who pretend-

ing to have discoyered the true principles of

civil and political liberty, considered itself

as the first that had given an example of a

free government to the rest of the world.

While this language was uniformly held,

not only to me, but, I believe, to every

English gentleman who came to Paris, a

revolution in England was strenuously re-

commended, and peremptorily declared to

be the only means by which freedom and

happiness could be ensured to England.

It was seldom that any other subject was

started, and several of the aid-du-camps, at

Mr. De la Fayette's renouncing tactics for

politics, appeared to me to have studied no-

thing but the defects in the English Con-

stitution, and to have had no other employ-

ment than to preach its destruction. Your

friend **********, even in the sum-

mer 1790, appears very solicitous that such

an event should take place, and he was con-
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vinced that it would happen, that lie as-

sured me it was inevitable. He even de-

clared that the disposition to such a mea-

sure has manifested itself so forcibly, that

it was beyond the skill and address of Mr.

Pitt to prevent, and that Ireland was still

further advanced towards so necessary and

just an object than England.

These assurances were always accom-

panied by exhortations to follow the ex-

ample of France, which had in an instant

completed what we began in 1688, and had

left unfinished ; adding, that we had only the

SHADOW, while they had the substance oj

liberty.

What at first might have been attri-

buted to vanity, or to that intoxication so

natural to men on the sudden and unex-

pected acquisition of their favourite object,

was soon discovered to have proceeded from

a graver and less pardonable source.

It was discovered, that mischief was the

end, and fraud the weans, by wliich it was

to be accomplished : that it belonged to a
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plan previously concerted, and which has

since been carried into effect in Liege and

Brabant, and which Mr. Genet has lately

attempted to introduce in America ; that is ;

to set the people at variance with Govern-

ment. In short, Sir, the maxims of the old

school at Versailles, were recognized in the

doctrines of the new college at Paris', and

those who, charmed with your emancipa-

tion from tyranny, had looked forward to

a revolution in your morals as necessary

to secure the revolution in your govern-

ment ; beheld with anger and disgust, that

in the general wreck and dissolution of the

ancient system, nothing was preserved but

its vices, its imbecility, and its infamy.

The uncommon zeal with which you re-

commended us to follow your example, and

the impatience you expressed to see it exe-

cuted, exposed the fallacy of those profes-

sions of fraternity which you so profusely

lavished, and which were meant to conceal

the poison you endeavoured to administer.

It soon became evident, thatyour anxiety

I
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to excite insurrections among us, did not

proceed from a benevolent wish to melio-

rate our condition, or even from a conviction

that a Revolution would add to our freedom

or felicity ; but merely with a view to inca-

pacitate the British court from profiting

by your domestic dissentions, and which

the recollection of your own conduct to-

wards this country in all her civil commo-
tions suggested to you was within the order

of possible events.

This advice, so officiously given, and so

pertly insisted upon, was not long confined

within the pale of convivial, or of private

conversation. -

What was at first offered under the

mask of friendship, as a wholesome salu-

tary admonition, was discovered to have

been a matter of state, intimately blended

and connected with a variety of other in-

. tricate political combinations, and forming

in fact one of the principal expedients by

which stability and vigour were to be given

to your own Revolution.
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In Other words; the infant liberties and

prosperity of France, were to be consolida-

ted and confirmed by the dissolution and to-

tal ruin of the laws, constitution, and govern-

ment of the British empire. What was at

first imparted to us in a loose and random

manner, and which really appeared as the

reveries of men, who recently endued with

the faculty of thinking, liad plunged them-

selves into a chaos of political speculations,

was soon afterwards announced as one of

the ostensible measures of your legisla-

ture ;i and, assuming a diplomatic dig-

nity, it became a formal object of ne-

gotiation ; not indeed between the Bri-

tish Cabinet and your Executive Council,

but between the latter and any vagabond

in this country who qualified himself with

the title of President, or Secretary of what

they were pleased to style Patriotic Societies.

This scandalous, this dishonourable inter-

course, was the filthy abortion of your con-

stituent assembly ; who bequeathed it with

their other blunders and iniquities, the foyl

I
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offspring of their guilt and ignorance, to

their successors ; from whom it descended

to the present batch of legislators. This

you have denied ; but if you will refer to the

journals of your National Convention, you

will discover that between the 31st of last

October, and the 29th November following,

thirteen addresses replete with treason and

conspiracy from various seditious clubs in

England were received and answered by the

President of that Assembly, accompanied

by assurances of succour- and fraternity,

whenever a National Convention should

be established in England.*

These embassies, conducted witli more

or less caution, and more or less vigour, ac-

cording to circumstances, had been passing

and repassing between the different usurp-

ers in your country, and the different fac-

• " The moment without doubt approaches, in which the

French will bring congratulations to the National Conven-

tion of Great Britain."

President of the National Convention

to Joel, Barlowj and J. Frost. zSrh Nov. 1792,
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tions in mine, from the very commencement

of the Revolution.

A lawyer* was deputed from Nantz in

• To the Editor oj the Gazetteer*

Sir, Aug. 27, 1791.

The liberty of the press having been, till now, considered in

this country as one of the blc-^sings of its government, I am

inclined to believe that the Gazetteer, which truly possesses

the truest political principles, will permit a friend of liberty

the insertion of the following ; and especially as my signa-

ture is a security against any consequences (were any to

happen) from the merited compliment to Mr. Burke. I add

to this letter, the speech I delivered on Saturday last at the

meeting of the Revolution Society of London, in commemo-

ration of the destruction of feodality in France.

I am your humble Servant,

AmaND DU COUD I EC.

A Speech delivered on the 20th of August, at the meeting

of the Revolution Society held at the Thatch'd-House Ta-

vern.

Gentlemen,

I should forfeit the intentions of my fellow citizens, was

I to let this meeting pass, without expressing to you the

sentiments with which / am particularly charged to address

you, as well as every Englishman who respects the Revolu-

tion of France.—These are the words of the Society of

Nantz.
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the name of the French nation, with offers

of fraternity to the people of England.

*' Tell our English brethren, that we entertain for them

" the most fraternal attachment.

*' Tell them, that nothing can efface from our hearts the

** testimony of benevolence, which asserts their eternal

" rio-hts to the gratitude of twenty-four millions of men.

** Teil them especially, that on the very day, at the very

'* same hour, the three administrative bodies of this town,

*' united at table with the constitutional clergy, and the

" commandants of the armed forces, gave a toast to the Society

"of the Revolution assembled at London, and to all the

*' friends of liberty in England.—Tell them the wishes and

" sentiments of the Patriots of the only two free countries in

*' Europe were joined, at one and the same instant, for the

'* liberty, peace, and happiness of mankind."

Such are. Gentlemen, the real expressions of my fellow

citizens ; the spirit they bear is too conformable to that

which animates you, too conformable to the public interest

of both countries, to suffer me to dispense with repeating

those sentiments of peace and friendship which I had the

honour to address to you in my own name on the 14th of

July, and which have obtained me the agree.iblc commis-

sion which I now fulfil.

There is a certain man, who being accustomed to mistake

for reason, the dreams of ignorance and cruelty of our lore-

fathers, has offered to agitate Europe with very superficial

reflections upon a very deep subject.

Must not that man, who presumed to accuse a wise

people to anathematize legislators, preaching humanity in the
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He had the vanity to harangue the

club to whom he was addressed, and the hi-

reformation of laws and morals, blush to have pronounced

before-hand against a system, which much more than that

of Newton, cannot be understood till after a very long study,

and the greatest impartiality, and especially till all the

branches which form and move it be assembled.

Yes, Gentlemen, my fellow citizens may say. Our govern-

ment must be very good, since thousands of Englishmen and

Irishmen admire and celeberate it, since it is defended by

Pri^Hleys and Paities, and since it is blamed by that orator

in your Commons, whose bowlings have in full Parliament

forced tears from the purest patriotism.

Now, Gentlemen, to make use of the expression of an old

jnountebunk, from whom, amidst political errors, some truths

have escaped. A new day is arisen upon our horizon, the

"French Academicians, and our English clubs have dis-

*' covered a mine of -wisdom which never was dreamed of

(' by our forefathers."

Come among us. Gentlemen, to see that mine of wisdom

and humanity, and you will feel that the French nation is

in the midst of the globe, the seed of the peace, union, and

H APPi NESS of men ; for it is among us that liberty is

spread over all the relations by which the political and moral

existence ofmen in society can be connected.

Am AND DE CouDiEC,* Ancient Member of

the Parliament of Brittany.

• This ma^i, by his own account, was u;ider sentence of

death when the Revolution rescued htni from the gibbet.
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science to send his speech to one of those

papers which appear to have inlisted in the

service of HIS country, against its own.

It is for your amusement and instruction

that I inclose you the curious oration of

this minister plenipotentiary from France to

the people of England, and I trust you will

no longer pretend, tliat the introduction of

your principles into Efigland tiever formed

any part ofyour system.

Should you yet be sceptical on a

subject so extremely evident, I refer you

not only to the official letter transmitted

to the Convention by the minister for

foreign affairs (Le Brun), on the 29th

of last November, but to the decree which

that Assembly had the turpitude to propose,

and the indiscretion to pass, on the 19th of

the same month ;
* by which their intention

to legahze anarchy throughout the whole

world, was manifested with as little shame

• The National Convention declare in the name of the

French nation, that they will grant fraternity and assistance

to all people who wish to recover their liberty; and that
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as justice.—Ifyou wish for further evidence,

yuu will find abundance in the proceedings

of the Jacobin Club ; not only on f/j^/rjour-

nals, to which access is given to all their mem-

bers, but in the archives of their select com-

niiitoe, consisting of thirty members, which

are open only to a few, and which I had an

opportunity of looking into, when the Or-

leans party exerted their intrigues to pre-

vent the admission of General Wimpften,

whom I had proposed as a member, and

whose election I felt myself bound to insist

upon: in order to carry my point (for I was

resolved not to give it up ), it was necessary to

attend at the private meetings of the Junto,

and it was at these meetings that I became

(so) well informed of the intentions of the

Club towards foreign nations.

The project o^ Jraiernizing all mankind,

they charge the Executive power to send the necessary orders

to the generals, to give assistance to such people, and to

defend those citizens who have suffered, or may suffer, in

the cause of liberty, and that this decree be printed in all

languages]
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originated in this society, and was instantly

adopted by the Abbe Fauchet, who presi-

ded at another pohtical congregation at

the Circus, in the Palais Royal ; and who

was the author of a journal called the Iron

Mouth f/a Bouche de F^rJ which was chiefly

filled with extracts from Rousseau's Social

Contract, and with pretended exrracts of

letters from diifereiu parts of Europe,* an-

• L'Allemagne comme je vous I'ai deja mande, L'Alle-

magne ce siege eternel des grands abus, de la feoc^aliie <. etc

inondee des ecrits Fran9ois, qui lui p, esentoient sous le ioui le

plus odieux, celles de vos nouvelles loix qui rappelloic-nt les

hommes et leurs possessions territoriales a I'egalite des droits

et des impositions. Nos petits Princes craignolent sur tout

la contagion de I'exennple ; mais enfia quelques voix se sont

elevees en faveur des peuples, et on a recherche partout avec

empressement vorre Declaration des Droits de I'Homme.

Un artiste ingenieux a imagine de taire imprimer sur ces

mouchoirs en langue Allemande, ce grand diplome de

L ' H u M A N 1 T E , et il les a exposes en vente a la derniere foire

de Franckfort.—Son zele a ete recompense par la distri-

bution de toute sa merchandise tant il s'est presente d'ac-

quereurs ; et vingt cinq mille exemplaires de la declarations

des Droits circulent en Allemagne dans ce moment.

TRANSLATION.

Germany, as I have already told you ; Germany, that
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nouncing the certainty of an immediate re-

volution in the countries from whence they

were dated, a sample of which I inclose to

Convince you that I speak from facts.

That some of them were genuine, I have

no doubt ; for a correspondence was entered

into with the worthless of all nations ; that

is, an account was opened in favour of

universal sedition ; the most, however, of

what was read from England, were for-

geries of so gross and so impudent a nature,

that I was more astonished at the credulity

eternal seat of great abuses, and of feodality, has been de-

luged with French writings ; which represented in the most

odious manner your new laws, which brought men and

their earthly possessions to an equality of rights and impo-

sitions. Our petty princes very much feared the contagion

of example ; but at last some voices were heard in favour of

the people, and your Declaration of the Rights of Man has

been much sought after.

An ingenious artist had that grand diploma of huma-

nity printed in German, on some handkerchiefs, which he

exposed to sale at the last Franckfort fair. His zeal was

rewarded by the distribution of all his merchandise, and

25,000 copies of this Declaration are circulating in Germany

at this moment.
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that listened to such falsehoods, than I was

at the guilt and audacity of those who fa-

bricated them. I was present one evening

when a letter.was announced to have been

received from an English peer, to whom
you are no stranger, and who was some

years since in office. Presuming on his

known hostility to tlie present Minister, his

name was bandied about with as little truth

as decency ; for however averse he may be

to the measures of Government, his lordship

has too high a sense of honour and proprie-

ty to have been guilty of so scandalous

and so dangerous an indecorum.

I was present another evening when a

letter from London was read, assuring this

turbulent candidate for a mitre (for his

harangues procured him a bishopric),* that

Mr. Sheridan, supported by the entreaties

of a lady, whose name was publicly men-

* The Abbe Fauchet, since that a bishop, and a mem-

ber of the National Convention, has lately perished on th?

scaffold.
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tioned, has finally prevailed upon a great

personage, whose name was also announced,

to adopt the principles of the French Revo-

lution, and thai the reign offreedom and equa-

lity would soon comjnence in England, under

the mostflattering and mostpowerful auspices.

The tumult tliat ensued was incredible.

and the intoxicated rabble vociferated, that

the Efiglish zvho zvere present should come

forward, and hear the good 7iews from their

country.

You v/ill readily believe that I did not

obey the mandate. Such, Sir, were the

falsehoods by which the lowerclass of people

were taught to believe that the whole uni-

verse looked up to them for protection !

Such the expedients by which they were

persuaded that all Europe was impatient

to follow their example ! It was by such,

wicked artifices that the delusion has been

preserved in France, while the encourage-

ment notoriously given by your clubs, by

your Executive Council, and by your Con-

vention to the factious and disaffected
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among us, seduced them into acts little

short of rebellion, and made them regard

your legislators as so many sovereigns with

whom they were to share the empire of

the world. Hence all their violence to-

wards their own Government : hence their

hatred and contempt of Monarchy.

You are no stranger to the ardour and

enthusiasm with which the addresses from

this country were received by your Govern-

ment. You cannot have forgotten the ma-

lignant and indecent joy with which the

President * of your Convention, last year,

announced from the curial chair, that

England was on the eve ofJollozving the glo-

rious example of France.

You remember the savage shouts of ap-

plause that ensued ; your pride was hurt

on the occasion ; and the wild and senseless

uproar of the sanguinary banditti in the

galleries must still vibrate on your offended

ears, and make you blush for the degraded

state of your country, and humanity ; nor

• I believe his name was Gregoire.
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was this rancour and animosity confined to

a few insulated individuals without cre-

dit, authority, or influence. I found that

either hatred, distrust, or jealousy per-

vaded all ranks and descriptions of men in

France.

They prevailed in your legislature, as well

as in your lanes and alleys ; while the jour-

nals of your Convention, polluted by a

clandestine correspondence, secretly im-

plored and surreptitiouslyobtained from the

disaffected in this country, too clearly an-

nounced the very warm interest you took in

the subversion of the British Constitution.

The idle clamours of mobs, promiscuously

assembled without system, without direct-

tion, orany specific object in view, deserve no

notice ; but when we find in their rude and

dissonant accents, the echo of the general

opinion of those who govern the country,

it proves unity of sentiment at least, and

cannot be mistaken for the illiberal effu-

sions of a misguided and unenlightened

populace.
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Many of the circumstances that I have

mentioned to you, and many others that

could be cited if necessary, would deserve

little notice, but for their number and

resemblance to each other.

They have however been multiplied to

such an extent, that they seem to triumph in

their force, and to challenge the publicity

that is to record their turpitude and baseness.

They press forward in despite of decency

or necessity, and consolidating themselves

as it were into a phalanx of facts, exhibit a

mass of evidence to Europe and the world,

not of a dignified legitimate ambition, to ac-

quire an equal splendour and authority

with a people with whom you have con-

tended for dominion, whose power you

dread, and whose prosperity you envy; but

of a series of mean and dishonourable at-

tempts (in profound peace, and under the

mask of friendship) to undermine their in-

dependance and happiness, a!id to accom-

plish by the worst of means the very ex-

tinction of their name and nation.

It is the items, my dear Sir, that make
R
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an account, and when the items to which I

allude are collected together, and consider-

ed in the aggregate, they form such a sum

total of treachery, cruelty, and every spe-

cies of iniquity, that history in recording

your Revolution, will be shocked at the

means by which it was accomplished.

Surely Sir, the provocations that I have

enumerated, and which you must acknow-

ledge have not been exaggerated, were of

a magriitude to excite our fears, as well as

of an atrocity to warrant complaint, and

justify resentment.

I should not have entered into this detail,

but from the regard that I owe to truth in

the iirst instance, and to my country in

the second.

I assert (and my assertion is founded

on the uniform conduct of our Ministers)

that the Court of London never manifested

a wish or an intention to interfere with

your domestic arrangements, or to profit by

your dissentions, in order to diminish your

power or your commerce

;

I t il .1 |jj like hostility appeared on the
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part of Great Britain ; nothing like a dis-

position to retort on your faithless nation

the perfidy she has shewn to this country

on a variety of occasions.

So far from meditating projects of ven-

geance or ambition, she participated in

your happiness, and seemed to forget, in

her reverence for the general principles of

liberty, the duplicity of past times.

This dignified conduct in a people who

had injuries to revenge, should have taught

you to have been grateful for a modera-

tion dictated by magnanimity, and to have

respected a neutrality so necessary to the

success of your enterprize.

This pacific disposition was adhered to

under a variety of provocations at once

pitiful and atrocious ;—it was adhered to,

notwithstanding your Executive Council

had deluo-ed the kinoidom with emissaries

to propagate doctrines subversive of all

order ;—it was adhered to, when your le-

gislature, as dead to shame as it was to

R 2
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honour, decr«d that ''France should assist the

disaffected in all countries with a military

force to subvert their governmenty and plunge

their cou?itry in blood/'

Nor was the Minister induced to depart

from his system of neutrality, even when

your Convention insulted the majesty and

menaced the existence of the British empire,

by acknowledging a few English incendia-

ries (the vile instruments of its perfidy), as

the Representatives of the British Na-

tion ! The decree of the 19th November,

removed all doubts with respect to the de-

signs of France, yet laughing at the impo*

tence that exposed itself, and despising the

"nonsense and malignancy of a law, which

defeated its ow'n execution by apprising

those of their danger whom it was meant

to injure ; little notice would have been

taken of this climax of ignorance and ini-

quity if it had not been followed by ag-

grCvSsions of a more flagitious nature, and

finally by a formal declaration of war
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which it Was expected in France would

have been the signal of a general revolt in

England.

Such is the short history of the conduct

of your country towards mine since th^

year 1789.

This is merely a detail of facts which

can neither be denied nor explained away

;

most of those concerned in the first, as

well as those concerned in the subsequent

revolutions, pretended to see nothing

but utter ruin to the infant liberties

of France if England was not instantly

crippled, and incapacitated by internal com-

motions from taking any part against

her. Suspicion, not confidence, is the

companion of guilt, and France dreaded

the resentment she had merited. From

that moment it became an object of your se-

rious and most unremitting pursuit to ex-

cite insurrections among us. You imagined

that while the British Government exist-

ed, you could not depend upon its friend-

ship, and in case of foreign hostility, that
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fou had no assurance of its neutrality. You

considered its subversion as a measure of

necessity on the completion of which youf

Revolution, which had added to the ge-

neral confusion without diminishing the

general distress, entirely depended. You

adopted this as a principle in 1789, and

never lost sight of it.

The court of Versailles always regarded

the power of this country with much jea-

lousy, and in proportion as the authority

of this bankrupt court became divided

among the people, that jealousy became

more diffused ; as if the vices of mankind

only were worthy of imitation !

—

Hence the little management in the ge-

neral expressions of the people ;—Hence

the variety of engines set in motion to

accomplish the ruin of your rival without

the hazard and embarrassment of avowed

hostility.

To the innumerable indirect outrages

which have been offered to this country,

may be added that of electing Mr. Paine
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to be a member of your National Con-

vention. You have confessed in our dif-

ferent conversations on this subject, that

you did not expect to derive any advan-

tages from his knowledge or capacity ^ and

you admitted that his election was ?iot in-

tended as a rewardfor his efforts to involve

us in anarchy ; and as neither of these was

your motive, it is evident you meant to in-

sult as well as injure; no other construc-

tion can be put on your conduct on this oc-

casion, and you are too profound a logician,

not to know that a conckision drawn from

two truths acknowledged by an adversary,

is irresistible.

It was no secret in France, that this man

had libelled his Sovereign and both Houses

of Parliament, and surely, Sir, the respect

that is due from one nation to another,

should have suggested to you the improprie-

ty, not to say the indecency, of conferring

favours and distinctions on a man who had

sounded the tocsin of sedition, and who had

endeavoured to excite a civil war in his own
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country. If Mr. Paine had not been guilty

of what you have decreed to be the great-

est of all crimes, " leze nation \" for which

you have declared no mercy shall be shown,

and which you punish with a rigour as in-

exorable as it is unexampled, we should

not have been surprised at your choice.

His having been elected a member of

your legislature, would have had nothing

in it to excite astonishment ; a^id though

it might have provoked our mirth, it never

could have moved our anger. The proceed-

ings of your National Assembly had al-

ready prepared us for every extravagance,

and for every absurdity of which the mind of

man is capable, and if Mr. Paine had not

been branded with the opprobrium of his

country for his treasons and his profligacy,

no offence would have been taken at the

singularity of your choice.

Nations like individuals have their fol-

lies, and this would have fallen under that

description, but for the baseness and turpi-

tude of its motive.
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We should have smiled at the extrava-

gance of your pretending to legislate for the

whole world, at the very instant that you

solicited a code of laws from a foreign men-

dicant, unacquainted with your language,

and unable to explain himself without an

interpreter, while his remaining a mute in

the midst of your squabbles and harangues,

would have given us the idea of an owl in

a room filled with monkeys and jack-daws.

Rags and mendicity,which with very few ex-

ceptions are the infallible signs of an idle

dissolute mind, being no longer disreput-

able in France, Mr. Paine finds in the decree

that gives them a pre-eminence over virtue

aiKl industry, a qualification for the honours

you have conferred on him, and I have no

doubt but in morals, as well as in f-^rtune,

that he is on a level with the rest of his

colleagues.-

—

Yet Sir, with all these strong and un-

questionable pretensions to the dignity of

a French legislator, there were objections 10

his being chosen, which are no less sa'ong.
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and which certainly deserved considera-

tion.

Mr. Paine, a fugitive in fact, from jus-

tice, was under a criminal prosecution for

having violated the laws, not only of his

country in particular, but of society in ge-

neral ; for in what state, either rude or civi-

lized, is It permitted to excite insurrections,

and publicly preach rebelHon ?

-.His offence was of a nature to have justi-

fied his being proscribed by all nations, but

if* it had been only local, you had no right

to decide on his guilt or innocence.

Whether our laws are mild or severe

;

just or unjust ; or whether a Government

composed of King, Lords, and Commons

is adequate to the purposes for which it

was instituted, are questions which, as far as

they relate to the internal policy of the

British empire and its dependencies, do not,

and I hope they never will, fall under your,

cognizance.

Yet you have taken upon you,.if not ab-

solutely to decide upon them, at least to in-
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form us oj the importance you annex to their

abolition, by the reception you gave to the man

who brought them into discussion, with a view

to their being brought into hazard, and whose

object avowedly was to effect a Revolution.

Mr. Paine imagined, that the distinction

conferred upon him was meant as a com-

pliment to his talents, or at least as the re-

ward of his services.

He was mistaken ; it was neither re-

spect for the one, nor gratitude for the other,

that obtained him a seat in your Conven-

tion.

It was meant by electing him to wound

the pride of this country ; it was meant as

a direct and personal affront to the King ;

but as affronts imply equahty, and there

can be nothing in common between a band

of assassins, and the sovereign of a great

and independant nation, the intended

insult failed in its object, and proved no-

thing but your malice, and your inso-

lence.

That it should however, have a certain
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degree of parade and publicity, a deputation

came over from Calais to announce in form

to the forlorn and wretched outcast, tha

vulgar and uncouth object of your choice !

the honours that awaited him in that por-

tion of Europe, where the manners of New

Zealand appear to be established, on the

Tuins of your ancient urbanity and polite-

ness.

While Mr. Paine, happy to find an asy-

lum in your country, at the very instant that

he was spurned and expelled by his own,

imagined that he was the object of univer-

sal hope and confidence in France ;

while he flattered himself that he should

become the arbiter of nations, and distri-

bute out forms of government to each at

his leisure and discretion ; while some

of his miserable adherents, partaking of

his delirium as well as of his crimes and

misfortunes, attended his inauguration at

Paris, and looked up to him as the man

destined to decide the fate of kings and

empires ; he was nothing more than the
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sorry instrument of a mean and dastardly

revenge, which you had not the virtue to

renounce, or the courage to avow.

The event has proved that it never was

your intention to consult Mr. Paine ; con-

demned to a silence and inactivity as irk-

some to his feelings as they are repugnant

to his habits and inclinations, he has re-

mained a cipher in the country that he

expected to govern, without daring to take

part in the mischiefs he has promoted, and

which it has ever been his study through

life to render as universal as they are de-

plorable.

The obscurity and inaction in which

this man has remained since he has been

among you, are proofs of the very little

estimation in which you hold his talents

and his principles.

It is therefore evident, that the oppor-

tunity it afforded you to shew your rancour

and animosity to the British Government,

was the sole cause of his being elevated to
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the perilous post he occupies, not enjoys.

In your country ; for, let me ask you, Sir,

what motive can in truth be urged for the

momentary countenance you have shewn

to a man confessedly disqualified to serve

you in the situation in which you have

placed him, but that of offering a deliberate

insult to the British Nation and its Govern-

ment?— I say, the British Nation and its

Government, for they are not distinct bo-

dies with detached and separate interests,

but on the contrary, bound to and depen-

dent upon each other ; forming, Sir, a real

fraternity according to the true and bene-

volent import of the word ; and not such a

one as you at present preach and practise

;

for they are united in their affections, as well

as in their fortunes, beyond your power to

diminish or destroy notwithstanding the

innumerable attempts, direct and indirect,

of your Convention and Executive Council

to separate them: for what else, let me

ask, was meant by the criminal and multi-
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plied threats of Le Brun and of Brissot,*

to appeal to the Nation against the deci-

sion of the Cabinet, but to divide them if

possible against each other, and produce a

contest that was to lead to the destruction

of both?

An appointment so ludicrous as that

which you conferred on Mr. Paine, and

which in other times and under other cir-

cumstances would be considered as the ef-

fect of lunacy, carries on the very face of

it the strong and indelible impression of

crime ; not insanity :—but even if it was

• " 11 importe que la nation Anglaise, qui n*e3t qu'egaree

par son GoUvernement soit promptement desabusee. C'est

par respect pour la fraternite, qui nous unit que nous de-

rons lui peindre avec franchise, les manoeuvres de son Gou-

Ternement."

It is of importance that the English nation, blinded only

by its Government, should be speedily undeceived^ The

respect which we owe to the fraternity that unites us, com-

pels us to expose to the people of Englajid, the measures of

its Government.

Brissot'3 Report to the National Convention,

1 2th Jan. 1793.
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doubtful whether it proceeded from vice or

madness, I would not pay so ill a compli-

ment to your understanding, as to attribute

it to the latter ; nor would your country.

Sir, plunged as it is in blood, be thankful

for an apology so derogatory from its prin-

ciples, and from that pre-eminence in guilt

to which it so arrogantly aspires. The

election of Mr. Paine was meant, not as an

homage to genius, or in return for his ef-

forts to subvert the British Government

;

but as a secret stab to the pride of a nation

whose resentment you had provoked, and

whose power you dreaded.

No other reason can be assigned for

choosing a man, wliose very character and

person were equally unknown to his con-

stituents; who, besides being a stranger in

your country, an outcast from his own,

and a fugitive from justice, was ignorant

of the laws, tlie manners, customs, and ge-

nius of the people for whom he was to le-

gislate;—w4io was even unacquainted with
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their language, their temper, and their ha-

bits, and who since he has taken his seat

in your Convention, has never yet been con-

sulted on public affairs : and who lives insu-

lated and despised, as much a stranger in

your metropolis, as if his name and his writ-

ings had never been known.

Let any impartial person (for such only

can decide,) examine either separately or

collectively, all these corroborating circum-

stances, and pronounce whether it was af-

fection for Mr. Paine, or hatred to the Eng-

lish Government that induced you to elect

him.—If it was the latter, it proves mean-

ness, and entails on you the infamy of a

bad action, without affording you the pal-

try gratification you expected in return.—
If it was the former, it proves levity ; for

the affection has been withdrawn without

its being forfeited, and his life has been me-

naced by those who caressed him. The

motive however that induced you to choose

him, decided 3^ou to save liim : it was

thought that his country would triumph in

S
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his death ; and while this opinion prevails,

it is possible that his miserable existence

may be prolonged

.

Terrible as such a situation must be, he

has at least the consolation of knowing that

he holds his life by a much better tenure

than any that his colleagues or constitu-

ents can boast.

Thus far, m}^ dear Sir, have I discharged

the obligation you imposed on me. I have,

agreeable to your request, if not to your

prejudices, given my unreserved opinion on

the causes of a war, which as far as it re-

lates to this country, originated in jealousies

and ill-founded apprehensions of danger to

yours.—Sum up I beseech you, with your

usual accuracy, the whole of the evidence

I have laid before you, and you will per-

ceive that you have had two grand objects

perpetually in view. The one was, to in-

jiamc the minds of the people of your country

against England, to have them prepared for

inveterate hostility whe7iever the season ar-

rived ; the other was, to set us at variance
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with ourselves, and plunge us in civil war,

under the pretence cf r(fornmig abuses coevcd

with man, and which being inseparablefroin

his very nature, cannot be totally remedied.

Thus, Sir, have I rapidly, but faithfully,

traced the conduct of your country towards

mine ; and if you will recur to the various

publications which have followed in succes-

sion, the performances of Messieurs Pey-

sonnel and Dupont, in 1789 and 1790, down

to the report which Mr. Brissot made to

your Qonvention on the 12th of January,

1793, you will find my first assertion estab-

lished by facts not easily to be controvert-

ed, and which in this stage of the business

it would answer no purpose to deny.

My second assertion is confirmed by tes-

timonies much stronger, and infinitely more

numerous ; it is confirmed, Sir, by the perse-

vering ardour with which all of your coun-

trymen, whether Jacobins or Feuillans,

schooled every Englishman that came to

Paris on the defects in the English Go-

vernment, whose subversion was recom-

Ss
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mended to him with as much anxiety as if

his existence depended on it ; it is proved,

by the iUicit and constant communications

carried on by emissaries and secret agents

appointed by both parties, till your Con-

vention and P^xecutive Council threw off

the mask, and entered into an official cor-

respondence with the factious and disaf-

fected in this country for the avowed pur-

pose of effecting a Revolution, and the de-

claration of your Convention,* immediately

on their assembling, announced what this

country had to expect from your friendship.

The decrees which were afterwards

passed on the 19th of November and 15th

of December, and which may be consi-

dered as the ratification of the treaties en-

tered into between your Executive Council

and the seditious Clubs in England, proved

how^ little we could depend upon your jus-

tice ; while your conduct to the deluded in-

habitants of Liege and Brabant too clearly

demonstrated what you meant hyfrater?iity.

* Vide page 89,.
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Your real intentions towards this coun-

try were more fully explained by these dif-

ferent manoeuvres, than by all the profes-

sions of amity which Mr. Chauvelin re-

peatedly made to our Government.

It was easy to foresee that all this dupli-

city, unless tlie infatuation and error under

which you acted could have been destroyed,

would terminate in a rupture, and which

rupture would probably have taken place

much sooner, if the English Minister had

been less solicitous to preserve peace. He

had received provocations enough by the.se

outrages systematically laid down, and pur-

sued without intermission since the com-

mencement of your Revolution, to justify a

declaration of hostilities ; and there is no

doubt but the nation would have borne

him out in tlie war if he had denounced it,

as cheerfully as it seems resolved to go

through witli him at present. I agree with

you, that it is impossible to foresee what

the issue of this extraordinary contest may

be, and it is, no doubt, very certain that a
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want of concert in the belligerent powers,

and above all, any defection on their part,

(against which we have no security but

mere personal assurances, and on which no

great dependence could be placed if per-

sonal interest did not vouch for tlieir fide-

lity), would occasion a very material change

in affairs, and make the worse appear /he bet-

ter cause: I subscribe to all ihis without

argument ; but the very reasons you al-

ledge in support of such dangers, are pre-

cisely the very pledges that we have for

their good faith.

The great stake at hazard, is an assur-

ance at once of unanimity, and of vigour,

for something more is at issue with respect

to the powers on the Continent than the

expences of the campaign, or the loss or

gain of a battle; and if you will extend

your reflections a very little farther, you

will perceive, that what you suppose ought

to alarm this country, is in face its best and

only security.

With respect to your resources, they may
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be immense as you assert, while the sys-

tem of pillage is authorized, and men will

submit to that kind of legalized anarchy

which leaves the life and property of one

man at the mercy of another : but this

disorder must have its term ; it is too

violent and unnatural to last ; nor can the

other nations consistent with their safety

allow Arabs more wild and of a new and

more dangerous description than those

which infect the deserts, to occupy the

very centre of Europe, and commit their

devastations with impunity.

Interest and common danger will unite

men on whom the principles of justice

have not much influence ; and though I

am as Wide disposed to confide in the sin-

cerity and morality of the princes on the

Continent as yourself, yet I feel, in the very

imminent risk to which they are exposed,

a much greater security for their fidelity

than what I can expect from their habits

or their principles.

Here, Sir, arises the glorious distinction
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between this country and the other nations

of Europe.

The British Sovereign is the Represen-

tative of the British Nation.

All that is transacted by the former is

in the name, for the benefit, and by the

AUTHORITY OF TPiE LATTER. — Monar-

chy without responsibility is tyranny.

—

I knoA\. of no other definition. The King

of England has an account to render

;

and this it is that gives stability to the

Crown, and energy to the Nation :—it is

this, Sir, that makes the friendship of

Great Britain solicited, and her enmity

dreaded ; it is this which gives prompti-

tude and effect to her measures and pro-

duces the vigour and activity of an arbitrary

govern iiPient, with all the advantages and

probity arising from republican freedom ;

these pov/ers, happily tempered and com-

bined,' give efiect to her resolves, without

endangering the liberty of the subject; and

while the responsibility under which the

Sovereign acts, in the persons of those who
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advise him, is a sure pledge for his modera-

tion and fidelity ; it insures affection and

respect for the monarch, and the monarchy.

Hence the difference between the English

Constitution and what may with more pro-

priety be called usurpations than govern-

ments on the Continent, since the will of the

sovereign is law, and abuses are committed

w'lXh impunity, and perpetuated without

scandal. It is to this difference that our

laws and liberties owe their force and sta-

bility ; while to the innumerable checks

provided by the wisdom of our ancestors

against the inroads of despotism, the British

throne is indebted for its splendour, us.

power, and permanency.

If these reflections had occurred to you, I

do not think you would have been so san-

guine in your expectations or so zealous in

your efforts to put us out of conceit with

our Government.

The instant that such a design was dis-

covered, and it was no longer doubtful that

you meant mischief, the whole nation ex-

pressed its abhorrence at your perfidy, and
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those who had espoused your cause with the

greatest warmth, were the very first to

abandon you, and give their voluntary sup-

port to the Minister whose measures they

had hitherto opposed.

You lost the affections of these men, as

you have done those ofyour friends in Ger-

many and the Low Countries, and gave ano-

ther proof of the truth of the reproach ;
*

which your nation seems destined to deserve

under all possible changes.

—

You boast of your concord, and presume

from thence on the impossibility of your

being subdued.

To assume a fact not admitted by your

adversary, and to argue on it, puts an end

to all controversy ; but what merit, in the

name of Heaven, can you claim from your

unanimity, when a difference of opinion is

punished with death? It is not in my
character, and it never has been my prac-

tice, to dissemble ; believe me. Sir, that

• Belle entree, mauvaise sortie,

—

a good beginning, and

a had ending'.
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one of your principal errors has been to

blend metaphysical subtle. ies with moral

and political questions, and to endea-

vour to regulate the rights of nations and

of individuals on abstract principles.

Theories have been formed, not from

known and established maxims, bat from

the reveries of mo.lern writers, svhom the

combmed despotism of church ai:d sta^e

had driven into avowed and implacable

hostility to both : a vicious government

having rendered them seditious and irie-

ligious, their animosity was directed, not

so much against the abuses committed by

the civil or ecclesiastical povvcr, as against

their respective establishmens.

The magistrate and the priest, became

equally the objects of satire and of ridi* uie,

and the present generation, accu^tcmed

from their earliest infancy to repe .t the

sarcasms of Voltaire against the cierr:y and

religion, cannot be supposed to have much

reverence for either : all your authors, al-

most for this century past, having promul-
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gated the doctrines of materialism, Chris-

tianity was destroyed long before her altars

were defaced : yet it is to some of these

writers that you have applied for a new code

of laws. Nor are your clergy exempt from

the reproach of having contributed by their

irregularities,* to the destruction of the re--

ligion they professed, and which it was

their duty to have respected, and their in-

terest to have supported: making however

every possible allowance for the impres-

sions of anger and resentment excited by

the impolitic and unprovoked severity of

the old government, and giving • these

writers who attacked civil and ecclesiastic

cal tyranny full credit for the rectitude of

their intentions, still their capacity for le-

gislation may well be doubted ; nor could

we, possessed as we are of a most excellent

constitution, and living under laws that ad-

* No wonder that the Roman Catholic religion in France

Is destroyed, when the chiefs disbelieved it, and laughed in

private at the mockeries and pantomimes they performed

»? puhlie.
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mit of distinctions in crimes^ but not in

persons, apply to such a source for the

principles of civil government without an

impeachment of our understanding.

It is certainly more consonant to reason that

men whose minds have been trained to free-

dom, and invigorated by habitual thought

and reflection, who have been accustomed

from their earliest infancy to discuss political

questions and to debate the rights of man-

hood, should better understand, and better

practise the principles of civil liberty, than

men who alternately flattered and reviled

the power that oppressed them, and whose

minds degraded by despotism, had submit-

ted to the most abject servility.

Neitlier the strong and triumphant ge-

nius of Rousseau, nor of Voltaire, was at

any period of their lives free from restraint

or fear, and it is worthy of remark, that

each of them sought an asylum from op-

pression under the very government that

they respectively reprobated as tyrannical

and iniquitous.
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The systems of such men are without

authority ;—tliey can have no weight, and

scarce deserve a place in our libraries.—If

however the best of those multitudinous

ideas which have been so profusely scattered

by them and Helvetius, and other writers

of that description had been selected and

incorporated with the most approved of

those which have long been in successful

practice, something like order might have

arisen from the horrible and dreary chaos

that ensued on the dissolution of the mo-

narchy in 1792 ; but unfortunately the

profligate pleasantries of these writers were

instantly converted into principles and

maxims of state, and from the odd jumble

of their licentiousness, and the ferocious de-

pravity of those who have usurped the go-

vernment, other theories have been formed,

not only less rational, but absolutely atro-

cious and impracticable.

These theories were no sooner tried than

their ill effects were felt ; yet faulty and

even impracticable as they were found to
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be, they have been persisted in with a de-

gree of obstinacy, accompanied with cir-

cumstances of such inexorable cruehy, that

no doubt can remain of a despotism having

succeeded more terrible in its effects, and more

extensive in its nature, than the one which

you abolished.

—

The origin of the calamities which deso-

late your country I have already remarked,

may be found in the rapacity, ignorance,

and confirmed libertinism of the clergy

and privileged orders, as well as in the foul

and polluted minds of those to whom the

management of public affairs has since been

confided. The power of your government

under the ancient system had indeed been

meliorated by the mild influence of modern

manners, but still it was undefined, and

the people having no security against its

abuses, its very existence would have been

a satire on the wisdom and virtue of those,

who endured it, even if the unfeeling des-

potism of the court of Versailles had not by

suggesting the necessity of an immediate re-

form, accelerated its destruction.
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Every allowance should be made for the

asperity and even violence of men smarting

under the lash of unprovoked insult or op-

pression.—Injustice irritates the mind, and

weans it by the wrongs it inflicts, from the

considerations of right and expediency.

That those who had fallen victims to

lawless power, or who dreaded its malig-

nancy, were justified in attempting to cir-

cumscribe its authority, will not be denied

by those who are entitled to partake of the

common rights of nature.—Bu.t no excuse

can possibly be urged for all the enormi-

ties and all the excesses which have been

committed since the 144th of July, 1789.* I

own to you. Sir, that I cannot reflect on

the sad consequences which have resulted

from your Revolution without surprise,

sorrow, and indignation. In a w^ord, France

presents in strong colours to my astonished

mind the horrible and afflicting picture of

an entire nation seized with madness, one

* The French have introduced so may episodes in their

Revolution, that they seem to have lost sight of the nuii?

business entirely.
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half of whose distracted inhabitants, fran-

tic and knee-deep in blood, are butchering

without remorse friends, strangers, and re-

lations, while the other half, not less san-

guinary and delirious, have rushed forth

with lighted torches in their hands to fire

both hemispheres! Pardon the warmth

with which I express my sentiments ;—^}^ou

have craved my indulgence for the zeal

with which you defended the interests of

YOUR country,* let me plead the same excuse

for vindicating, not only the rights of mine,

but those of humanity.

It is in favour of the general interests of

society that I plead, and which I hope will

prove my claim to the title you have ac-

corded me, of a philosopher, who " laments

" at ofict' the errors of mankind, and the mis-

* " C^est a Vaiiachemenl quef ai pour die (sa patrie) et

'* a lu connaissance bien certain des faits, que je vous prie

" d^attribuer la cbaleur avec LaqueUe je vous ai ecris pour

" m§npays."

Extract ofa letter dated Sept. 27, 1 70S.
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''fortunes of humanity."-f You will perceive

that I have written to you with the

same freedom that lias invariably marked

my conversation. The subject excludes ce-

remony, and the friendship between us for-

bids reserve. Your own conduct will

convince you tliat no part of the strong re-

proaches I have made to your countrymen

in general, apply to you in particular,

while th.e esteem in w'hich I hold your

character, is an assurance that nothing per-

sonal is intended.

I rely on your goodness to pardon the

detail into which I have been unwilluigly

led by some passages in your two last let-

ters, and which it was incumbent on me to

answer at length, not only for your convic-

tion, but from that attachment to truth

whicli I profess, and will steadily adhere

to under every change of fortune that can

" f Etjem^estimcrai heureux de cotiserver voire amitie;

" celle d'unpbilGsopbe vertiieux ei sensible, qui planit Vega-

" rement des bommes, ei les malheurs de rbumaniie.^'

Extract of a letter dated Sept. 27, 179S.
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possibly happen to me. However fate may

dispose of you, whether you survive or pe-

rish in tlie tempest, I shall ever recollect,

v^'ith much tenderness of sentiment, vour

unwearied efforts to preserve peace between

the two nations, w^hile I lambent that your ef-

forts were not attended v/ith a success nro-

portioned to the importance of the object,-

and to the benevolence of your motives.

Believe me to be v/ith unaii?ected regard.

Dear Sir, yours.

IHE END.
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